


Much has been predicted concerning the future of television as a major
industry and its far reaching efiect upon the daily lives of all people. The
proof of these predictions is about to be demonstrated as new television
stations are established and manufacturers prepare to place televisiorr
receivers upon the market.

As television becomes a reality, another prediction is about to be ful-
filled-namely, that a vast new field of opportunity will open up for
the qualified radio serviceman. The public at large knows nothing about
the installation, operation or performance of television receivers. Therefore,
the industry will have to leair heavily upon informed service technicians
for the successful introduction of television to the general public.

Therein lies the opportunity today for the farsighted radio serviceman.
For those who wish to take their part in the tremendous expansion of the
television industry, the time to begin-the time to acquire the necessary
technical knowledge and training 

-is 
nsit.

The material in this book is compiled from many years of actual tele-
vision 6eld service experience. It gives you not only the principles of
television receivers but also practical facts which will enable you to meet
actual conditions as they occur in the home. The basic background
material of this publication may be supplemented by the manuals for
specific television receivers which will be placed on the market by the
various manufacturers.

A television receiver is necessarily a more complicated electronic instru-
ment than a radio receiver. psrnsrn$s1-only the trained serviceman
will be able to pro6t from the growth of the television industry.
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' In the preparation of this publication, careful consideration of both
the technical and non-technical reader was of utmost importance. It was
decided that, aside from a general knowledge of the processes involved, the
serviceman will not be interested in tfie technical aspects of television broad-
casting, since his primary interest is in the operation and servicing of
television receivers. It was frrrther assumed that the technician will possess

a general understanding of radio, electrical and electronic theory and Prac'
tice and this knowledge will enable him to cope with the technical aspects of
the text material. The written material is reinforced by an abundance of
carefully prepared illustrations. Finalln the serviceman will recognize the
necessity of dealing in generalities in connection with those aspects of tele-
vision which are still being developed. However, specific information is

given, sufficient in detail, to make this publication of greatest value to
anyone who intends to service television receivers.- 

The contents of this. book are divided into five sections. The first deals

in a general way with the complete television system; the second describes

the niake-up of a composite telivision signal; the third contains an analysis

of television receiver circuits; the fourth covers television antennasl the

fifth contains detailed data on servicing a television receiver and its related

units. For ready reference, a complete index and a glossary of television

terms will be found at the back of the book.
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THE BfiSIC TETEIJISIOil SYSTEM

THE MAJOR UNITS OF A TELEVISION SYSTEM

The "operation of a complete television system re-

quires the trarrsnrission and reception of both video and

audio signals. For technical reasons' seParate tralrs-

nritters are used for the video and the audio transmis-

sion, but reception is accomplished by a single receiver.

The relationship of these components is shown in

figure l.

THE TELEYISION TRANSMITTERS

In the picture, or "video,tt transmitter, the canlera

section vien's the scene with a canlera tube which di-

vides the scene ilrto thousands of elements and converts

the amount of light in each element into an equivalelrt

electrical potential, or video signal. The sequence in

which the elements are selectedr or scanned, is deter-

mined by the timirrg-circuit section. The resulting video

signal is then amplified and combined' in the video-line

amplifier, with synchrorrizing signals supplied by the

tirrring-circuit section. The conrbined signal contains all

the conrpolrents necessary to construct a picture when

supplied to the proper electronic circuits, and is known

as the "conrposite video signal." The composite video

signal is fed to the transnritter section where it is super'

imposed upon, or "antplitude-modulatesr" the radio fre-

quency carrier, which iIr turn is fed to, and radiated

from, the atrtetrtla systenr.

Simultaneously, with the viewing of the picture, a

microphone is picking uP the sound which attends the

scene, and convertitrg this sound into equivalent elec-

trical potentials. 'fhese potentials are then amplified

and used to "frequgncy-modulate" the radio-frequency

audio carrier. This audio carrier is 4.5 megacycles above

the frequency of the video carrier. The audio trans-

mitter enrbodies standard frequency-modulation tech-

niques, and for further infornration on frequency mod-

ulation, the reader is referred to the abundant material

in trade publications'

THE TELEYISION RECEIYER

The television receiver may be divided into two parts

for studying its frrnctions, In the video section' the

received composite video signal and the frequency-

nrodulated audio signal are received and amplified. The

audio signal is separated and fed to the audio section'
'fhe con'rposite video signal is then further anrplified,

detected, and fed to both the video amplifier and the

sweep circuits. From the video anrplifier the signal

goes to the picture ttrbe where it produces light vari-

ations in the picture-tube beanr. In the sweep circuits,

the synchronizing signals arc separated and used to

control the necessary scanning action of the beam of

the picture tube. This scannirrg action is thus synchro-

nized with the scanning of the canlera tube at the

transnritter, and to the eyes of the televisiorr audience,

the televised scene is reproduced as a complete picture'

THE TETEYISION ANTENNAS

For ordinary radio recePtionr the antenna is not

critical. In televisiort, however, the antenua is of great

importance. At the tralrsnritter, great care is taketl to

".hi"rr" 
radiation that will be substantially equal in all

directions along the earth's surface' Special arrays of

half-wave dipoles and matched transmission lines are

used. Of almost equal importance is the choice of, and

installation of, an antenrra for the receiver' Usually it
will be desirable to install an antenna of high direc-

tivity, in other words' an antenna that receives signals

from one directiolr to the exclusion of sigrrals from

other directions. These antennas usually take the form

of half-wave dipoles with reflectors' The importance

of the receiving antenna is such that it is disctrssed at

length in the servicing section of this publication'
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THE BASIC TETEVISION SYSTEM

TELEVISING PROCEDUR.ES

PICTURE ELEMENTS
The principles developed and now in use in tele-

vising a picture employ some method of breaking
the picture into individual elements, transmitting these
elements in sequence, and reassembling them at the
receiver.

An excellent example of pictures reproduced by the
use of individual elements is found in any half-tone
picture. This type of picture reproducing is the com-
mon method used by newspapers and books. An exanr-
ination of a half-tone picture with a magnifying glass

reveals that these pictures are composed of thousands
of evenly spaced dots. The size of the individual dots
determines the shade of the picture. That is, large dots
produce dark areas, smaller dots produce light areas.

When the assembled dots are viewed from a distance,
they cannot be seen individually but blend together and
appear as a complete picture. The detail of the picture
is improved in direct proportion to the number of dots
per square inch.

When many pictures presenting a sequence of closely
related actions are rapidly presented to the eye, the
illusion of motion is obtained. This fact is effectively
illustrated by motion pictures. Therefore, a picture
in which motion appears to tiLke place can be con-
structed and presented to the eye. As a result of ex-
periment with motion pictures, it was found that picture
appearance was improved by the use of certain propor-
tions. Thus the ratio of a picture's width to its height,
called the aspect ratio, was established at 4 to 3.

A later development disclosed a reduction in ficker
es the canrera-shutter rate was increased. An increase in
shutter rate does not necessarily mean an increase in
the number of individual film pictures, or framcs, as

the shutter rate can be increased by projecting a single
frame more than once.

SCANNING
Television pictures are similar to motion pictures in

that they too are made up of elements and frames, and
depend upon the retentiveness of the eye to give the
illusion of motion. Unlike the motion picture, the
elements of the television picture cannot be transmitted
simultaneously, but must be transmitted individually
and in a definite sequence, each transmitted element
being reproduced by the receiver in the same sequence

in which it wap transmitted and given the same relative

light value it originally represented. The method by
which these elements are reproduced in their correct
sequence is called scanning.

SCANNING DEVICES. An early method of tele-
vision scanning employed a mechanical device. This
method utilized a rotating disc, usually made with a

spiral of apertures arranged around the outer circum-
ference and spaced so that there was no overlapping.
This disc was used as a means of breaking down a pic-
ture into many individual light values or elements.
At the transmitter, placed immediately behind the disc
and in line with the apertures, was a photocell, a device
capable of translating light variation into correspond-
ing electrical variations. This mechanical system ofrered
many handicaps, such as difficulty in synchronism and
other mechanical failures.

The basic idea of breaking the picture into many
individual elements is still used, but the method of
scanning first used has been replaced by the electronic
gun in the camera tube of the transmitter, and by the
cathode-ray tube of the receiver.

The camera tube is used to convert the light values
of a scene, or picture, into equivalent electrical poten-
tials. The tube is constructed so that any image can
be focused upon a light-sensitive screen, or photo-sensi-
tive screen, called the "mosaic." See figure 2. In tele-
vising motion-picture film, the motion-picture projector
is focused directly onto the mosaic within the camera
tube. The photo-sensitive screen has thousands of light-
sensitive globules placed one layer deep on one side of
an insulating surface such as mica; each globule is in-
sulated from every other globule. Placed on the other
side of the insulating surface is a conducting plate
of either silver or graphite. Each of the little light-
sensitive elements can be considered as one plate of a

capacitor; the large plate on the other side of the di-
electric is the other plate, and is common to every
individual light-sensitive element. The light-sensitive ele-

ments have the property of losing electrons when sub-
jected to light, the brighter the light the greater the
number of electrons emitted, causing the light-sensitive
elements to assume a positive charge in relation to the
common plate. Therefore, if a picture representing
many different light values is focused upon the mosaic,

each element of the nrosaic will assume a charge pro.
portional to the light falling upon it. The individual
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Figure 2. A High-Yelocily Comero Tube.

elements will retain their charge until discharged. This
storage action of the mosaic is very important, because

it allows the individual charges to be removed one at

a time in a definite sequence, producing the desired
electrical equivalent for the amount of light falling
upon the individual element. These elements are dis'
charged in a given sequence by the scanning action of
a beam of electrons, which are generated and controlled
in a manner identical to that used in the cathode-ray
tube. The type of deflection used may be either elec-

trostatic or electromagnetic. The electrons displaced
by the high-velocity scanning beam are attracted to a

collector ring placed around the inside of the tube.

Undesirable shading effects, resulting from secondary
emission, are characteristic of high-velocity camera

tubes.
Another type of camera tube contains Practically the

same elements as the camera tube previously described,

although the physical size and location of the elements

are somewhat difierent. The mosaic is smaller and

practically transparent, as the silver coating on the in-

4

sulating plate is extremely thin. The tube is approxi'
mately 18 inches long and 4 inches in diameter. The
picture is focused onto the silvered side of the mosaic,

and the scanning operation is performed on the oppo-
site side. A very low velocity beam is used for scan-

ning, which gives the tube high efEciency by eliminating
secondary emission and its consequent shading effects.

Because of its high efficiency, this tube is quite sensitive

and can be used to pick up pictures where good lighting
is not possible. These advantages would seenl to make

this tube particularly adaptable for all television cam-

eras. There are, however, two disadvantages. A com-

bination of electrostatic and electromagnetic deflection
is used which necessitates complex and critical deflection
circuits, Usually, to avoid interaction, it is desirable

to include these circuits within the camera' In addition,
because of the diameter of the tube and the strong
nragnetic field needed for focusing, a very large and

heavy focus coil is necessary. These disadvantages add

such a tremendous weight to the camera that it becolnes

awkward to handle and is therefore used only to pick

\-
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up pictures where it is not possible to have considerable
light, or where great maneuverability of the camera is
not necessary.

SCANNING METHODS. The earliest television
pictures, limited as they were by the mechanical scan-
ners, the difficulty in obtaining sufficient frequency
response in the receiver and transmitter, and othet
technical limitationg, were constructed of a sma[ num-
ber of lines. This limited the amount of detail that
could be presented. in the televised picture. As these
technical limitations were overcome and the use of
the electronic scanning devices becanre general, it be-
came possible to increase the number of lines from
time to time until the present 521-line system was finally
evolved, resulting in pictures of excellent detail. Fig-
ure 3 shows the improvement of the televised picture
with the development of improved methods.

The sweep circuits serve to deflect the electron beam
back and forth and up and down across the surface of
the picture, and in the process of scanning, the beam
covers the entire surface of the picture. The scanning
action takes place from left to right, and downward,
and as the beam moves across the image in the camera

HoR lzoNTAL TRA.HE;;;;;r+AL 
RETRA.E.

tube, it converts the light value of each element into
an equivalent electrical potential. Moving simultane-
ously with it and duplicating its every motion is a
scanning beam in the receiver, and the electrical poten-
tials for each element scanned are converted back into
light. After having completed the first line, the ele-
ment is quickly returned to the left side of the picture
and again moves across the picture from left to right
and downward, scanning at a constant rate of speed
(called linear scanning) and covering a new part of
the picture. This procedure is continued until every
element of the picture has been scanned by the moving
beam.

The division of a picture into 525 lines is made by
horizontal-scanning action. The length of each line is
L/3 longet than the picture height, this 4:3 aspect ratio
having been adopted from the motion picture, as ap-
pearing most natural to the eye. Interlace scanning is
used to eliminate flicker. The picture is rapidly scanned
twice, the first scanning starting at the upper left side
of the picture, figure 4, and covering every other line
(odd numbered lines) until it reaches the bottom of
the picture. Then the scanning beam is returned to

6
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DOWNWARD ACTIVE FIELDS.

Flgrro l. lllorlcec Scclllng.
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the top center of the picture and scans the picture from
top to bottom, covering the lines (even numbered)
skipped during the first scanning. The second scanning

ends at the bottom center of the picture. This proced-
ure requires two scanning operations to complete the

picture or frame. As each complete scanning operation
is termed a field, one frame consists of two fields.

Complete frames recurring 16 times per second will
give the illusion of continuous motion; however, if the

recurrence rate is increased the picture flicker is reduced.

The present standard requires that 30 frames be con-

structed each second. This rate is a submultiple of the
power-line frequency, 60 cycles-per-second, and was

selected because any power-line hum in the deflection
circuits will cause distortion of the picture. Since the
hum is recurring at the power-line frequency, and the
frame recurrence rate is a submultiple of the power-line
frequency, the hum distortion remains stationary, and

if not excessive, can be tolerated, but if it is allowed

to move through the picture it becomes annoying. The
recurrence rate of l0 frames per second is thus chosen.

This rate and the double scanning of each frame elim'
inates objectionable flicker. Since there are 525 lines per
frame and 30 frames per second, a total of 15,750 lines

per second are scanned. In order to maintain synchroni-
zation between the horizontal-scanning circuits of the

camera tube and the horizontal-scanning circuits of the

picture tube, these circuits are allowed to function dur-
ing the vertical retrace. This action means that the scan-

ning beam will make several back-and-forth horizontal
movements during each vertical retrace. See 6gure 4.

However, these back-and-forth movements of the beam

are not visible because the cathode-ray tube is blanked
during the vertical retrace.

THE BASIC TELEYISION SYSTEM

THE TELEYISION CHANNETS
In order to transmit picture information, which in'

cludes frequencies much higher than audio frequencies,

a wide channel of radio frequencies is needed. The
video channel is designed to permit the transmission

of the video information and its accompanying audio

carrier.
A single commercial television channel is six times

as wide as the entire broadcast band. Only in the

higher frequency spectrum are channel widths of this
nragnitude available. As of July, 1945, the Federal

Communications Commission established thirteen tele'
vision bands for the purpose of commercial broadcast-

ing and reception. Six of these bands, each six mega-

cycles in width, fall between 44 and 8E megacycles.

Figure 5 shows clearly these allocations. Seven tele-

vision-frequency bands exist between 172 and 216 mega-

cycles, and experimental bands from 480 to 920 mega-

cycles.
To prevent crowding of stations in one area, regula'

tions allow no more than 7 stations to an area' although

the frequency allocations provide for more than 500

television stations to blanket the country. Local area

allocation provides that a station in an uncrowded,

isolated area use the 44 to 5o-megacycle channel with
fairly low power. In areas where cities are located

close together, alternate channels are assigned, such as

the Philadelphia-New York area where channels 2, 4,

and 5 are assigned to New York stations, and channels

I and 6 to those in Philadelphia.
The composite video signal is in teality a combination

of signals generated by the cameta tube and its associ'

ated scanning and keying circuits. The composite video

signal is used to amplitude-modulate a television trans'

Flgure 5. Televlslon Chcnnels, Frequency Alloccllons lelow 100 MG.
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THE BASIC TELEYISION SYSTEM

mitter, and at the receiver, this composite waveform is

used to control the scanning circuits and reproduce the

picture. The composite video signal will be analyzed in
detail later, but it is well to note that the video signal
is usually accompanied by an FM audio-modulated
carrier, the nature of which is not discussed in this pub'
lication. To see the relationship of the audio carrier
to the video carrier, refer to figure 6. This chart shows

that the amplitude-modulated video carrier occupies

5.75 mc. of the 6-mc. video channel and that the FM
audio carrier occupies 0.25 mc.

Figure 6. ldeol Piclure.Tronsnission Chcroelerislics.

The chart, figure 6, further shows that the trans-
mitted video signal does not have equally wide side
bands. The bandwidth of the lower side band and car-
rier is only L,25 mc.; the bandwidth of the upper side
band and carrier is 4.5 mc. The suppression of one side
band is known as vestigial side-band transmission, and
this type of transmission permits the use of a video
signal of wider frequency range, resulting in a better
defined picture without greatly increasing the total re-

quired frequency band per channel. The transmission of
part of the lower side band with the upper, results in an

over-emphasis of the low modulating frequencies, since

the low frequencies of the partially suppressed lower

side band add to the low frequencies of the upper side

band. To avoid this over-emphasis, the receiver must

be designed to attenuate the carrier ttequency 5O/o.

THE TELEYISION NETWORK

Network broadcasting of sound programs is normally
carried out b'' the use of wire transmission of pro-
grams from the point of origin to the point or points

8

of broadcasting. This is a relatively simple process,

because the frequencies necessary for high fidelity of
the audio signal encompass only about ten kilocycles.
Video transmission of comparable quality requires that
a signal of about 600 times this many frequencies be

carried without distortion of amplitude, frequency or
phase.

At the present time there are two practical methods
of accomplishing network television broadcasting. The
first method requires the use of coaxial cable between

the point of origin and the point, or points, of trans-
mission. Coaxial cable is constructed of a central con-

ductor of specified size, spaced a definite distance from
the second conductor, which must be in the form of a

hollow tube surrounding the central conductor. It can

be readily seen that such a conductor requires precision
construction methods and special matetials. Since the
most practical installation for such a conductor requires

that it be buried, it is apparent that the use of coaxial

cable for network television purposes envisages the ex'
penditure of a great amount of money and involves

considerable technical difficulty.
Because of the drawbacks of the coaxial'cable method,

a substitute method *as sought. The obvious answer

was found in the principle of sending the picture, from
the origin to some point between the origin and the

desired point of broadcasting, by television methods. At
this intermediate point the picture would be received

by a television receiver and re-broadcast by a television

transmitter to the next point, and so on until the de-

sired point was reached. Many technical difficulties
were encountered in the development of this basic idea,

such as interference between adjacent relay transmitters

and receivers, operating on the same frequency.
A multiple-relay television network linking two maior

cities is now in oPeration between Washington, D. C.,

and Philadelphia. Developed by Philco engineers, it
proves that the transmission of a television picture over

long distances by a series of wireless relays is possible

and practical.
In this network, television pictures are relayed from

Washington, D. C., through booster stations at Arling-
ton, Va., Odenton, Md., Havre de Grace, Md., and

Honeybrook, Pa., to Philco Station WPTZ in Philadel-

phia and its television audience, as shown in figure 7.

The interference mentioned in a preceding paragraph

has been eliminated by having each relay transmitter

on a difierent frequency. For example, at Odenton the

receiver is set to the Arlington transmitting frequency,

while the ttansmitter at Odenton and the receiver at
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Flavre de Grace are on another frequency, and so on,
each unit thus avoiding the frequency of the adjacent
transmitters.

THE BASIC TELEYISION SYSTEM

This technique is a scientific forerunner of the means
by which signals may be sent across the United States
to form a nation-wide television network.
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T H E Ctl M POS ITE t|l D EO s G l{ AL

VIDEO.SIGNAL COMPON ENTS

An analysis of the conrplex natlrre of the conrposite

video signal is Irecessary to ttnderstand the correlation
of the f unctiotrs of transmitter and receiver circtrits.

This section describes the nature of the signal composi-

tion, and the sequetrce relationship of thc signal conr-

ponents. The u'aveforrn of the composite video siglral,

as prescribed by thc Federal Conrmttnicatiotrs Conrnris-

sion. is shown irr figtrre 8, An exantit-,atiorr of this
waveform will shon' that the composite video signal

consists of several conrponent-sigrral pulses; (1) the

video signal, (2) the blankirrg ptrlse, and ( 3) the

pedestal sync prrlses. The sync ptrlses tlay be classificd

according to their partictrlar ftrtrctiorrsl (a) horizontal-

sync ptrlses, (b) r'ertical-sync ptrlscs, (c) equalizirtg

pulses.

The corrrposite video signal prodttces sirrrttltarreotts

eff€cts at l'ariotts points in the receivcr, as shon'n in

figure 8F. Thcse effects are shonn, in tirrre seqttetrcc, for
a vcry snrall portiorr of thc conrplete franrc. First thc

pictrrre trrbe is blankcd out at the errd of line 2'16 and

the horizorrtal su'eep rctrrrns to thc lcft side of the pic-

turel then the picttrre ttrbe is trrrblankcd, alrd the bearn

sh'eeps across the ttrbe f ronr lef t to right n'hile the

video sigrral nrodttlates the bcanr. The picttrre ttrbc is

then blanked agairr and the process is repeatcd, com-

plcting line 2.17, thc last lilre at the bottom of this field.
This tinre thc ttrbe is blanked for 101(r microsecorrds

equal to the tirne required to sn'ecp l6 horizorrtal lines,

rvhile thc vcrtical s$'eep rettrrl-rs thc beam to the top of
the picture. I)trring this tirnc thc horizorrtal s*'eeps con-

tinrrc. rrrrsecrr bccattse of thc blarrkirrg, in order to Pre-
scrvc their synchrorrization. lmnrediately precedirrg and

strccccclirrg the vcrtical-sync prrlst. the eqtralizirrg ptrlses

app('ar. to aid in prescrvirrg the proper relationship be-

nr'eerr thc intt'rlaccd lines. Ily this tinrc the srveep has

returncd to the top of the scrcelr and is ready to start

slouly dolrr again. The scrcen is again trrrblatrked and

thr: horizontal suet'p again nroves the bearn fronr left
to right across thc screen to fornr line 2(rl. As before,
uherr trnblarrking occtrrs, the vidco signal is inrpressed

on the bcanr. S/hcn the bcanr reaches the right side

of thc scrccn, blankilrg occtrrst and thc beanr is quickly
rcttrrrrt'd to the left side of the scrcen. ready for line

26-1. Notc that as each visible horizontal line is su'ept,

the vcrtical sweep is opcratilrg arrd the bearn is pro-

gressively lorr'ercd on the screetl, so that each srneep is

a slanting line, tilted donn to the right side. The sinrple

repetition of thcse actions fornrs the desired picture on

the screen.

FUNCTIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

COMPONENTS IN A COMPOSITE VIDEO SIGNAL
The exact nature of the component sigrrals ilr the

conrposite video signal n'ill be n)ore apparent u'hen

analyzed irr terms of functions, relationships. and rela-

tive amplitudes. Drawing "A," figure 8, shon's a series

of equalizirrg pulses, vertical pulses, and equalizing and

horizontal-sync pulses in the exact sequence narned.

These prrlses are located on top of a long blanking
pulse called a pedestal, which has a duration of ap-

proxirnately l6 horizontal lines, or 1016 nricroseconds,

which is located between tu'o successive fields. The

relative amplittrdes of the signals, as shown, place the

blankirrg-pulse level at 75lb (plus or minus 2.5fi ) of

ll
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the total composite-signal amplitude. The polarity of
the composite signal is arranged to bias the picture
tube to cutoff, blanking out the screen when the ampli-
tude of the signal reaches the blanking level (75/o of.

the total signal amplitude). The sync pulses extending
above this level are located in the region known as the
t'blacker-than-black" portion of the composite video
signal. It follows that if the signals of blanking-level
amplitude, or greater, will bias the picture tube to
cutoft, blanking out the fuorescent screen, then signals
of less amplitude will allow the bias to become less,

resulting in the tube resuming operation. The less the
bias the more brilliant the screen. A detailed descrip-
tion of each of the above mentioned component signals
in the composite video signal follows:

YIDEO SIGNALS
The video signal is a varying electrical potential,

representing progressive changes of light value for each
line scanned. It causes the grid bias in the picture
tube to be varied, thus reproducing the original light
values, and it is always located between blanking pulses.
To better understand the signal compositiorr when a
half-line is scanned, refer to point "F" of drawing "8."

Point ttF" on drawing "8" corresponds with point
"Ftt on drawing t'Crtt which is an enlargement of the
signa[ between t'C-C" on drawing "8." Point ('F '
represents the half-line at the beginning of the picture.

The video signal will vary rapidly in amplitude; this
variation, represented by a frequency change which
would be needed to reproduce the most complex picture
(the most difficult picture to televise is a checkerboard
pattern, each square representing one picture element),
can be approxinrated by the followirrg nrethod. Con-
sider one line to be one elenrent wide; this means that
if the picture is 525 lines, oi elements, high vertically,
it will be a/3 of 525 or 700 elements wide (4:3 is the
aspect ratio). The frequency at which a frame is
scanned is l/10 of a second. (Remember, one cycle
equals two elements because only alternate lines are
scanned each franle.) Then, to obtain the maximunr
frequency it is only a matter of multiplication:

525 X 7OO : 367,tOO elements for one frame.
367,500 : 2 - 183,750 elements per cycle.
l&J,7rO X l0 : 5,512,500 elements reproduced in
one second.

Thus it is evident that the video signal is a high-
frequency signal and will require a wide channel for
transmission. In actual transmission, however, the max-
imum allowable video-channel bandwidth is 4.25 nc.

rnr coupostr vtge

This produces a slight loss in horizontal resolution but
is not noticeable on the receiver picture-tube screen.

THE BLANKING PULSE
The blanking pulse is located between the successive

lines of video signals, and between successive fields,
and serves to blank out the picture tube 0.02H before,
during, and 0.06H after the horizontal and vertical
retraces. See figure 8-C. The amplitude of the video
blanking pulse is critical and the limit of allowable
variation is a plus or minus 2.5/o from the plus 75/o
nrodulation point. This is the point that will cause the
picture-tube bias of the receiver to increase and blank
out the picture. If the level is increased to 8O/o, the
amplitude of the sync pulses is reduced. This in turn
makes synchronization of receiver sweep circuits very
difficult. If the level is too low, the relative amplitudes
of the video signal are reduced, resulting in such a
small change of potential between light and dark that
the picture appears bleached, i.e., lacks contrast.

Drawing "A" or ttBrtt figure 8, shows that blanking
pulses of two different time durations are transmitted.
The short blanking pulse, located between successive

lines, has a duration of L6% of a line, or approximately
l0 microseconds, and is transmitted to blank out the
horizontal return line. The long blanking pulse, lo-
cated between 6elds, has a duration of about 16 lines,
or approximately 1016 microseconds, and is transmitted
to blank the horizontal sweeping of the beam while
being returned to the top of the picture.

THE SYNC PUTSES
Each of the sync pulses is mounted on top of a blank-

ing pulse, and they are divided into three gioups,
horizontal, vertical, and equalizing, according to their
function.

The horizontal-sync pulses, located on top of each

of the blanking pulses between each of the 525 picture-

signal lines, serve to keep the horizontal-sweep gener-

ator in the receiver in synchronization with the hori-
zontal-sweep generator at the transmitter during the

period a frame is being scanned. During the vertical re-

trace, however, the equalizing pulses and the serration

in the vertical pulse will trigger the horizontal sweep

at a constant line interval of 63.5 microseconds. The
horizontal pulse has the following time relationship, as

shown in drawing "Er" figure 8. It is mounted on the

horizontal-blanking pedestal and has a time duration
of E/o of one line, or 5 microseconds. It occurs 1.3

microseconds after the start of the horizontal-blanking
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signal, having approximately 4.9 microseconds of time

for retrace conrpletion, before the screen is unblanked
for the next trace.

The vertical-sync pulse is mounted on the vertical'
blanking pedestal between fields and functions to trig'
ger the vertical-sweep generator of the receiver, keeping

it in synchronization with the sweeP generator at the

transmitter. The form of these pulses is shown in figure

6 as having a series of serrations placed at half-line

intervals. It is these serrations which continue to fur-
nish the synchronized signal to the horizontal-sweep

generator during the vertical sweeP return period, The

serrations do not afiect the total desired result of
vertical triggering, and the serrated vertical pulse is

considered as one pulse having a duration of three hori-
zontal lines, or 190.5 microseconds, and starting aPProx-

imately three lines after the vertical-blanking pulse. The
picture-tube screen remains blanked out for approxi-

rnr couposre vloE

mately I I lines, or 700 microseconds, after the vertical-
sync pulse.

The equalizing pulses are located on top of the
vertical-blanking pulse, six equalizing pulses preceding
and six following the vertical-sync pulse. These pulses,

having a frequency rate of twice that of the horizontal-
sync pulses, are placed at half-line intervals. They are

present to compensate for field differences, and con-

tinue to trigger the horizontal-sweep generator at the
'correct line interval of 6j.5 microseconds. The indi-
vidual equalizing pulse has a line duration of 4%, or
2.5 microseconds. During a vertical-sweep period, these

equalizing pulses, in conjunction with the pulses ob-

tained from the serrated vertical pulse, provide the
necessary sync signals for the horizontal-sweep gener-

ator. This permits the use of a vertical-blanking pulse of
the same time duration between fields and frames with-
out affecting the synchronization of the horizontal-sweep
generator.

THE SEQUENCE OF A COMPOSITE VIDEO SIGNAT

The above description of the composite video signal
has shown the nature of its composition, and to ob'
tain a better understanding of the relationship of the
components during the actual scanning of a picture,
the following resume of the sequence is given and

should be studied in conjunction with figure 8. Re'
ferring to figure E, drawing "B,tt the pulses necessary

to return the beam to the top of the picture and at the
same tine maintain control of the horizontal-sweep
circuit, are mounted upon the long vertical-blanking
pedestal. The last horizontal pulse mounted upon the
vertical-blanking pedestal will be considered as pulse

525; it returns the beam to the left-hand side of the
picture. As the beam sweeps froim left to right the
vertical-blanking pulse is removed. The point at which
the blanking pulse is removed is shown as point "F" on

drawing "8." At this point the beam is at the top
center of the picture and begins to actively scan the re'
nainder of the line; thus the line reproduced is only
half a line long. At the same time that the scanning
beam reaches the right-hand side of the picture, hori-
zontal-blanking pedestal number one, upon which is

mounted horizontal-sync pulse number one, is received;
therefore, the picture will be blanked out for approxi-
mately l0 microseconds, while the beam in the picture
tube returns to the left-hand side of the picture-tube

screen. The scanning action will then begin for line

two, the line being constructed of variations of light
representing the light values of the television picture.
The beam reaches the right side of the picture tube at

the same time a horizontal-blanking pedestal is re-

ceived; mounted on top of the blanking pedestal is

horizontal pulse number two. This pulse causes the

scanning beam to return to the left'hand side of the

picture tube, while the picture is blanked out. The
blanking pedestal terminates, and then horizontal line
four starts; this further rePresents the light variations

of the picture being televised. This cycle of events is

repeated until every other line has been scanned and

the scanning element reaches the bottom center of the

picture. At this point, a long btanking pulse, called

the vertical-blanking pedestal, shown in drawing "A,"
6gure 8, will blank out the picture. Upon this long

pedestal are mounted the following pulses in the exact

sequence named; equalizing prtlses, vertical pulse (the

pulse returning the scanning beam to the top of the

picture), equalizing pulses, and the horizontal'sync
pulses. The last horizontal-sync pulse on toP of the

long pedestal is horizontal-sync pulse 263 returning the

beam to the left side of the picture. Immediately aftet

horizontal sync 263, the long blanking pedestal termi'
nates, and the beam starts to scan line 2$ (line 263 is

t5
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represented in 6gure &A). The sequence of events is
again the same as for the other scanning operation; how-
ever, this time the beam scans the lines missed in the
previous field or scanning operation. This action is
knonn as interlace scanning. Finalln the beam reaches
tfie bottom of the picture, and this time it will scan
to the right-hand side. Again a long vertical pedestal

blanks the screen, and the bearn is again returncd to
the top of the picture by thc scrrated veaical pulsc.
The last horizontal pulse on the long blantcing pedestd
is horizontal-sync pulse number 525, and the end of a
complcte scanned frame. The pulse immediately follow-
ing the long vertical-blanking pcdestd is again hori-
zontal-blanking pedestal number 1.
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TELEUISIO l{ RECEIUER

TYPES OF TELEVISION-R.ECEIVER CABINETS

Although at the Present stage of television develop-

nrent it is not possible to make a complete review of

televisiorr-cabinet design, it is pertinent to cousider

briefy the various tyPes the serviceman may encounter'

In general, tllo tyPes predomitrate, table models arrd

consoles, the fornrer corrtaining a smaller vieu irrg

screerr and receiver, alrd the latter embodyirrg marry

variatiorrs of large screells atrd receivers. In most mod-

errr televisiotr receivers both video and audio sectiolls

are conrbilred, with the oPerating controls for both corr-

solidated orr the front of the cabilret. Most receivers

have but five or six controls for operating the set, al-

though the number will vary with the developments of
the various television companies. The Servicing section

of this publication contaitrs a brief analysis of the fulrc'
tiorr of the various oPeratirrg controls. Viewilrg-screeu

size is linrited by the size of the cathode-ray tube used irr

the receiver. ln gerreral the larger the screeu the better

The television receiver is very similar to the anlpli-

tude-nrodulation superheterodyne receiver with which

every servicenratr is familiar. The principal. differerrces

arise from the wide frequerrcy band of the television

receiver.
The familiar "superhet" receivcs a signal which varies

approxinrately 5 kilocycles on each sitle of the carrier
freqtrcncy. This nreans that the barrd pass of this type
of receiver is orrly l0 kilocycles. The television video

signal, on the other harrd, is 6 megacycles in width, so,

obviously, the anrplifiers of the televisiorr receiver will
be different from those in the normal radio receiver.

The radio receivers with which the servicenlan is

familiar, operate in the carrier-frequency rarrge fron'r

540 to 1600 kilocycles, with short-wave bands some'

the preselrtatiotr of the picture' and the greater the cus'

torrrer's satisfaction. Experimentatiorr with methods of
projection of the picture from the screen to a larger sur-

face to facilitate viewing is now in progress, and will
undoubtedly bc nrade available to the public in the near

future. This picture projection will add to the service-

man's irrstallation problems but also add to the cus-

tomer's satisfactiorr with television recePtion.

As a brief review of types of television cabinets, the

followirrg illustration will show the serviceman what

he may encounter, See figure 9' Although the cabinet

types will vary greatly, the television receivers will be

found basically the same. Because of this fact, this pub-

licatiolr uses a test receiver' made for television-trans'

missiorr-qrrality surveys, as a tyPical receiver for circuit

arralysis. This section describes the interrelated-circuit
actions, in conjurrction with a functional block diagram,

and pertinent detailed circuit schematics.

FAMITIAR RADIO PRINCIPTES IN TETEVISION RECEIVERS

what higher, but still in the relatively low frequencies'

The televisiorr carriers start at about 50 times this fre'

quency and continue up into the super-high frequencies'

As frequencies increase, the problems of radio-receiver

design and construction become complicated by nrany

factors which are iegligible at the broadcast frequen'

cies. For instance, the input capacity of an ordinary

vacuunl tube may be an efiective short circuit at suPer'

high frequencies.
The follo*ing comparisons nray be made between the

two types of receivers. The r-f anrplifier in the broad-

cast receiver is of high gain, good stability, and is easily

tuned by variable capacitors. In the television receiver,

the r-f anrplifier, to be stable' must be mechanically

rugged, ,,"hile the frequencies involved make very small

t7
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dimensions and delicate parts mandatory. The com'

promise necessary here results in the use of individual
fixed-tuned circuits for each carrier'frequency channel'

Tuning is accomplished by switching the proper tuned

circuits into the r-f and local oscillator circuits of the

receiver.
The conventional i-f ampliFers, operating at conrpari'

tively low frequencies, can utilize iron-core transfornr-

ers, and ordinary tubes, resulting in high gain Per stage'

The television intermediate frequency must be high, be'

cause the video signal contains such a wide frequency

band. For this reason the television i.f. is many times

the frequerrcy of the r.f. of the broadcast band, the gain

per stage is very low, and the band pass very wide'

The conrmon broadcast radio receiver employs de-

tector, automatic-volume control, and local oscillator

circuits similar in principle to those in the television

receiver.

An analysis of the block diagram of the receiver

being used as an examPle follows. See figure 10.'The
received video-signal carrier and the received FM sound-

signal carrier are fed into a broad band-pass r-f ampli'
ficr. The coupling between the r-f an.rplifier tube

(12t2) and the grid of the mixer tube ( 1232) is also

used as a means of injecting the local-oscillator fre-

quency into the grid of the nrixer. The local-oscillator

tube (7A4) operates at a frequency that is 19.5 mc'

higher tharr the inconring video carrier, and 15 nlc'

higher tharr the incoming audio carrier. As a result of
the heterodyning actiorr of the mixer tube, two new

frequencies, 19.5 mc. and 15 ntc.' are produced. These

frequeucies, nrodulated with the picture signal and the

audio siglral, respectivelYt are fed into the four-stage

video i-f an'rplifier, which has a bandwidth of 6 mega-

cycles and enrploys type L2)2 tubes.

NOTE: The words t'audio" and "sound," as

well as t'videot' and "picture" have been used

irrterchangeably throughout this book so that,
regardless of which words the reader is accus-

tonred to use, the coutinuity of the text would
be urraffected.

At the second video i-f amplifier stage, the audio

signal is separated from the video signal and fed to the

audio i-f amplifier. The video signal, after its sePara'

tion from the audio signal, is fed through the second,

rxe rEuvtston ntc

High and low band-pass filter circuits, or traPs' are

fanriliar to the average serviceman. One form of these

circuits can be conrpared to the 6lter system in the

power circuits, to tone control circuits, or by-passing of
grids, etc. In the television receiver, the filter circuits

are designed for specific PurPoses' such as seParating

the video signal fronr the sync pulses, separatirrg the

audio from video signals, and seParating the different
kinds of sync pulses.

Any serviceman familiar with a common cathode'ray

oscilloscope will have no difficulty in understanding

the generation of the sweep voltages in the television

receiver, and the use of synchronizing voltage pulses to
control the sweeps.

With these similarities in mind, and knowing the

basic reason for difierences in design, the servicenran

should experience no great difficulty in understandirrg

the operation of the television-receiver circuits.

THE RECEIVER BTOCK DIAGRAfrT
third, and fourth video i-f amplifier stages. These

stages are sinrilar in design and have a wide band pass,

as previously mentioned.
The fifth video i-f transformer in the detector stage

feeds signal energy to both the video-detector circuit'
arrd the a-v-c circuit, using 7A6 tubes. The a-v'c energy

developed from the sync pulses, which are a direct

nreasure of the amplitude of the carrier envelope, is

uscd to regulate the bias on the r-f, mixer, and 6rst,

second and third video i-f stages. The detector, re-

ceiving the sanre signals as the a.v.c., detects and

passes on to the first video'anrplifier tube ( l2)2) the

composite vid:o signal, made up of video comPonent'

vertical sync, horizontal sync, and equalizing and blank'

irrg pulses.
The first video amplifier feeds this composite video

signal to both the sync-seParator tube (6Y6) and the

second video-amplifier tube (6V6). The second video

amplifier is directly coupled to the grid of the picture

tube (10AP4), and develops a d-c bias which regulates

the average brightness of the picture tube, and at the

same tinre amplifies the video signal whose electrical

variations are reconstructed into a picture on the picture

tube.
The sync seParator extracts vertical and horizontal'

sync pulses fron the picture signal. The sync pulses

are then separated fron.r each other by the input circuits

to the horizontal and vertical'sync amplifiers'

l9
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Figure 10. A Block Diogrom

Horizontal-sync pulses are used to trigger the hori-
zontal-su'eep-generator tube (884), which gelrerates the
positive sawtooth deflectiorr required for horizontal de-
fection of the electron beam in the picture tube. The
output from the horizontal-sweep-generator tube is am-
plified by the horizontal-output tube (6AH5) and
controlled by a type 6V5 control tube. The horizontal-
output arrd horizontal-control circuits are coupled to the
horizontal-deflecting coils of the picture tube through
a matching transformer.

Vertical-sync pulses are used to trigger the vertical-
sweep generator (one section of a 6C8 type tube) rt'hose
outptrt is coupled to a discharge circuit (other secrion
of sanre 6CE tube). The output of the vertical-discharge
tube has a sawtooth rn'aveform and is anrplified by the

of o Television Receiver.

vertical-output amplifier tube (6K6). The output of
the vertical anrplifier is coupled to the vertical-deflecting
coils of the picture tube through a nratching tratrs-
fornrer,

The l5-nrc. i-f audio signal from the secorrd video
i-f transformer is fed irrto the first audio i-f trans-
former arrd is anrplified by the first audio i-f anrpli-
fier tube (7Y7)- The audio signal from the plate
of the first audio i-f tube is coupled, through the dis-
criminator transfornrer, to the audio detector and anrpli-
fier tube (XXFM). The audio frequencies fronr rhe
detector-amplifier stage are anrplified in the audio-out-
put stage and coupled to the loudspeaker through a

nlatching transforrner.
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THE RECEIVER CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

THE YIDEO CIRCUITS
The reception, amplification, and reprodr.rction of the

composite video-signal carrier arrd its acconrpar-rying
audio-signal carrier required that a wide band-pass r-f
amplifier be constructed; further, that the video anrpli-
fier be capable of arrrplifying the signal carriers without

ilrtroducing phase, amplitude, or freqtrency distortion.
This constrtrction preserrts many difFculties not ell-
cotrntered in ordirrary radio-freqrrency anrplificrs and
reqrrires many conrpronrises, the faults of one circtrit
be ing corrected by the merits of another. The re-

ceiver under discussiorr is an exanrple of the rvay in
which these conrpromises can be made.
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The composite video-signal carrier and its accomPany'
ing audio-signal carrier are picked uP by a dipole an'
tenna and fed to the receiver through a transmission
line. In the chassis, the two signal carriers are fed to
a five-channel switch, the switch connecting any one of
five r-f transformers to the antenna circuit. As the

operation of each channel is similar, for the PurPose
of circuit analysis, assume that channel 3 has been se-

lected. This means the received video-signal carrier will
be 6L.25 megacycles and its accompanying audio'signal
carrier will be 65.75 megacycles.

With the wave-band switch turned to channel 3, the

antenna circuit is automatically connected to the third
r-f transformer, and the r-f stage functions as follows:
(refer to figure 11).

Flgure ll. R-F Arnpllf,cr. Schenalic.

R-F STAGE-The r-f ransformers consist of three

windings. The primary winding is of low impedance
and is impedance-matched to the antenna through the

transmission line, thus meeting the requirement for
maximum transfer of signal energy from the antenna.

The tertiary winding is tuned by a variable capacitor
to the proper frequency, in this case channel l. The
grid winding is tuned to resonance by the combined

capacities of the leads, distributed coil capacity and the

input capacity of the 6rst r-f tube, and is tightly coupled

to the primary winding. The tertiary winding serves

rne ruuvtston nece

to increase this coupling, resulting in a double'peak

response curve, as shown in figure 12.

Two adjustable brass rings (shorted turns), placed

at the ends of the coil, are provided to tune or vary the

primary and secondary inductances, the desired adjust-

ment producing two resonant peaks 6 megacycles apart.

The dip between the peaks is 3oo/o down and is at the

center of the frequency of the desired channel.

Overcoupling results in a broadly tuned circuit whose

frequency response is not linear. This is compensated

for in the local-oscillator transformer (20) discussed

later.
The selected frequencies, video carrier of 61.25 mc.

and audio carrier oI 65.75 mc.' Pass from the secondary

of the r-f transformer through coupling capacitor (6)
into the grid of the 1232 r'f amplifier tube. This tube

functions as a tetrode (see figure 11), its elements be-

ing connected as follows: The cathode is connected to
ground through resistors (9) and (11). Resistor (11)

is by-passed with capacitor ( l0), developing a min'

I
303

Figure 12. R.F Arnplifier. Response Curve.

imum 6xed bias of approximately 3 volts. Resistor (9)
is not by-passed, introducing a small amount of degener'

ation which improves the frequency resPonse. The grid

is supplied a-v-c voltage by a voltage divider, connected

to the a-v-c supply and made up of resistord (7) and

(E). Reducing the a-v-c bias of the r'f amplifier allows

it to operate with high gain at all times, improving the

signal-to-noise ratio. The suppressor and screen are

tied together and are supplied with approximately 150

volts by a voltage divider made up of resistors (13)

and ( la). Resistor ( 1l ) is by-passed with capacitor

(12). The plate is supplied with approximately 220

volts through resistor (15). This plate load is of low

resistance, keeping the output more nearly constant for

TP.357
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all the frequencies handled. The amplified video and
audio carriers are taken from the plate of the l2J2
r-f amplifier tube and coupled to the mixer circuit
through capacitor ( l6).

MIXER-OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS-Referring to
figure 13, the video and audio carriers from the r-f
amplifier are coupled to the grid of the l2l2 mixer
tube through capacitor (16), and rhe secondary wind-
ing of the local-oscillator transformer (20). This trans-
former is automatically connected into the proper cir_
cuits by the oscillator section of the chanrrel selector
switch. The transformer performs the in.rportant func-
tion of injecting into the mixer tube, along with the
incoming frequency, the frequency generated by the
local oscillator. This coupling transformer (see figure
14) is constructed and functions as follows:

The transformer is made up of two windings; the
primary is part of the oscillator-tank circuit and is
tuned by both fixed capacitor (23) and by varying the
position of its permeability core. The secondary is not
only inductively coupled to the primary, providing a
means of injecting the local-oscillator frequency into

22

the nrixer tube ( 1232), but it also functions as a peaked
resonant circuit, coupling the r-f amplifier to the grid
of the mixer tube. The secondary is trimmed by ad-
justing the coupling between the secondary and the
adjacent brass ring until the circuit peaks in the center
of the band, the peak being 3olt higher (figure l5-A)
than points on the r-f response curve, 3 megacycles on
either side of the center frequency. It is this circuit
which produces the desired linear response by compen.
sating for response defects introduced by the r-f ampli-
fier (figure l5-B)l the secondary coil is shunted by re-
sistor (17) on bands l and 2 only, to compensate for
the increased Q of the coils at the lower frequencies.

TP_361

Figure 14. Locol.Oscillolor Coupling Tronsforner.
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Three separate frequencies are present at the grid of
the mixer tube, the video carrier at 61.25 mc., the audio
carrier at 65.75 mc., and the local-oscillator freguency
at 80.75 mc.

Before analyzing the mixer circuit, a brief analysis

of the local-oscillator circuit will be given. See figure
16. The local oscillator is a modified Colpitts and func-
tions as follows: Changing plate potentials are coupled
to the resonant-tank circuit through capacitor (28).
The tank circuit is tuned to resonance at the desired fre-
quency (ffiJ5 mc. in dhis caee) by varying the induc-
tance of the coil with the adjustable permeability core
and by fixed capacitor (21). Small frequency variations,
due to the changing value of circuit constants, are com-

pensated for by the use of the vernier tuning control, a

variable capacitor (27). This capacitor is connected be-

tween grid and ground, in parallel with gridJeak re'
sistor (29). Capacitor (27) functions in parallel with
the inter-electrode capacity of the 7A4 oscillator tube.
Any change of capacity in the tank citcuit will change

its natural resonant period, producing the desired fre-
quency change. To prevent any radio-frequency energy
from being fed back into the power-supply circuits, the
plate voltage is supplied to the oscillator through an

I

I

6[,lC

I
I

A

Flgurre 15. Locol-Orclllclor Colpllag Tronrfonncr.
lerpolrc Gurvcr.

TP-36/t

Flgurc 16. Slnpllficd Locol Orclllolor, tclerncllc.

isolating r-f choke (31), the choke being by.passed

with capacitot (12) at its junction with plate-voltage
dropping resistor (30).

The mixer circuit (figure 13) functions in the con'

verrtional manner and the elements of the mixer tube

are connected as follows: The cathode is connected to
ground through resistor (25), developing a fixed mini.
mum bias. Resistor (25) is by-passed with capacitor
(26). The grid is connected to the a-v-c circuit through
an isolating resistor (2a). The screen voltage is ap'
plied through resistor (33), and is by-passed with
capacitor (3a). the suppressor is connected to ground.

Plate voltage is applied to the tube through the pri'
mary winding of the first video transformet. The three

frequencies which entered the mixer-tube grid are Pres'
ent at its plate, but in addition to these three, as a
result of the heterodyning action, two new frequencies

are present, each containing the same signal informa'
tion as did the original received catriers. (In addition

to the desired frequencies, the audio carriet of the

next lower television channel will also produce a hetero'

dyned frequency within the band pass of the succeed-

ing stages. Removal of this frequency is accomplished

by the "adjacent-sound trapr" discussed later). One re'

sultant intermediate frequency of 19.5 mc., containing

the video signal, and the other resultant intermediate

frequency of 15 mc., containing the audio signal, will
predominate in strengh over the three original carriers,

because the mixer-tube plate load represents a high
impedance to these new frequencies. The two new

frequencies are passed into the selective video i'f
amplifier, the original carriers being rejected.

VIDEO I-F AMPLIFIER STAGES-The video

(picture) i-f amplifier functions to accePt and amplify
the video i-f and audio i'f frequencies present in the

mixer-plate circuit, in the first i'f stage, and to reiect all
audio intermediate frequencies in succeeding stages. The

l
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Flgrrc 17. Yldeo hF Anpllfcr. 3chernollc.

video if amplifier acts as an audio and video i-f separa-
tor s9 that eventually only the video i.f., containing the
picture and synchronizing signals, is amplified anJ ap.
pears at the video second detector. A separate audio
i-f amplifier is used to amplify the audio intermediate
frequency.

To perform the above functions, several unique band-
pass circuits are used. Figure 18 shows the idealized
t-f and i.f response curve for the entire unit. The major
shaping of this reslxrnse curve occurs in the video i-f
amplifier. It is evident that the input circuit must re-
cpond to the channel 3 audio carrier et 65.75 mc. A
fr/o rcspnse at.the video-carrier frequency of 61.25
mc. is desired, because in practice it was discovered that
a portion of the low-frequency side band will be trans-
mitted. Because of technical limitations in transmifter
filters, it is impossible to reject the entire lower video
eide band. (In some systems both upper and lower
oide bands are used at a sacrifice of picture definition
for a standard channel bandwidth.) Since the accom-
panlng audio must not modulate the picture, it is evi-'
dent that the adjacent audio (from the statio,n in the
next lower channel) must also be eliminated. It is fur-
ther desired that 4r least 3 mc. of the video i.f. be of
fat'response. Apply these idealized conditions to this
ampliGer and the following requirements exist. Vith
the receiver set on channel 3 and the local oscillator at
E0.75 mc., the video (picture) i.f. is f9.5 mc., the

2l

"used" audio i.f. is 15 mc., and the adjacent audio
image (or rejection freguency between the used audio
and adjacent audio) is 2l mc. The band pass at SO%
reslnnse is 4.25 mc. and the total i-f band pass is 6
mc. in the first stage. Thus, the if amplifier must pass
the 19.5-mc. video carrier with its video and synchrotr.
izing components. The used audio i.f. of f5 rnc. must
be rejected and separated so that it may be applied to
the audio i-f amplifier, and the adjacent audioi.mage at
2l mc. must be reiected by both the audio and video
i-f amplifier.

The video i-f amplifier in this unit uses four stages
which employ type iZtZ tubes to s€cure sufficient gain

_____-----'ss_
llgrn lL ld..lb.d gvrrcll lerpcrro Crne.



with the desired band pass. Figure 19 shows the indi-
vidual response of each of the i-f transformers. The
cathode circuit of the first three i-f stages utilizes a

slight amount of degeneration. This degenetation is

accomplished by not by-passing the entire cathode re-

sistor, helping to flatten the ftequency response. The
last i-f stage contains a higher value cathode resistor
to prevent overload with large signals. Voltage-divider
resistors maintain each screen potential at a constant
value to prevent screen-current fuctuations. The last

i-f screen is connected directly to Bf for maximum
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gain, and all screen circuits are by-passed in the conven-

tional manner. Automatic-volume-control voltage is ap-

plied to the 6rst three i-f stages as shown. The plate
and grid circuits of all i'f stages are decoupled by
conventional filters. In order to secure a larger trans-
conductance-to-plate-current ratio, which minimizes
thermal agitation and shot effect at high gain, the 6rst
three i-f stages have their suppressors and
paralleled. Thus, a high signal-to-noise ratio
tained.

'With the receiver tuned to a signal in channel 3, the
first video i-f transformer selects the i-f video and audio
signals from the frequencies existing on the plate of
the mixer tube, utilizing the different frequency in both
cases. This transformer, as can be seen from figure 17,

is fixed-tuned by the distributed capacity of the circuit
and the tube element-to-ground capacity, so that peaks

exist at the frequencies shown in 6gure 19. The pri-
mary and secondary coils are overcoupledr producing a

double peak response. Damping resistors (35A) and
(r5D) broaden the double peak, preventing too great
a dip in response at the mid-band video i.f. and
thus compensating for the degree of coupling used.

The video and audio signals appear on the grid of the
6rst video i-f amplifier tube and are amplified by the
tube action. Resistor (37) provides a slight amount
of degeneration, helping to fatten the frequency re-

sponse, while resistors (37) and (fs) together develop
the desired bias caused by plate-current fow. The
screen is kept at a fixed potential by resistors (al) and
(42\. Capacitor (+l) provides the screen-to-ground by-

passing to prevent undesired degeneration. The signal
in the plate of the 6rst video i-f tube is developed across

the second video i-f transformer primary, which is tuned

by the variable capacitor (44A) to 18.5 mc., while
damping resistor (448) broadens the resPonse so that
the 4.25-mc. bandwidth is obtained. The resulting signal

is then transferred to the secondary through a series

network, made up of resistor (44C'), coupling capacitot
(44D\, and a parallel-resonant rejector circuit composed

of a tapped inductance and capacitors (44E) and

(44F). Resistor (aaC) is used to damp the low'fre-
quency end of the transformer resPonse. The rejector

trap is tuned to resonance with two parallel capacitors,

6xed capacitor (44F) and vernier capacitor (44E).
Vhen the rejector trap is tuned to resonance at 15 mc.'

it ofiers a high-impedance path to a l5'mc. signal, but
losses in the coil of the trap tend to Prevent complete

blocking of this signal. This fault is counteracted by
the use of a circuit trick, consisting of resistor (44G>
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connected between r-f ground and a tap on the reiector-

trap coil. The resistor (44G) produces a bridge-like
action, causing the circuit to be balanced at 15 mc.

When the circuit is in balance, it offers an infinite im'
pedance path to a 15-mc. signal, resulting in zero

transmission of the signal to the secondaryr and, since

the grid of the second i.f. is connected to the secondary,

the 15-mc. signal will be blocked from it, Preventing
further amplification of the 15-mc. signal, and eliminat'
ing it from the video i-f signal. This 15-mc. rejection
band is extremely nartow and, for FM audio with
+-25-kc. deviation, will provide infinite rejection only
at the mid-band. The audio i-f amplifier is connected

to the primary of the second video i-f transformer and

is designed and tuned to accept the 15-mc. audio signal
and reject the 19.5-mc. video signal with its side bands.

Thus complete separation of the two signals is efiected.
The secondary circuit of the second video i.f. is tuned

by the input capacitance of the second video i-f tube
and the distributed circuit capacity. The response of
the second video i.f. is broadened the desired amount

with damping resistor (44H'). Since the primary and

the secondary are broadly tuned to reject a 15'mc. sig'

nal, the circuit response is sharply attenuated at this
point. See figure l9B. Now the signal at the second

video i-f grid consists of the video i-f component with
synchronizing signals. Flowever, while the used audio
signal has been rejected, the adjacent audio signal can

be present because this beat-frequency has not previ-
ously been rejected; so, after amplification in the second

i-f tube, the third video i-f transformer is provided with
a rejector circuit tuned to the adjacent audio i.f.
of 2l mc. This transformer functions similarly to the
second i-f transformer, except that the rejection circuit
functions at 2l mc. and the secondary peaking has been

shifted to a lower frequency to comPensate for attenu-
ation of the video i-f component as a result of rejecting
the used audio carrier. Resistors (5lA) and (5lH)
are damping resistors and capacitor (5lE) is the coup-

ling capacitor. Capacitor (5lG) is in parallel with
capacitor (5lF), allowing easy adjustment of the re-
jector circuit. Resistor (5lD) in the third video i-f
transformer is used to damp the high-frequency re-

sponse. Figure 19C shows the response of the third i-f
transformer.

The video i-f signal alone appears in the output of
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the third video i-f tube and the overcoupled fourth
video i-f transformer is tuned by the tube and dis-
tributed circuit capacitance and damped by resistors
(58A) and (58D) so that it is relatively broadly
r€sonant, as shown in figure 19-D. The last video i-f
tube is a pentode, connected as a conventional amplifier.
Its output is coupled to the detector and the a-v-c cir-
cuits through the overcoupled fifth video i-f trans-
former. The primary is tuned by tube capacity and
damped with resistor (62A\. The secondary is tuned by
capacitor (62E) and circuit capacity. Capacitors (628)
and (62G) are plate and grid-decoupling capacitors, re-

spectively. Resistors (62D) and (62C) are voltage di-
viders and place a positive bias on the first video ampli-
fier to balance the cathode bias and prevent cutoff. The
final output of this stage is divided between'the video
detector, where it is detected and applied to the video
amplifiers and sync-separator circuits, and the a-v-c

tectifier circuit where automatic-volume-control voltages
are generated for control of the video i-f amplifier.

VIDEO-DETECTOR STAGE-The video detector
converts the video i-f signal carrier into a signal which
contains the video signal and synchronizing signals

exactly as they appear at the transmitter modulator
input. It also must eliminate the r-f component with a
minimunr of phase and anrplitude distortion. Greater
amplitude distortion is inherent in the video detector
than in the audio detector, but since this distortion
in"."".", very slightly the brightness of the brightest
portion of the picture, this is not very noticeable
in nrost instances. The phase delay in a video detector
can be a maximum of 90" which is relatively small
compared to the overall phase delay of the entire sys'

tem. It is important, however, that the phase delay be

proportional at all frequencies. Vhen a greater phase

difierence exists at low frequencies than at high fre'
quencies, it is immediately evident in the picture by a

bturring of the pattern. For best results, there must be a

minimum of loading by the detector on the i-f or video

circuit. Linear frequency response and a minimunr of
distortion are obtained by choosing the proper value of
load resistor (much smaller than in audio detectors)

and by using a peaking circuit to minimize video'
loading effects.

The above results are obtained in this unit by using

a low value of toad resistance (73) and by using chokes

(721 and Qa\ in a peaking circuit. See figure 20.

The peaking circuit consists of a low-pass filter, de-

signed to pass, with negligible attenuation' frequencies

up to approximately 5 mc. When a positive signal
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appears on the detector cathode and a negative signal
appears on its plate, no conduction occurs; however,

when the cathode is driven negative with respect to the

plate, conduction occurs, and the video and synchroniz'

ing signals are rectified and s€Parated from the i-f
carrier and its side bands. The i'f signal and any har'
rnonics produced by distortion in the detector, are of a

much higher frequency than the cutoff frequency of the

detector-peaking-circuit load and are therefore by'
passed around the load by capacitor (71). Thus, the

rectified video and synchronizing signals are Passed on

to the 6rst video amplifier, where a portion of the

signal is applied to the sync-seParator tube for syn'

chronizing purposes. At the same time, the video signal,

with its blanking and sync pulses, is amplified further
by the second video amplifier and inverter for proper

operation of the picture tube.

AUTOMATIC-VOLUME.CONTROL CIRCUIT_
The a-v-c potential varies the gain of the video i'f
amplifier in accordance with Peak'carrier variations, so

that the picture, as seen, will not vary with changes in
carrier amplitude caused by local effects. tJnless com'

pensated for, changes of signal strength would cause
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variations of picture contrast that were not actually
transmitted. Also, for convenience in tuning from sta-
tion to station, the volume and contrast controls will
not have to be adjusted. Another important fact is
that slow variations of the receiver power supply, caus-
ing changes of i-f gain, will be compensated for by
a.v.c. However, this a.v.c. is different from the conven-
tional a.v.c. as used in broadcast receivers, because in
the broadcast receiver the average yariation ol the car-
rier is used to furnish a d-c bias level fot a.v.c. If this
were done in the television receiver, the a,v.c. would
vary with each picture as the contrast varied, because
the average variations in a television carrier are the pic-
ture components. Therefore, a means of getting a con-
stant d-c level equal only to the maximum carrier
strength of the television signal must be used. This is
done by using the sync tips of the video signal, which
recur at a rate of l5r750 times per second and are a con-
stant indication of carrier strength, representing 1OO%
modulation of the carrier. Thus the principle of negative
modulation is used to advantage in this a-v-c system.
(Note that this should be termed automatic gain con-

trol, but is called a.v.c. in this discussion in order to
use a term familiar to the average serviceman.)

A unique circuit, employing a 7A6 type.tube con-
nected as a voltage doubler, is used to secure better
a-v-c action and eliminate need for an a-v-c amplifier
tube. See frgure 21. Resistors (65) and (66) form a
voltage divider, which applies a positive bias to the
lower cathode so that only signals above a determined
amplitude level will operate the circuit. Thus, only the
synchronizing peaks of the signal are efiective in devel-
oping the desired a-v-c action. Since a negative voltage
is developed across the lower diode and the upper diodd
will operate only when its cathode is negative, the nega-
tive portion of the i-f modulation envelope will combine
with the rectified positive portion to produce a net
effect equivalent to doubling the voltage in thb upper
diode. Capacitor (67) is a filter capacitor determin-
ing the time-constant of operation of the lower diode;
capacitor (76) is an i-f by-pass capacitor; resistor (75)
is a decoupling and filter resistor through which the
negative d-c automatic-volume-control voltage is applied
to the grids of the video i-f stages.
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VIDEO-AMPLIFIER STAGE-The video amplifier
amplifies the detected video signal with its blanking
and synchronizing components to a level sufficient for
proper operation of the picture tube. This amplifica-
tion is necessary, since the output from the detector,
while of the proper polarity, is not of sufficient ampli-
tude to drive the grid of the picture tube between the
normal limits of operation. In the receiver under discus-

siorr, the peak-to-peak limit has been set to 50 volts. The
lower limit, representing high-negative bias, is adjusted

to blank out the picture tube, preventing the retrace
from being seen and, at the same time' removing the

sync pulses from the video signal. See 6gure 23. The

Flgurc 2t. 3ync ?ulrc-Video-Seporollor Dlogron.
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upper limit, representing low-negative bias, produces
maximum screen brilliance. Thus, if the grid is not
driven sufficiently the overall contrast will be poor.
However, by amplification the signal is brought to the
correct amplitude and the background control (overall
brightness) is regulated to agree with the light values

of the original picture. The background control regu-
lates the lower limit of the picture-tube grid bias,

thereby 6xing the blanking level. The conuast control is

provided to regulate the amplitude of the video signal,
allowing the grid to be driven in a positive direction
toward the upper limit and providing the needed con-

trast for good picture reproduction.
The video amplifier is designed for good response

characteristics. The correct amplitude, frequency, and

phase relationships are maintained to produce the de-

sired results. As long as the phase varies linearly with
the frequency, no harmful effects are noticeable, but
when the phase shift at low frequencies is greater than
at high frequencies, serious distortion results. This dis-

tortion would make the details of the picture smudged

or blurred; since this cannot be tolerated, low-frequency

compensation is used. The shunting effect of the tube'

input capacitances normally cause anrplitude distortion

by attenuating the high frequencies. This means that

the video waveform will not be reproduced as it exists

at the camera tube and, therefore, high'frequency com'

pensation must be used. The object of freguency com'

pensation is to obtain a linear resPonser from approxi'

Flgurc 21. Rcrporre-Llnlflng Ghoroclerlrllcr of Rcslrlorce-Gouplcd
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mately 30 to 4,000,000 cycles-per-second, from the video
amplifier.

The conventional resistance-coupled amplifier and
the frequency-attenuating components at low and high
frequencies are shown in 6gure 24. lt is evident that
at high frequencies the coupling capacitor is a short
circuit, since it offers little reactance, but the tube-to-
ground capacities shunting the circuit will also ofier
little opposition to high frequencies; as the frequency
increases, a greater portion will be shunted to ground.
By using tubes with low element capacities, this eftect
is minimized, and, by placing an inductance in series
with the load resistor, the high frequencies will develop
greater voltages across the plate load and thereby nrake

I
I
I
I

TP.374A
Flgure 26. Scrlcr.?eolhg Fnqrolcy Conrpenrclion.

Vhile the conrpensating circuits are derived mathe.
matically, the circuit components must be determined
by actual part substitution to compensate for unantici.
pated circuit faults which cannot always be foreseen
during desigrr. The actual conrpensating circuits used
are variations of the previously discussed circuits, used
to obtain the desired overall response.

The video amplifier must meet one other require.
ment: it must either be direct-connected or contain
some form of d-c reinsertion so that the proper picture
contrast is assured. D-c reinsertion is necessary to
nraintain a constant point at which blanking occurs for
each line; that is, if the black level remains constant,
then the instantaneous video signals will be represented
by an intensity of some level between black and white
exactly as the), exist in the original picture. However,
if this black level were not maintained constant, the
instantaneous signal would be confined within a small
range. Thus each line would appear darker or lighter
than the original picture, varying in accordance with
the amplitude of the video signal so that a true repre.
sentation of the original picture would not be obtained.

TP-375 -
Flgnre 27. Low.Frequcncy Conpclrollon.
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up for the loss in shunting efiect. This method is
called shunt-peaking. Another method uses an in-
ductance, in series with the coupling capacitor, of a
value that will resonate with the shunt-tube capacity,
to form a resonant circuit at high video frequencies.
This is called series-peaking. Figures 25 and, 26 show'both 

shunt. and series-peaking circuits. For best overall
response of the video amplifier, a combination of shunt
and series-peaking will usually give best results. Con-
sidering low-frequency compensation, figure 27, it is
evident that the reactance of the coupling capacitor
and grid resistor forms a voltage divider. If the cou-
pling capacitor and grid resistor were made extremely
large, very little loss of amplitude at low frequencies
would occur, but grid current efiects are made notice.
able by large grid resistance. To ofiset this trouble,
the circuit shown in figure 27 was devised. Resistor
(Rf) and capacitor (Cf) compensate for Rg and Cc,
thus equalizing low-frequency response and phase delay.
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For example, assume a picture taken of a person out-
doors in bright sunlight and the same picture taken
indoors where little illumination exists. Since the per-
son's physical appearance is the same, the same general
waveform or a-c signal will exist in both cases, regard-
less of backgrounds. Flowever, the outdoor picture will
contain much light and appear bright, while the indoor
picture (assuming no special lighting has been pro-
vided) will contain little light and appear dim and
dark. It is this "average-brightness" level, governing
the overall average of brightness that must be reinserted
for true picture reproduction. Vhenever a signal is
passed through a capacitor, it arranges itself about a
zero axis; half of the signal positive, or above the axis,
and half of the signal negative, or below the axis.
Since the average content of the video signal is variable,
the bias level of the succeeding tube is shifted as the
picture content changes. This is an undesirable con-
dition, as a uni-polarity signal with an established d-c
level is desired. Thus, the signal may vary only on
one side of the tube-bias level. The tube-blanking level,
or potential at which the screen is blacked out, must
be constant, regardless of the average content of the
picture signal. However, it is possible to reinsert the
d-c component by rectifying the sync tips of the video
signal. Since there is a constant amplitude between
sync tip and blanking level, the blanking level is 6rmly
established and the average brightness, determined by
the amount of grid current, varies with respect to the
blanking level and not with respect to the zero axis,
or bias point of the tube, thus creating an average-
brightness level equal to the true average-light value
of the picture. These results are accomplished in this
television receiver by using the necessary frequency-
compensating components and providing d-c reinsertion
in the video-output amplifier. This amplifier is direct-
coupled to the picture tube. to prevent loss of the d-c
component.

To illustrate the function of the video amplifier,
assume that a signal appears at the output of the de-

tector (figure 22). As this signal increases in negative
amplitude, the brilliance of the picture decreases and
will swing the (1232) first video-amplifier-tube grid
negative. The plate current will decrease and the cath-
ode resistor (7S) will have less bias developed across

it. Since the sync tips represent the maximum negative
swing, the bias on this stage must be such that the
sync tips never reach cutoff. Therefore, a positive bias
is applied to the 6rst video-amplifier grid bias volt-
age divider (62C), (62D), and (62F) to balance the

rnr r:uvtston nec

excess negative bias introduced by the cathode resistor.
The cathode resistor (78) introduces some degeneration,
which allows larger input signals to be handled without
overload. The screen voltage is 6xed by the voltage
divider, consisting of resistors (SS), (S9), and (91).
A compensating inductance (80) and its associated
capacitor (81) are placed in the screen circuit and a
signal is taken directly from the screen and applied to
the sync-separator tube. This minimizes loading efiects
of the sync separator on the video ampliGer. Resistor
(79) and coil (80) act as the screen load across which
the signal, applied to the sync separator, is developed.
In the plate circuit, inductor (94) forms a shunt-peak-
ing circuit in series with the load resistor (93), while
capacitor (81A) is the plate by-pass capacitor. Resistor
(75) acts as a plate-decoupling resistor. The parallel
combination, potentiometer (96) in series with resistor
(97), across the plate-load circuit, forms a voltage di-
vider so that the proper amplitude for good conrast
may be selected. Coupling capacitor (98), while pass-
ing the a-c signal component, removes the d-c compon-
ent. This d-c component is reinserted by resistors (99)
and (1OO), located in the grid circuit of the 6V6 video-
output tube. Since the second video amplifier has no
bias applied, it operates at the zero-bias point when no
signal is present. When a signal is present, rectified
grid current fows through resistors (99) and (l0O).
The bias developed by this current flow is proportional
to the amplitude of the signal applied to the grid of
the video-output tube. Since the blanking pulse always
occurs at the same point (75/c of maximum signal
amplitude), this developed bias will automatically fix
the blanking level at the same point for each signal on
the grid of the video-output tube. That is, the video
signal may vary below this level and thus cause a re-

duction of plate current which, in turn, swings the
picture-tube grid positive (since the grid is directly
connected to the plate of the video-output tube), but
when the sync tips vary above the d-c level, the plate
current is increased, thus swinging the picture-tube grid
negative. Vhen the picture-tube grid swings positive,

a bright spot appears on the screen, and when it swings

negative, less light appears on the screen. Thus, the

blanking signal cuts off all light from the screen during
the retrace period and although the sync signals are

present, they are below the black level and cannot

be seen. Capacitor (81B) prevents screen fluctuations

from causing degeneration. Capacitor (109) couples

the cathode of the picture tube to the other end of the

load resistor (101) and applies sudden plate-voltage
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irregularities to the picture-tube cathode as well as the
grid, thus preventing flicker. Resistor (105) is a de-
coupling resistor and resistors (106) and (l0g) form
a picture-tube-protection bias divider, so a high positive
voltage is applied, by the protective switch (t3lA), to
the cathode when the unit is switched ofi, preventing
an uncontrolled surge of electrons from burning a spot
on the screen. Resistor (112) and background-control
potentiometer (fll) form the voltage divider which
normally applies the proper bias to the picture tube,
so that by vatying this control the entire illumination
of the picture is varied. The background control is
normally adjusted just below the point where the re-
trace signal would appear. Resistor (ll0) compensates
for variations of voltage at the screen of the OVO, b"-
tween light and dark pictures. When an all-white
picture is received, the average plate current of the
6V6 drops and the plate-supply voltage rises, driving
the picture-tube grid more positive. The increased
current through resistor ( f 10) compensates for this
action. Capacitor (f02) and resistor (103) prevent the
picture tube from drawing excessive grid current, if
the grid is made positive with respect to the cathode,
and also, with inductor (104), maintain satisfactory fre-
quency characteristics for the circuit. Thus, the picture
is reproduced faithfully by the video amplifier.

SYNC-SEPARATOR CIRCUIT-This circuit sep-
arates the vertical-sync, horizontal-sync and equalizing
pulses (located on top of the blanking signal in the
blacker-than-black region) from the composite video
signal. When the video signal is applied to the grid
and the cathode of the sync-separator tube (6y6.G),
the average value of the blanking pulse produces grid
rectification, biasing the tube to cutofi. The sync pulses
drive the plate current from cutofi to saturation, as

shown in figure 29. Yery low plate and screen voltages
are utilized to allow this action on relatively weak
signal inputs. As only a portion of the sync pulses
appear across the plate.load (due to the clipping ac-
tion), variations in input signal will not afiect the
amplitude of the pulses appearing across the plate load.

Referring to 6gure 28, the signal is applied benveen
control grid and cathode, resistor (81) being the grid
leak. The average vatue of the composite signal causes
grid rectification, biasing the tube beyond cutofi. Re.
sistor (9O) and resistor (E4), efiectively in parallel for
a.c., form the plate load. Resistor (90) provides the
plate voltage for the 6Y6-G but resistor (E4) is the
predominant load resistor for the developed signal,
and is connected between plate and cathode to main-
tain,an equal potential between these elements for rtide
variations of signal input voltages. The orrcrall action
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of the voltage-divider networks used in this stage is to

cause the limits of plate-current cutofi and saturation

to be the same amPlitude for a wide variation of signal

inputs, resulting in clipped pulses of the proper ampli'

tude over a wide range of values of signal input'

Flgure 29. sync.Seporolor Tube Acllon. 
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VERTICAL-DEFLECTION CIRCUIT-The ver-

tical-defection circuit consists of a vertical-synchro-

nizing amplifier, an integrating circuit, blocking'tube
oscillator, vertical-discharge circuit, and a vertical'
sweep-output circuit. The purpose of these circuits is

to produce vertical scanning. To accomplish this, the

synchronizing pulse from the sync-separator tube is
amplified and used to synchronize the blocking-tube

oscillator. The output of the blocking'tube oscillator
is converted into a sawtooth wave by the vertical dis-

charge circuit, is amplified, and applied to the vertical-

defection coils of the picture tube, where it produces

vertical scanning.
A serrated, vertical syncr negative pulse of approxi-

mately 190 microseconds duration, a horizontal sync,

negative pulse of approximately 5 microseconds dura-

tion, and equalizing pulses, from the sync'seParator

tube, are applied to the grid of the vertical'sync ampli'
fier through coupling capacitor (1a8) (figure 3O). Re'

sistor (149) is the grid-return resistor. When the nega'

tive pulse is supplied to the grid of the sync'amplifier
tube, which is normally conducting' this grid is driven

THE TELEYISION REC

more negative. A positive Potential is thus developed

in the plate circuit and applied through coupling ca'

pacitor (152) to the grid of the blocking oscillator.

Plate potential is supplied to the vertical-sync ampli'

fier through a series resistor network, composed of re-

sistors (151) and (162), and is decoupled by capacitor

(15eA).

An integrating network, composed of resistor (151)

and capacitor (f53), seParates the vertical'sync Pulses
from the horizontal-sync pulses existing in the outPut

of the sync amplifier. This can be accomplished be-

cause the horizontal pulses are of such short duration

that they have little efiect on the vertical'sync integrat-

ing circuit. (The equalizing pulses make each vertical'

sync pulse appear of the same shape and duration for
exact synchronization.) A typical integrating circuit

and its resulting waveform are shown in figure 11. The

pulses from the vertical-sync-ampliGer Plate charge ca'

lacito" Cl and a Portion of the charge is retained until

the next putse comes along which charges C1 higher;

each pulse adds to the charge of the capacitor. This

continues until the Potential across the capacitor is

sufficient in amplitude to overcome the control level on

the next tube, as shown in figure 31. This control

level is 6xed by resistor (l5O) in the cathode circuit'

Note that resistor (150) is common to both the vertical'

blocking oscillator and vertical-sync amplifier' There-

fore, when vertical-sync pulses are applied, reduction

in current fow aids in reduction of bias on the block'

ing-tube oscillator. (An applied signal with less aver'

age signal content will result in a higher bias across

the cathode resistor. This high bias prevents noise,

horizontal, or equalizing pulses from operating the

circuit, and will permit the capacitor to discharge more

quickly.) The vertical-sync pulses, in conjunction with

J reduced bias, trigger the blocking oscillator into

synchronism.

The vertical-btocking oscillator utilizes one'half sec'

tion of a 6C8 twin'triode tube, and is synchronized by

the vertical-synchronizing pulse from the sync ampli6er

at 6O c.p.s. As the oscillator tube conducts, plate cur-

rerrt *ili flow, causing a voltage to be induced in the

secondary winding of the oscillator transformerl the

transformer is connected so that a positive Potential
will be applied to the grid, driving the tube to satura'

tion. As 
-th" 

t..rrrformer field then collapses, a high

negative voltage will cut ofi the tube, charging the

."f".ito, (15st, which wilt hold the tube at cutofi until

the charge has leaked ofi through resistor (155) and

hold control (154). The time constant of this r'c

.-NEGATIVE SYNC PULSE
OUTPUI CURRENI
(NOTE UNITORM

AUPLIIUOE)

SYNC PULSE INPUT YOLTAGC
(AUPLITUO€ ANO VARIATIOXS
EXTGERAIEO TO ILLUSTRATE
CLIPPER ACTION)
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combination determines the cutofi period of the oscil-

lator. When the charge has leaked off the holding

capacitor, the cycle is repeated. Normally, the natural

frequency of the blocking oscillator is chosen so that

it is slightly lower than that of the vertical-sync fre-

quency (60 c.p.s.). Therefore, when the integrated

(positive) vertical-sync pulse appears on the grid of

the blocking oscillator, the net efiect is to increase the

frequency of the blocking ostillator until it locks into

synchronism with the vertical'sync pulse. Since the

grid of the blocking oscillator is directly connected to

the discharge-tube grid, the large positive grid pulses

from the blocking oscillator will trigger the discharge

tube into operation.

The discharge tube consists of the other half'section

of the 6C6 twin triode, and is used to discharge capaci-

tor (f75) in its plate circuit, producing a sawtooth

wave. Vhen the signal is applied to the grid of the

discharge tube, which is directly coupled to the oscillator

grid, the tube conducts. As it conducts, capacitor (175)

discharges rapidly through the tube, and, when the

tube is non-cotrducting, charges according to the nor'

mal capacitor-charging curve E .. tftc, producing a

sawtooth wave. The amplitude of the wave is con'

trolled by height-control potentiometer (179), in'the
plate circuit, which is connected as a Part of a voltage

divider, consisting of potentiometer (179) and resistor

(178). Resistor (174) is the screen-dropping resistor for

the output tube and is by-passed by capacitor (1348)'
Resistor (171) is a plate-current'linriting resistor to

keep the peak plate cutrent to a safe value for the tube

when the sweep-generating capacitor (176\ discharges'

Resistor (173) is the plate resistor across which the

sweep is developed.

The vertical-outPut circuit consists of a 6K6'GT rube,

used to further amplify the sawtooth wave and apply it
through a matched outPut transformer to the vertical-

defldction coils of the picture tube. The sawtooth sig-

nal from the discharge circuit is applied to the grid

of the vertical-output tube through coupling capacitor

(176) across the output-grid resistor (L77). Note that

the discharge capacitor ( 175) is returned to the cathode

of the vertical-output tube so that a linear sawtooth

wave can be developed between grid and cathode of

the 6K6-GT tube. This varies the bias and operating

point on the tube's characteristic curve' producing the

desired change in linearity.

HORIZONTAL-DEFLECTION CIRCUIT - The

horizontal-deflection circuit is similar to the vertical-

deflection circuit. However, the horizontal sweep oc'

rug reuvtston nrc

curs 262-l/2 times as often and therefore is much

shorter in duration than the vertical sweep. To produce

this very fast sweep, some differences in circuit details
are required.

Negative rectangular pulses from the sync seParator

are coupled to the grid of the horizontal-sync amplifier
(6gure t2) by a difierentiating circuit (figure 3t) con-

sisting of capacitor (la5) and resistor (146). The time
constant of this conrbination is small enough to convert

a 5-microsecond negativc rectangular pulse into a sharp

negative pip at the start of the rectangular Pulse, taPer'

ing back.alnrost to zero before the end irf the rectangu'

lar pulse, and then, at the end, developing a sharp

positive pip which tapers back toward zero at the same

rate. The horizontal-sync amplifier employs one sec-

tion of a 6C8 twin-triode tube, self biased for class Al
operation by cathode resistor (1a7) (figure 32). This
resistor is not by-passed, and the degenerative current
feedback inrproves the linearity of amplification. The

d-c plate current is limited by two resistors (161) and

(162\, connected in series. However, resistor (161) is

by-passed to ground by an electrolytic capacitor (157A)
and does not form part of the signal'plate load. The

horizontal-sync anrpli6er phase'inverts and amplifies

both the negative and positive pips furnished by the

difierentiating circuit, and couples the amplified pips

to the grid of the 884 thyratron gas tube, by means of
a tuned circuit, coupling capacitor (165)' and oscilla-

tion-suppressing resistor (166). .Disregarding these pips

for a moment; in the oscillator circuit, Bf voltage

is applied through resistor (1S5), and the oscillator is

connected, in series, to the series combination of capaci-

tors ( 186) and ( lS8) with resistor ( 184). The ca-

pacity of the two capacitors in series is so nearly that of
capacitor (l8S) that capacitor (186) can be neglected

insofar as its infuence in the time constants is con'

cerned. The voltage across caPacitor ( lSS) builds up

positive at a rate determined by the r-c combination

of capacitor (lS8) in series with resistor (lS5)' It is

the nature of a gas tube that when the potential differ-

ence between plate and cathode is sufficient, it will

"fire"; that is, suddenly conduct heavily. When the

voltage across capacitor ( 188) reaches the firing voltage

of the 884 gas tube, the tube 6res, and capacitor (188)

discharges rapidly through the tube, charging capacitor

(169) in the cathode circuit of the tube' When the

potential difierence between plate and cathode has been

reduced sufficiently, the tube will be extinguished' The

rise of voltage across caPacitor ( l8E) constitutes the

sawtooth sweep rise, and the rapid discharge constitutes
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the return trace. Resistor ( 184), in series between
capacitor (188) and the 884 tube, increases the dis-
charge time somewhat, but is necessary to prevent ex-
cessive current flow through the gg4 tube.

Capacitor (f69), in the cathode circuit of the 8g4
tube, holds the cathode positive at a substantially con-
stant value determined by the average cathode current
and the resistance in the cathode circuit. This resist-
ance is varied by the HOR. HOLD control potenti-
ometer (l70r. The more positive the cathode, the longer
it takes for suficient potential difierence between ptate
and cathode to build up across capacitor lfAA; to 6."
the tube. On the other hand, the lower the cathode
potential, the quicker the tube fires and the faster
is the recurrence rate of the sawtooth voltage. The
HOR. HOLD control, therefore, varies the sweep f"e-
guency.

So far, the 8E4 tube has been considered as a diode.
The grid in a gas tube, however, determines at what
potential difference between plate and cathode the tube

36

will f,re, although once it has fired, the grid cannot
stop the conduction. Flowever, there are present on
the grid both the negative and positive pips from the
horizontal-sync amplifier. The negati"" pip, have no
effect on the circuit, but the positive pips can fire the
tube. The circuit constants are such that the positive
pips on the grid occur when the sawtooth volt"ge a""os
capacitor (fsS) has built up almost to the point where
the tube will fire; the positive pip then fires the tube,
locking the sawtooth frequency ii step with the lead-
ing edge of the incoming 5-microsecond ho"izontal_sync
pulse.

Positive sawtooth voltage is applied to the grid of
the horizontal-output-amplifier tube, a 6AH5 beam_
power tetrode, for current amplification. Capacitor
(186), which is considered to be in series with calacito.
(188) in regard to the charging cycle, is used primarily
to isolate Bf from the grid of the 6AHj tube. A
resistor (1S7) is used to prevint parasitic oscillation,
and resistor (f89), connected across (lgg), is the grid,
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return for the 6AH5 tube. The gain of the tube deter'

mines the amplitude of the sawtooth voltage, and there-

fore the widih of the sweep. The gain is controlled

by varying the tube's oPerating point with the WIDTH
controi. This control, potentiometer (191), by'passed

by electrolytic capacitor (f 598)' shotts out more or

less of the total biasing resistance in the cathode cir'
cuit. Resistor (19O) in the cathode circuit is used to

limit the maximum current drawn by the tube. Positive

sawtooth voltage from capacitor (188) is applied to

the gdd of the 6AH5 tube, and negative sawtooth

current variations are passed through the main plate

load, which is the primary of the horizontal'output

transformer.

rxr rrmvtston nrc

passed by capacitor (f96). The extent to which the

6V5 afiects the defection current fowing in the trans'
former is conrolled by screen Potentiometer (197)'
the HORIZONTAL LINEARITY control.

The operation of the 6AH5 and 6V5 tubes is as

follows: A positive sawtooth voltage is applied to the

grid of the horizontal-output tube, and a sawtooth of
current is desired in the transformer primary. During
the last half of the sawtooth, the 6AH5 is conducting

with increasing current uP to the moment the return

time begins, while the 6V5 is conducting only a small

amount. During the return, a high-positive peak volt'
age develops on the 6AH5 plate and the 6V5 cathode'

cutting ofi the latter. The current in transformer ( 199)

executes a transient oscillation, during which it reverses

its direction. Since the 6AH5 is a tetrode with high

plate impedancer this oscillation would continue for

several cycles and consequently disturb the desired lin'
eaity. Conduction of the 6V5, when the cathode volt'
age tends to swing negative after the 6rst half cycle

of the transient, damps the oscillations. The 6V5 con'

ducts strongly during the first part of the deflection

sawtooth, controlling useful current which need not be

supplied by the 6AH5. The connection of the 6V5

plate load to the 6AH5 screen reduces the output'tube

current correspondingly, with resulting econonry in

power requirements. During the latter part of the

sawtooth, the 6V5 current is reduced, as noted previ-

ously. On its grid is an approximate sawtooth of volt'
age derived from the 6AH5 plate pulse applied to the

r-c circuit; this aids in obtaining the desired linear

sweeP.

The sweep frequency must be L5r75O cycles per sec-

ond, corresponding with the frequency of the 5'micro'

second horizontal'sync pulses from the sync sePatator'

If no other pulses artived at the grid of the horizontal'

sync-amplifier tube, the 5-microsecond horizontal-sync

pulses would definitely establish the desired sweep fre-

l,r"t "y; but the vertical'sync pulses and equalizing

i,rl."" are also Present at the inPut of the horizontal-

defle.tion circuits, and means must be provided to

prevent these pulses from firing the 884 horizontal'

oscillator tube prematurely. Therefore, a tank tuned to

l5r75} c.p.s., and made up of inductance (163) and

capacitor ( 164)' is included in the coupling circuit

b"i*""r, the horizontal-sync amplifier tube and 8E4

tube. This tank is kept in oscillation at 15,750 c'p's'

by energy supplied from the plate of the horizontal'

output t,rbe, th.o,rgh a 330r000'ohm isolating resistor'

The phase of the tank oscillation is such that the lead-

IIIPUT SYNC. SIGNAL

OUTPUT VOLTAGE

Flgurc 3!. Dltcrcnllclhg Glrcull ond Woveforn'

The 6V5 tube is connected in series with tesistor

(l9E) and the transformer primary to damp undesired

oscillatory transients in the transformer and defection

coils, to improve the sawtooth linearity, and to make

the output circuit more efficient so far as Power re'
guirements are concerned. The heater is supplied by

a separate filament transformer to Prevent heater-to-

cathode breakdown; during the return time, there may

be 3000 volts peak developed actoss the outPut circuit.

The bias is determined by cathode resistor (t95) by'

g7
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ing edge of the differentiated and phase-inverted hori-
zontal-sync pulse arrives at the grid of the gg4 tube
as a positive pip at exactly the same time that the
positive peak of the sinusoidal tank oscillation raises
the grid potential. Neither signal alone is sufFcientlv
strong to fire the 884 tube; but the combinatiorr of
both signals does fire the tube. During the vertical
blanking and scanning period, the recurrence rate of
the equalizing pulses and the pulses obtained from
the serrated vertical pulse are double the normal hori-
zontal-pulse frequency and therefore arrive at the grid
of the 884 tube at a tinre when the sinusoidal voltage
is not at its positive peak. Because of this fact, they
cannot fire the 884 tube. The horizontal-sweep fre-
quency is therefore absolutely fixed at the desired fre-
quency, arrd the start of each sweep corresponds exactly
to the leading edge of the horizontal-sync pulse.

PICTURE-TUBE CIRCUITS 
- 

The cathode-ray
tubes shown in figures l4A arrd l4B are conventional

types and are presented here in order that the service.
man may compare these familiar types with the philco
( l0AP4) pictrrre tube. Detailed explanation is at-
tempted only for the l0AP4, which has certain radical
departures from conventional construction, since the
conventional cathode-ray tube has been the subject of
nrany detailed and technical analyses. The servic€man
who is interested in such technical analyses of the
cathode-ray tube u'ill find arr abundance of material
available in trade ptrblications.

In the electrostatic-type tube shown in figure 34A,
the heated cathode emits electrons and ions, which are
accelerated by high anode potentials along a path
toh'ard the far end of the tube. The control grid is
adjacent to the cathode and controls the flow of elec.
trons and ions, allowing nrore or less to pass, depend.
irrg on the grid bias.

The beam, in passing dowrr the tube, is focused by
the actiorr of electrostatic lines of force between the
cathode and grid, and between the grid and the first

anode. Thr
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anode. These lines of force form a sort of electronic

"lensrtt whose (tcurvaturett is a function of the electrical
potential between the tube elements.

The deflection of the electron beam is determined by
four factors: the velocity of the beam, the area and
spacing of the defection plates between which the
beam is made to pass, the potential applied to the de-
flection plates, and the distance the beam travels after
the defecting force is applied, before it strikes the
fluorescent screen.

The electromagnetic type of cathode-ray tube, shown
in figure 348, also has an electron gun, consisting of
the heated cathode, grid and accelerating anodes. Focus-

ing and defection, however, are accomplished by mag-

netic 6elds, set up by currents fowing in coils. The
action of.these coils is detailed in the discussion of the
Philco (10AP4) picture tube.

The conventional types of picture tubes use the
curved viewing surface, because the curved surface, like
the arch of a bridge, is more resistant to the external air
pressure against the highly-evacuated thin-glass tube,
and because the use of the curved surface makes pos.

THE TETEYISION RECEIYER
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sible a path of constant radius from the point of de-
fection of the elecron beam. Without this path of
constant radius, the point where the beam is in focus
will appear at dilferent points on the screen and the
amount of deflection occurring will be difierent at
dilferent points on the screen. This lattet condition is
called line distortion.

The curved screen presents two distinct disadvantages
in television. First, viewing must be from directly in
front of the center of the screen, or the picture will
appear distorted. Second, the curved surface will pick
up and refect light in all directions, so that any ex-
traneous light in the vicinity of the screen will prove
distracting to those viewing the television program.

To obtain the advantages of the flat screen, the Philco
' ( 10AP4) picture tube uses a heavy safety-glass viewing

screen which, because of its strength can be made fat,
and at the same time, much more resistant to breakage
with its attendant danger to the television audience.

To counteract the inherent line distortion of the fat
screen, an ingenious compensating circuit is used, as

explained later. A further safety feature is inttoduced
by the use of a canvas cover on the back of the tube,
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preventing fying glass fragments in case of accidentat
breakage of the tube.

In the conventional tubes, the ions, as well as the
electrons, are accelerated against the screen. Since the
ions are very heavy compared to the electrons, they
strike the screen with a great deal of enet{/t tending
to burn the surface of the screen and shorten the life
of the tube. To avoid this, the Philco picture tube
uses a novel arrangement of the electron gun which
forms an ion tttrap.t' This arrangement is known as

the "bent gun.t' See figure 34D.
Vhen the cathode is heated, it emits electrons and

ions, which are accelerated toward the other end of
the tube by the high positive potential placed upon the
anode. This potential (6000 volts) is supplied to the
anode through the graphite coating on the inside of
dre tube. Contact between the coating and the anode
is made with a small metal spring. The graphite coat-
ing is connected with an external conductor to the
high-voltage power supply. The grid regulates the flow
of electrons fron the cathode, and is biased by a volt-

age-divider network and modulated with a video signal,

supplied by the video ampliGer. Direct coupling is used

between the grid of the picture tube and the plate
of the video amplifiei, to maintain the necessary re.

inserted d-c component. This circuit is described in

detail under the heading VIDEO AMPLIFIER.
The electrons and ions which pass the grid are ac-

celerated by the high positive potential existing on the

anode, and enter the anode through a small aperture.

See figure 34C. These electrons and ions continue to

travel iir a straight line, but the anode is bent; there-

fore, they would collide with the wall of the anode and

never get out of the other end. However, with thc

aid of a magnetic 6eld, set up by a bending coil

(206) placed over the neck of the tube and adjacent

to the bent anode, the electrons are passed through the

anode, because the strong magnetic field created by the

bending coil causes the electron path to be changed;

i.e., the deflecting force of the magnetic field is regu-

lated to cause the electron path to be bent or curved,

permitting the electrons to pass through the gun with-
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out striking the side of the arrode. However, the ioIrs,

which are a part of the electron streanr, are rnarry titres
heavier than the electrons and are not substarrtially
afiected by the field which defects the electrotrs. There-
fore, the ions continue to travel in a straight line and

strike the anode wall. If the ions were not trapped
they would strike the fluorescent screen, located at the
end of the tube, with sufficient force to burn a brown
spot. The strength of the nragnetic field is regulated
by varying the current flowing through the bend-
ing coil with centering control (z0t). The centering
control is part of a voltage-divider network, nrade up
of resistors (2O2) and (2Ol). The stteanr of electrons

pass from the electron gun into a nragnetic field gen-
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o

of q Bent-Gun Piclure Tube.

./\
ratcf/with focrrsing coil (z\ Thc strerrgth of the

nV(netic 6cld is rcgrrlated tnith I foctts control (210).

yhi.h ir corrnected irr series with resistor (209) and

focrrri,lg coil (205). The purpose of this coil is to
concerrtrate or focus all the electrons into one small

spot on the viewing screen, located at the extrenre end

of the ttrbe. The focusing action is accomplished in

this manner: the generated magnetic lines of force are

parallel to the axis of the tube and electrons travelirrg

along the axis are not affected, but those electrons

which are not traveling on a path parallel to the lines

of force, located at the axis of the tube, are defected
toward the axis, following a sPiral Path rotating about

'the central axis of the tube. This spiral Path narrows
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and finally converges at the axis, the point of converg-
ence being determined by the strength of the magnetic
field created by the focus coil. The electron beam
passing from the focus coil is deflected horizontally or
vertically across the face of the viewing screen, located
at the end of the tube, by the magnetic fields generated
by the defecting coils. The current for the coils is
generated in the defection circuits described under
headings VERTICAL-DEFLECTION CIRCUIT and
HORIZONTAL-DEFLECTION CIRCUIT. The beam
of the electrons Gnally strikes the fluorescent screen,
called the vicwing screen, causing it to produce a white
light. The amount of light produced is proportional
to the number of electrons striking the screen. The
material of the screen has the property of short per-
sistence; i.e., once the electron beam is removed, the
fuorescent screen immediately stops glowing. The view.
ing screen of the (l0AP4) picture tube is not like the
conventional viewing screen, because it is flat instead
of curved, thus eliminating image distortion caused by
a curved screen, but introducing line distortion. Line
distortion is caused when the radius of the defected
beanr is not always the same, and obviously the same

radius cannot be maintained when a fat screen is used.

This fault is corrected with two straightening coils
(206.4') placed at the top and bottom of the viewing
screen. These coils are connected in series with the

bending coil and generate magnetic 6elds at the top
and bottom of the viewing screen. When the electron

beam is defected into the magnetic 6eld created by
either straightening coil, it is attracted toward the

straightening coils, thereby lengthening the radius of
the shortened beam, straightening the lines produced

by the beam when it sweeps across the screen, thus

eliminating line distortion. Vertical correction is un-

necessary because of the length of the horizontal sweep.

The nrotion of the beam is synchronized with the

motion of the scanning beam in the camera tube,

located at the transmitter.

The picture-tube beam is modulated by the video

signal on the picture-tube grid, causing the intensity of
the light generated by the fluorescent screen to vary.
Thus, as the beam rapidly scans the viewing screen,

it builds a picture out of white and black, duplicating
the original picture being televised.

t2

AUDTO C|RCUITS

AUDIO I-F AMPLIFIER STAGES-The signal.
output voltage of the first video i-f stage appears
across the primary winding of the second video stage
and also across a portion of the primary winding of
the first i-f audio transformer. The voltage across the
portion ,of the first i-f audio primary winding develops
a greater voltage across the entire winding because of
autotransformer action. The primary winding is perme-
ability tuned, and, in conjunction with the capacitor
(f 144), resonates at 15 mc., therefore offering very low
impedance to the 19.5-inc. video i.f., but causing maxi.
mum audio-signal energy to appear across the winding.
The resistor (1148) and capacitor (lf4C), figure 35,

r Yttro IRAr{stos{R

' fP-383
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connected to the primary winding, provide a low-im-
pedance r-f path, and also isolate the plate circuit
from associated circuits. The primary winding is in-
ductively coupled to .the secondary winding which is
permeability tuned, and, in conjunction with. its dis-

tributed capacity and the inter-elecrode capacity of thc
7Y7 tube, resonates at 15 mc. The signal voltage

developed across the secondary is applied to the control
grid of the 7Y7 tube. The screen and suppressor gridr
are tied together and connected to the junction of thc
resistors (1r8) and (119), which form a voltage di-
vider between B{ and ground. By using a voltagc

divider, the potential of the screen and suppressor gridr
remaine fairly constant, ceusing the 7Y7 tube to havc
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r sharp cutofi characteristic. The capacitor (r20) is

connccted to the primary winding of the second audio
i-f transformer, which is tuned to resonate at 15 mc. by
thc trimmer capacitor connected across the primary
winding, and the other end of the primary winding is

connected to Bf through the isolating resistor (121C).
The capacitor (1218), provides a low-impedanc€ path
for r.f. Bias voltage is developed across resistors (115)

Td (116) in the cathode circuit. Resistor (116) is by-
prssed for r.f. by capacitor (ll7), and resistor (115)
provides a slight amount of degeneration for improving
thc frequency respons€.

AUDIO DETECTOR AND FIRST AUDIO.AM.
PLIFIER STAGE - In the detection of freguency-
modulated signals, it is necessary to convert the fre-
quenc'' variations to amplitude variations, so that audio
rmplification can take place. The frequency-modulated
signal is applied to the detector (discriminator) stage,
and the sum of the voltage developed across each half

rnt rruuston nrc

of the secondary winding, plrrs the voltage across the
tuned circuit (l2lD), (taking into consideration the
phase difference between the two voltages), figure 36,
appears across the load resistor of each diode. The volt-
age across the load varies in amplitude as the input
frequency varies frorn the frequency to which the dis-
criminator primary is tuned. The rate of frequency
variation determines the frequency of the detected audio
signal, and appears at the load of each diode as a rate
of voltage variation.

The discriminator transformer consists of a tuned
primary, to which is coupled a secondary composed of
two untuned sections joined at their center tap to one
lead of a tertiary winding. This winding is tuned, as

is the primary, by parallel variable capacitors.
The output voltages of the two secondary windings

are impressed on the plates of the XXFM tube, re-
sulting in alternate conduction at these plates equivalent
to a l80-degree phase displaccment of the two currents.
The output voltage of the tun3d tertiary winding varies

TP-384

Flgurc 36. Aldlo Dclcclor ond Flrsl Audlo Amplifier. Schcrnolic.
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in amplitude as the impressed voltage varies in fre'
quency above and below the resonant frequency to
which the tertiary winding is tuned. In addition, the
phase relationship between the tertiary voltage and each

of the secondary voltages varies with the inrpressed

frequency, in accordance with the well-established prin-
ciple that the apparent reactance of a parallel-tuned
circuit is inductive at frequencies below resonancet

purcly rcsistive at resorrance and capacitive at fre-
quencies above resonance.

Since the output voltage of the tertiary winding is

added, through the center tap to the two secondary

windings, the total resultant voltage will vary, there-
fore, in both amplitude and phase. The resultant recti-
fied d-c output voltage across resistorc (122) and (125)
will accordirtgly vary with the frequency variation im-
pressed across the prinrary, and the variation will be at

a rate corresponding to the rate of frequency variation
of the inrpressed voltage. Variations irr anrplitude of
the impressed voltage will not affect the outPut volt-
ages, because of the balancing effect of the two sec-

orrdary windings. The output voltage, then, is a d-c

potential which varies only with variations of the fre-
quency of the impressed voltage.

The audio voltage developed across the diode-load
resistors is fed through resistor ( 126) and is coupled to
the volume corrtrol by capacitor (127). The capacitor
( 128) is connected between the junction of the resistor
( 126) and the capacitor (127') to ground, to provide a
low-imp:dance path for r.f. The arm of the volume
control is connected to the grid of the triode sectiorr of
tube XXFM by capacitor (135). This tube is connected
in a conventional resistance-coupled audio-anrplifier cir-
cuit. A torre-conrpensating circuit is connected between
a tap on the VOLUME control and the plate of tube
XXFM. The tone compensation can be varied by the
TONE control (ltz), which is connected in the tone
circrrit.

AUDIO-OUTPUT STAGE-The output signal of
the first audio an.rplifier is coupled to the grid of the
output-amplifier tube by capacitor (lf9). See 6gure 37.

The cathode is connected to ground through resistor
(l4l), which is by-passed for audio frequencies by
capacitor ( ll4A). The voltage developed across the
cathode resistor is applied to the grid, as bias, through
the grid resistor (140). The output signal is coupled to
the dynamic-speaker voice coil by transformer (143).
The capacitor (142r, connected between plate and
ground, attenuates the high frequencies. Bf is supplied

14
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Figure 37. Audio Oulpll. Schemqlic.

to the audio circuits through the speaker field coil

which is used as a 6lter choke.

RECEIVER POWER SUPPLY
Two power supplies are required to operate the

television receiver being analyzed. One, a high-voltage
supply, uses a half-wave rectifier, and supplies 6000

volts for the various anodes of the picture tube. The
other is a low-voltage supply, using full-wave rectifica.

tion, and supplies 150 volts for the receiver circuits'
See figure 38.

Each leg of the 115-volt, 60-cycle input is'by-passed
to ground by dual capacitor (228), preventing line

interference from entering the receiver by way of the

power-supply circuits. The power line is connected to

the primary circuits of the power supplies through an

ON-OFF switch and a protective connector contact'
which is open-circuited when the deflection coil is un'
plugged. Power to the primary winding of the high'
voltage transformer (222) is also controlled by an inter'
lock safety switch (221'), which automatically opens

when the protective cover of the high-voltage rectifier
tube is removed.
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eld coil

CAUTION: The serviceman with the long grey

beard is the man who never trusted

any interlock or safetY switch. He
always disconnected the Power and

discharged the caPacitors.

The high-voltage half-wave rectifier tube is type 6X3.

Because the cument drain from this circuit is extremely

low, a pi-section 6lter, consisting of two capacitors

(zJJ) and (225), and a resistor (229) provides suffi'

cient filtering action. The low current drain also per'

mits the potential at the filter input to build up to 6000

volts from 4500 volts r.m.s. Two resistors (226) and

(227\ are connected in series across the high'voltage-
supply output, and act as a bleeder, providing a Pro'
tective load for the circuit and discharging the circuit
when it is not in operation.

Two 5X4-G tubes are used in the low-voltage Power
supply in order to carry the large current (250 ma.)

required by the receiver circuits. The plates of each

rectifier tube are paralleled, and the tubes are connected

so that full-wave rectification is obtained'

The low-voltage transformer (220) used in this set

has five secondary windings but only four are used.

One winding is for the low'voltage power supply
(350 volts); the other three are used to supply' the

required filament voltages. The 6lter section of the low-

voltage power supply employs chokes and capacitors

connected to form a multiple pi-section 6lter. The first

filter choke (216) is not only used as part of a low-

pass filter, but additional filtering is obtained by con-

rne ruuvtston nrc

necting capacitor (215) in parallel with it forming
a parallel resonant circuit which filters out the obiec-

tionable L20-cycle ripple. The power'supply side of the

choke is by-passed with capacitors (218) and (219),

connected in parallel. The load side of the first filter
choke is by-passed with capacitor (2118). Connected in
series with the first 6lter choke (216) and the rest of
the filter circuits, is a relay (2L7>. This relay is used

because the cathodes of the 5X4G rectifier tubes are

directly heated, and therefore' the power supply fur-
nishes voltage before the remaining cathodes permit

plate current flow. The initial high-voltage surge would

be destructive to the input capacitors (219) and (218)

and other components in the equipment. Therefore the

voltage is prevented from reaching an excessively high

potential, while the curreirt drain is low, by the use of
the relay, which disconnects the input capacitors, and

leaves a choke-input-type circuit. When the equipment

heats up, the relay closes and connects the input ca-

pacitors into the circuit.
One of the Bf busses is connected at the junction of

the relay and the two 6lter chokes (214) and (212\'

The two filter chokes (2L2) and (214), in conjunction

with the first 6lter choke, form double-pi filters' The

output of these two pi-type filters is by-passed with

capacitors (2f l) and (2llA) and supplies Bf volt-

"g" 
to two other Bf busses; however, it should be

noted that one of the double section pi-type filters uses

a resistor (zIJ), in series with the choke, for additional

filtering.
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A1{TE}ll{AS

The nature of the very-high frequencies used for tele-
vision purposes is such that the radio waves are prop-
agated through space along lilre-of-sight paths. This
definitely linrits the transmission and reception of a

television signal over long ranges, as lirre-of-sight paths

do not follow the curvature of the earth. Thus signals

cannot be reliably transmitted or received beyond the
horizorr. See figure 39.

Very-high-frequency antenrras used as television an-

tennas usually serve a twofold purpose; first, to receive

or transmit efficiently the transmitted or received sig-

nals, secondly, to provide directivity permitting selec-

tion of an individual station in the case of reception,
and to eliminate directivity in the case of transmission.

Increasing the range of notmal television transmis-
sion and reception primarily involves increasing the
height of the receiving or trarrsnritting antenna, or both.
The best locations for receivitrg antennas are uPon

masts erected on house tops, apartment or office build-
ings, and upon hill tops. Arrother factor of antenna
location involves the choice of a site where intervening
objects such as hills and buildings are not in the line-of-

sight, When the receiver is at a great distance from the

transmitter, reference to a topographical map should be

nrade before receiver installation is n'rade, in order to
determine whether a line-of-sight exists betweerr the

transmitter and receiver. Refer to the servicing section

for fornrulae for calculating reception distances.

TRANSMITTING ANTENNAS
Inasmuch as this manual is aimed at data pertinent

to servicing the television receivers, it is not necessary

to elaborate upon the design and installation of trans-

mitting antennas. It should be noted, however, that
television transmitting atrtennas do not generally pos-

sess the directive features of receiving antennas. IIr
order to transmit in all directions with good signal

strength, transmitting antennas have been designed to

avoid directive features. See figure 40. The need for
height to increase the range of transmission is the pri-
nrary factor in installation of these antennas, resulting

in placement upon extremely high buildings or high

topographical points.

Figlre 39. Line.of.Sighl lronsrnlssion ond Recepfion.



TETEYISION ANTENNAS

Figure 40. A Typicol Trcnsmilling Slolion ond Anlenno

RECEIYING ANTENNAS' Although television receiving anrennas are yet in the
stage of design, the average serviceman will ordinarily
encounter four types in present-day installations. See
6gure 41.

The first type is a normal l/2-wave dipole antenna
consisting of two l4-wave stubs. A major character-
istic of this type is its bi-directional feature, which en-
ables it to receive signals from opposite directions with
good signal strength, providing the stations are of
normal strength and good location, The second type
is nrore widely used. It is a normal l2-wave dipole with
one reflecting element spaced approximately 7/4-wave

length behind it. The use of this refector increases
the directivity of the antenna and results in increased
signal strength to the receiver. The reflecting element
also tends to prevent or reduce signal reception from
the direction opposite to the transmitter location. The
third type is a folded dipole which consists of a cenrer-
fed t/2-wave dipole with another element (r/2-wave)
folded directly between its ends. The spacing between
the two elements is normally about 3 inches at tele-
vision frequencies. The last type, sometimes used, is
the stacked dipole. Two or more t/z-wave dipoles with

t8

reflectors, are mounted one above the other providing
greater than normal directivity, wider band pass, lower
angle reception, and greater sensitivity. Other types of
antennas include the V antenna, the fanned antenna,
and the conical antenna.

TP-499
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ANTENIIA ?TO?EITIES
Antennas used for television reception have five

major properties. These are polarization, tadiation
angle, impedance, directivity, and physical aspects.

Polarization is the position of the antenna with
respect to the earth. A horizontat antenne radiates or
receives horizontally polarized waves and a vertical
antenna radiates or receives vertically polarized waves.

Actually, because of the action of several forces upon
the radiated energy, the wave entering a receiving an-

tenna contains both vertical and horizontal components.
This action is less pronounced at v.h.f.; so at these fre-
quencies the same antenna polarization is required at

both the transmitter and receiver. If the transmitting
antenna is horizontally polarized so must be the re-

ceiving antenna. Although antennas of either polariza-
tion may be used for television, it has been proven more

advantageous to use horizontal polarization, as this type
of polarization tends to improve distant transmission

and reception. In receiving antennas, horizontal polar-
ization tends to eliminate noise interference, as noise is

generally vertieally polarized.
The radiation angle of an antenna is the angle above

horizontal at which the antenna radiates or receives

best. Inasmuch as television transmission is line'of-
sight, radiation at low angles is necessary in order to

avoid the losses resulting from high-angle radiation

which would merely be dissipated in space. Similarly,

TP'497
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TELEYISION ANTENNAS

_;;iEa coNDUcroRs

Figurc {3. A Holf-Wcve Dlpole Antcnnc.

it is desirable to use a receiving antenna best suited for
reception of low-angle signals, and placed as high above

the.surrounding terrain as possible.
Impedance of an antenna at any point is the ratio

of the current to voltage at that point. See frgure 42.

It is important in connection with feeding power to the
antenna, since it constitutes the load resistance rePre'

sented by the antenna. At high frequencies, this im-

pedance consists chiefy of radiation resistance. As the

height of the antenna increases, the impedance aP-

proaches free-space value. For a l2-wave dipole in free

space, (that is, entirely removed from any obiects which

might afiect its operation, including the earth) the

radiation resistance is equal to about 7l ohms.

Directivity is the ability of an antenna to receive or
to radiate more energy in one direction than in another.

It must be viewed as two dimensional, as it exists in
both horizontal and vertical planes. Thus directivity
involves the wave angles as well as the "compasst'
direction in which the antenna is aimed.

The physical aspects concern' primarily, the length of
television antennas, which is critical for optimum oper'
ation; therefore, it is necessary to cut the antenna to a
length which is resonant with the frequency of the de'

sired transmitted signal. This length can be determined

for a t/2-wave dipole antenna by applying the following
formula:

{9



TELEYISION ANTENNAS

I-ength (in feet) :
Frequency (in megacycles)

The length of one individual Yq-wave stub is there-
fore half of this lenEh. As antennas constructed tele-
scopically or containing an adjustable section are devel-
oped, this cutting process will result in a simple manual
adjustment. The diameter of the antenna material is

not critical, although the use of larger diameters will
tend to increase the band-pass characteristic.

A normal l/o-wave receiving antenna is bi-directional,
that is, it will receive from both the front or back di-
rections equally well. If reception from but one ditec-
tion is desired, an additional element, which will serve

as a refector, can be placed r/4-wave length behind
the dipole antenna. The refector should be about 5/o
longer than the dipole element. See figure 43.

DIRECT AIID REFTECTED
TETEYISION RECEPTION PATHS

Normally, television signals travel a direct line-of-
sight path from the transmitter to the receiver. How-
ever, this path is often blocked by such objects as hills
and buildings, causing weakened signals or no signals

at the receiver. Another characteristic of television sig-

nals is that of reflection from large buildings and hills,
and, by such a reflected path, to reach the receiver.

Often this occurs in addition to the direct signal and
results in two or more signals from the same trans-
mitter being received by the television receiver. Inas-

much as these signals travel via different paths varying
in length, their amival at the receiving antenna has a
slight time difference, the refected signals being slightly
delayed in arrival. This characteristic results in a visual

pattern of interference known as a "ghost" or image

upon the receiver picture screen. The refected sig-

nal may be white or black, depending upon its polar-
ity, and it may vary in intensity from almost equal
that of the direct signal, to a point where it is just

noticeable. Differences in relative intensities are caused

by the attenuation they may encounter in their trans-
mission paths. Obviously, in congested urban areas,

there may be multiple signal paths that will create

multiple images or ttghostsrtt resulting in very un-
satisfactory reception. In some cases, refections, hardly
noticeable in themselves, may cause the direct signal
pattern to appeat f.uzzy. Methods to eliminate or
reduce the unwanted signal patterns resulting from

refected signals will be dealt with at length in the
servicing section of this publication.

TELEVISION RECEIVER
ANTENNA ORIENTATION

Because of the directive feature of television receiving
antennas, it is highly advantageous to ettempt to point
the antenna as accurately as possible directly at the
transmitting antenna. Note that pointing a receiving
antenna involves pointing the brcad side of the antenna
and not the ends toward the transmitter. This orienta.
tion can be achieved in several ways. First, by reference
to a map, the direction of the transmitter from the
receiver must be determined, and then by use of a

compass, and by manual rotation, the antenna can be

easily aimed at the transmitter. However, the most
advantageous m€thod of pointing the antenna can be

achieved by reference to the receiver screen during the

process of rotation. By this procedure, the optimum
position for the antenna can be determined by the
greatest signal strength, the absence of ghost images,

and the absence of extraneous interference patterns.
Signal strength, however, is the major factor. Specific
details of orientation will be reviewed in the service

section of this book.

TRANSMISSION
LINES FOR, RECEIYING ANTENNAS

Transmission lines are used to transfer signals, with

a minimum of loss, from the receiving antenna to the

receiver. At radio frequencies, where any wire carry-

ing radio-frequency current tends to radiate electro'

magnetic waves, it is necessary to use some form of
transmission line to minimize this radiation. Two conr'

mon types of lines are used, the parallel open'wire line

and the coaxial cable. The parallel open'wire line con'

sists of two identical parallel lines spaced a certain

distance from each other, the spacing held constant by

insulating spacers placed at intervals along the line.

The parallel line can be used to match comParatively

high impedances and has a relatively low loss, but it is
susceptible to sttay pickup and therefore is not v€ry

practical in areas where interference is prevalent. The

second type of line is the most common type used for

television receivers. This, the coaxial cable, aftords

several advantages. The shielding eftected by the outer

conductor prevents stray pickup and is little affected

by its proximity to other surfaces. It matches relatively

low impedances making it adaptable for use with dipole
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.ntennas. Several kinds of co.xial cable are usable at
television frequencics; rigid coaxial cablc of coppcr
conductor with ceramic-bead spacers; fexiblc coaxial
cable with cop.lene dielectric, coaxial cable with spun-
glass dielectric, and coaxial cable with lowJoss-rubber
dielectric. The first type of cable is of best quality and

the last of the poorest. Inasmuch as interference re'
duction and signal strenEh are in direct relationship
to the quality of coaxial cable used, the use of the better
quality is advisable. Although no definite length limi'
t.tions are imposed uPon television-teceiver transmis'
sion lines, normal installations will vary between 25 and

lZJ f.eet. As the lengh increascs, tfie need for good

TELEYIS'ON ANTENN$

guality coaxial cable increascs. The coaxi.l cable is
coupled directly to the center ends of thc dipole ele-

ments and to the ground and antenna connections on

the television receiver. Figure 43 illustrates a dipole
antenna with coaxial cable attached.

It is obvious from the preceding discussion of an-

tennas and antenna installations, that the us€ of tele'
vision receivers in apartment houscs will present pc'
culiar installation problems. Although this prcblem is
not critical at the time of writing, it is evident that, as

television receivers become household articlcs' devices

for multiple entenna installations will be availablc.

5l
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SERt|ICII{G THE TELEVISION

A H'ell-organized arrd logical service procedure is
importarrt for servicing television equipnrent efficiently.

The service procedure is designed to give the mainten'
ance man a quick and efficient method of locating and

remedying trouble. The proper use of the service in-

formation and equipment described in this publicatiorr

should prove helpful in coping with the majority of
service problerns that arise in connection rn'ith the

television equipmetrt. Most servicenren r.'ill find it
highly desirable to establish routine service checks of
the televisiorr receivers being maintained. Although
the time irrtervals of these routine checks of the cus-

tonrers' receivers will vary rnith the troubles encountered

for any specific set, it nray Prove advisable to make

a check of receiver oPeration every three months in

order to insure the custonter the best performance fronr

the set. This section of this book contains data that

will aid in servicing the television receiver both in the

home or office, and in the servicentan's shop. The fol-

lo*'ing paragraphs outline installation procedures, align'

nrent and adjustment procedures, and specific trouble'

shooting data. All information refers specifically to the

particular receiver used for reference in the preceding

sections, but, in general, applies to other television

receivers.

Lo*-Voltage Supply: Supplies filanrent voltages to

all tubes, except the high-voltage recti6er tube, also

supplies all d-c voltages used in the equipment' excePt

that used in the Picture tube.

Power Consunrption: 240 watts.

Audio Output: 1.4 watts.

Picture Size: 6rh" * g1/r". Prodtrced by nrasking a

10" picture tube to obtain the largest 4:3 aspect ratio

picture.

TELEVISION.RECEIVER DATA

Interrrrediate Frequency:

Video 
- 

19.5 nrc.

Audio - 
15 mc.

I-F Band Pass:

6.0 nrc.

0.25 mc.

Froni Ponel Conlrols
OFF-ON VOLUME
TONE
FOCUS
CONTRAST
VERTICAL HOLD
HORIZONTAL HOLD
VERNIER TUNING

Reqr Chqssis Conlrols
BACKGROUND

Reqr Chqssis Adiustments
HORIZONTAL LINEARITY
VERTICAL LINEARITY
VERTICAL HEIGHT

HORIZONTAL WIDTH
BENDING COIL

POWER SUPPLY

High-Voltage Supply: Supplies both the high-voltage

potentials necessary to oPerate the cathode-ray tube and

the filanrent voltage for the high-voltage rectifier tube.

53

RECEIl'ER

FREQUENCY RANGES

Selector-Switch I Chqnnel
Chonnel Position I Frequensy

1 I 44-50 mc.

2 I 54-60 nrc'

I I 60'66 nrc.

4 I 66-72 nrc.

5 I 76-82 mc.

6 I 82-88 nrc.



SERYICINE THE TELEVISION RECEIYER

FUNCTIONS OF THE TETEVISION.RECEIVER,
OPER,ATING CONTROIS

-In the development of television receivers, simplicity
of controls has been an essential factor in o.de. to p".-
mit the layman to operate the equipment with .rrrd".-
standing and efficiency. The average receiver wil have
5 or 6 controls for operation by the owner, and an
equal number of controls available for adjustment by
the serviceman. The former controls are generally lo-
cated on the front of the receiver, and the latter on
the rear of the chassis. Of those controls on the front
of the receiver, three irivolve adjustments of the vol-
ume, tone, and focus. The VOLUME and TONE con-
trols will not likely present dificutties of operation for
the customer, as they are similar to controls on modcrn

CONTROLS ON FRONT OF RECEIVER

INNER CONNECTIONS O!'TER
coNurcToR

radio receivers. The function of the FOCUS control
should also be readily comprehensible to the owner.
However, the remaining three controts, the CON-
TRAST control, and the VERTICAL and HORIZON.
TAL HOLD controls, need explanation if the average
owner is to operate them for optimum receiver per-
formance. For the location of these controls on a typi.
cal receiver, refer to figure 44. The following para.
graphs contain a brief summaq/ of the function of the
four controls with which the customer will be teast
familiar, the FOCUS, CONTRAST, and the HOLD
controls.
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the screen can be focused to the satisfaction of the
viewer. Improper focus is generally caused by varia-
tions in the d-c or electrode voltages; since power
supplies are generally well regulated; it is unlikely that
freguent adjustment of the FOCUS conuol will prove
necessary.

By variation of the CONTRAST control, the inten-
sity of the elements of the picture can be increased or
decreased as necessary. Advancing the control increases

thc contrast between the dark and light portions of the
picture with a general increase in illumination of the
rreen. This is often a necessary step in rooms where
the general illumination is higher than average. Inas-
nuclr as the variation of the CONTRAST control is

rrsociated with the gain of the receiver, the control is

r potentiometer placed in the receiver circuit in the
gid-bias circuit of a tube. Changing the negative po-
tcntial on the tube effects a change of the gain in this
ccrtain stage. Operation of this control will vary with
dre user, and the setting will likely prove subject to
the individual's personal choice as determined by the
quality of his vision.

The HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL HOLD con-

trols can cause confusion and uncertainty in the mind
of the customer, as their variation frequently results

in weird and fantastic patterns on the screen. How-
ever, with instruction, the customer can be shown how
to vary these controls until the picture "locks-in." Nor-
ndly these controls should require little adjustment;
however, since extraneous noises sometimes throw the
rtceiver.out of sync, it may occasionally be necessary

to vary the settings of these controls. These controls

SERYICING THE TELEYISION RECEIYER

regulate the free-running frequency of the blocking
oscillator, thus determining the amount of sync voltage
necessary for proper synchronization. Maximum sta-
bility occurs when the tips of the sync voltage are used.
This point of stability can best be determined by "lock-
ing-in" the picture during the reception of strong noise
signals. Although the customer will not think of the
variations of these controls in these terms, it should be

relatively easy to demonstrate the way to observe the
unstable position of the control, and the procedure of
determining the "lock-in" position from this point.

Another control of importance to the serviceman is

the BACKGROUND or "brightness" control. Usually
located on the rear of the chassis, it should not be dis.
turbed by the customer. The purpose of this control is,

through biasing of the grid of the cathode-ray tube, to
prevent visible retrace. During the retrace period, the
video signal is cut off and it is necessary to adjust.the
BACKGROUND control so that no retraces are visible.
Another efiect, with a tocgreatly advanced setting of
this control, is a decrease in the contrast and reduction
of the details of the picture. The procedures for adjust-
ing the BACKGROUND and CONTRAST controls
in relation to one another are outlined later in this
section.

The final operating control is the VERNIER TUN-
ING control. This is usually located in the center of
the receiver face just below the screen, and is used to

"tune-in" the specific station. When it is adjusted to
the strongest and clearest audio signal, the receiver

will automatically be accurately tuned to the video-
signal frequency of the specific station.

l. Turn the BACKGROUND and CONTRAST
fully counterclockwise. (Dark-screen position.)

2. Turn the OFF-ON-VOLUME control about
clockwise.

3. Allow a reasonable warm-up period.
4. Select a desired station with the channel-selector

5. Tune the station in

ture on the screen appears with light and dark areas in
pleasing contrast.

8. If the picture on the screen requires "locking-in,tt
adjust the HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL HOLD
controls (either or both).

9. Adjust the FOCUS control for best detail or best

picture clarity.
10. Readjust the BACKGROUND and CON'

TRAST controls as needed to improve the picture.

11. Readjust the HOLD controls as necessary, after

selecting a different station.
12. Adjust the VOLUME and TONE controls for

best sound reception.

IER TUNING control

AN ABBR.EVIATED TETEVISION.RECEIVER
OPER,ATING PR,OCEDU R,E

by adjustment of the
for best sound recep-

6. Turn the BACKGROUND control slowly clock-
until the screen is barely illuminated.
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7. Advance the CONTRAST control until the pic-
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lnsiolling the Television-Receiver Anlenno

The nrultiplicity of factors involved will necessarily

resrrlt in a wide variety of installations. The locatiorr of
the alrtenna on a honre, apartmetrt house or office build'
irrg will be deternrirred by the converrience of the instal-

lation arrd the signal strength obtainable. Many arr-

terrrras placed in convenielrt locatiolrs will have to be

nroved to improve signal strerrgth or to avoid sources of
interference. The trial and error method of installatiorl
seenrs inevitable. However, certain installation consid-

erations can be noted that will result in fewer trials arrd

less errors. The primary consideration is locating the

antenna in a line-of-sight with the transnrittirrg station,

or as near this as possible. !(/hen the trausnritter and

receiver are separated by rough terrain, containing hills
or nrountains, and there is doubt as to the receiver loca'

tion being in line-of-sight alrd ralrge with the trans'
nritter, it is advisable to refer to an accurate topograph-

ical nrap of the area to deternrirre the advisability of
locating the receiver at the specific poirrt being con-

sidered. For calculatiorr of the distalrce of the receivirrg

arrtenna to the horizon, the following approximate for'
nrula can be used. Distarrce : 2 X /Height' (Using a

measurement of height iIr feet gives a distance measure-

nrent irr nriles.) WheIr both the height of the receiving

antenna and the trarrsmittilrg antelllra are known, the

line-of-sight distarrce catr be determirred by the for-

nrula: Distance -: 2 X {H + 2 X /h, where h
equals the height of the receivilrg alrtenrra in feet, and

H equals the height of the transtrtitting arrtenna iIr feet,

distarrce resulting irr miles.

The greatest possible height mtrst be sought to avoid

intervenirrg hills or buildings. If the house is sur'

rorrrrded by trees or wooded areas, it is, of course,

desirable to keep clear of the trees and if possible

to raise the alrterrna above their getreral height. On

apartnrent buildings or office buildings, placing the

atrterura at a height is generally possible and line-of-

sight easily observed. In urban areas, however, danger

exists from reflectirrg surfaces between, beyond, or

near the line-of-sight from the tralrsmitter. Vhen in'
stallations are n'rade upon any type of buildirrg, it
is advisable to keep the antenna as far as possible

from metal roo6ng, gutters' or framing. On apart-

nrent buildings and offices, similar caution nrust be ob-

served to avoid installations near penthouse points
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where interference from elevator relays nray exist.

Alrtelrna nrasts of some height are generally con'

strrrcted of steel tubing while ordinary pipe is used for
'strorter lengths. Pyranridal open-sectiort or four-sided

steel towers calr be used where strength and uuusual

height are needed. Fronr these consideratiolrs, it can be

seen that the servicenratr nrust exercise sound judgment

in lris efiorts to place the receiving antenna in the lo'

catiorr givirrg optimum reception. Figures 45 and 46

show exanrples of anteutra installations. Specific instal'

latiorr details emphasizirrg elinrirration of interference

patterns and reflected signals will be considered later.

The final installation problcnr of servicenrerr will be

the matter of orienting, or ainring, the alrtenna. This

requires that the antenna be placed broadside to the

transmitting station as shown in figure 47, in order to

obtain the optinrunr video signal. It is necessary to do
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this very accurately, viewing the screen during actual
Eception while at the same time turning the antenna.
Some means of instantaneous communication between
the man at the antenna and the man operating the re-
cciver must be used. Philco intercommunication sys-
tems are excellent for this purpos€ and can be readily
used, as they can be plugged into any convenient 115.
volt a-c outlet and a speaker-microphone combination
placed at the end of an extension cord for use by the
han at the antenna. Orientation of the antenna for
optimum signal strength should be measured and de-
tcrmined by relative a-v-c readings, and by the absence

of t'ghosts" upon the test pattern.
Although most manufacturers of television receivers

rill likely produce antennas to be purchased and used
vith their specific receivers, it will be the work of the
rrviceman to cut or adjust the antenna to the resonant
fitquency of a specific transmitting station.

Vith the development of multiple-channel television
nceivers, it will be necessar), to install an antenna that

give optimum performance for all frequencies or

TP-65t

llgnrc 16. A Dlpob Arlcrno Monnled or o XcrL

srnvtclng rne rru

TP-6s8

Flgure 47. A Dlpoh Anlelrc ond leieclor Elcnenl
Mcunlcd on c Morl.

channels involved. The best policy at the nroment

seems to be the cutting of an antenna to the resonant

frequency of the weakest station.
In case of an installation where two stations of ap.

proximately the same signal strength are received and

their frequencies are several channels apartr a comPro-

mise on antenna length can be made by cutting the
antenna to a frequency nridway between the two station
frequencies. If the receiver is located between two
transmitting stations bearing 180 degrees apart from
the receiver, a single-element dipole antenna cut to the

frequency of the weaker of the two stations, may be

used. Again, it appears a matter of trial and error in
determining the best antenna length for reception under

these circumstanc€s.
The following formula can be used to calculate the

antenna length for any given channel frequency.
468

Length (in feet) :
Frequency (in megacycles)

This formula applies for a normal lywave dipole
single-channel antenna, and the resulting figure must

C:fl:-*

DIFOLE ANTENNA

WLUUN
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be divided in half for cutting the individual t/4-wave

lengths comprising a l2-wave dipole antenna. For ex-
ample, using this formula it will be found that 7 feet
and 7 inches will be the lengh of. a l2-wave dipole
cut or tuned to a resonant frequency of 63 mc. As the
refector should be cut to about 5/o greatet length,
this would give a refector of. 7 f.eet 1O inches for the
above antenna.

Paths of undesired signals demand careful considera-
tion, and may cause "ghosts" that vary in intensity from
that of the original signal to a point barely discernible.
Any difference in the relative intensities of the signals
is caused by any attenuation the waves may encounter
in their transmission paths. Obviously, particularly in
urban areas, multiple reflection paths may cause mul-
tiple images or "ghosts." Refections, hardly noticeable,
nray at times cause the original signal to appear fuzzy
and blurred. In some locations such effects definitely
prevent satisfactory reception. Therefore, the service-
man needs to attempt to determine these reflected paths
and if possible to orient the antenna upon installation
to prevent.harmful effects. Figures 48A through 48K
will illustrate sample paths of refected signals that can

be partly or wholly eliminated by antenna
The exception to these cases is that in which the
fected and original signal arrive at the receiver
phase, giving an additive effect to the signal
or in the case where intervening objects in the path
the original signal so weaken it that the reflected
nal is the stronger of the two. Needless to say,

the latter case the antenna is oriented towards the
fected signal. When the direct and reflected si
reach the receiver electrically out of phase, the
strength may be materially weakened, and an
ently good receiving antenna location nray be

This can be remedied by a change of the antenna
tion to a place where signal strength is sati
A change of only a few feet may result in in
reception of the two signals.

In the following illustrations, Ggures 4EA
4EK illustrate the various problenrs which may
from refected or blocked signals, while figures
through 49K show sample antenna installations.
installations are intended only as suggestions, not
standards, for those servicemen who may be faced w

antenna installation problems.

v%ttK
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Figure 488. Television Signcl Refrecling from cn Aircroft.
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Flgnre 48D. Duol Recelving Anlenno llrlollcllon for Reccpllon of Slgnclr fron Two Dlrecllonr.
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Flgure {8F. The Use ol o lciected Wove when lhe Direel Wovc lr lloeled.
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Figure 48G. Reception by Meons of a Reiecled Signol.
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Figure 48H. Television Signcl Weokened by lnlervening Temain.

Figure 48 l. Television Signol Refrected from c Mounlcin.

Figure 48J. Television signor rnferference Goused by o "Bounce', ?olh.

:
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Figure 48X. Television Signcl Blocked by c Mountoin.
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Figure 498. Single Dipole Antenno Mounled on Ridge of Roof.
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Figure 49C. Single DiPole
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Figure 49F. Dipole Anfenno ond Refieclor Mounied on c Dormer.
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Figure 49H. Dipole ond Refreelor Mounied in o Congesled Areq.
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Fiqure 49 l. Dipole Anlenns ond Refiector Mounled on on Aportmenl Roof.
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Figure 49J. Dipole Antenno cnd Refieclor Mounted neor on Elevotor penthourc.
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Figure 50. A Normol lnslollotion of a Television Receiver.
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lnstolling lhe Television.Receiver Tronsmission
Lines.

With the antenna installed, the installation of the
transmission line follows. Although several types of
transnrission lines can be used, it is generally considered
most satisfactory for nraximum gain and optimum pic_

tttre reproduction to use coaxial cable. This type of line
is advantageous because the inner wire is efiectively
shielded fronr stray fields and long lengths of trans-
mission line are possible with little loss of signal
strength. With the receiver under discussion, lengths
of coaxial cable from l00 to 600 feet can be used.
In order to have maximum signal strength, it is desir-
able to use the best quatity coaxial cable to avoid the
losses present in cheaper cables. The use of poor qual-
ity line, or too great lengths of line, can result in ex-
cessive losses, reducing the quality of the receprion.
Servicen'ren may be tempted to use low quality cable
in order to reduce the expense of installation, but it
must be remembered that there is a direct relationship
between the quality of the cable and the quality of the
picture. Different antenna locations will present wide
variations in transmission-line installations. Each one
will present its own problenrs, so no attempt will be
made in this publication to give complete details on
transmission-line installations. However, certain consid_
erations may be noted as aids. It is of prime impor-
tance that the cable be well secured to the roofing or
wall so that it cannot sway or move with the wind.
Various types of clamps, insulators, or lashing can be
utilized for this purpose. Care must be taken that clamps
do not danrage the cable. To obtain optimum signal
strength, the transmission line should be as short as

possible, but in many cases it may be found that the
desire for neat installation and convenient location
may necessitate using a long transmission line.

Coaxial cable is easily damaged, arrd any movement
of the cable should be prevented if possible. Like fur-
niture, the receiver cabinet is apt to be nroved, and the
point of connection of the cable at the receiver should
be well secured. Where the cable is brought through
walls or window franring, a standard porcelain tube
insulator nray be used, although, with coaxial cable, it
is not absolutely necessary.
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Locoting the Television Receiver in lhe Home.
In general, the choice of location for the television

receiver will be made by the owner. However, two.
corrsiderations will be pertinent to the serviceman.
First, if possible, guide the custonrer in his choice in
order to avoid placing the receiver in rooms or parts
of a room with excessively bright light. Second, locate

the receiver in that part of the roonr giving the least

reception of interfering signals from electrical appti
ances or units within the home. In connection with
locating the receiver, it can be called to the attention
of the owner that the optimum viewing distance is

fronr 4 to 1O feet and that a cleared area of this sizc

in front of the receiver is to his advantage. Figures
50 and 5l show television receivers in various room lo
cations. Since this test-survey receiver has a flat viewing
screen, it can be viewed fronr angles without distortion
of the pictrire. For best possible viewing of the screen,
make certain the viewing surface is free fronr dust,
finger-prints or dirt. Having installed the television
receiver in the home and having placed it in operation,
it is imperative that the servicenran furnish the owner
with operating instructions and aid him in the actual
practice of operating the receiver,

lnslqllotion Adiuslmenls of the Television
Receiver.

lnstalling television receivers may also involve oper-
ating adjustmenrs and atignments resulting from im-

proper handling in transit. For this reasorr the follow.
ing installation adjustment procedures are outtined. It
is assumed that the receiver has been unpacked, un.

wrapped, inspected, and antenna connected, and the

set plugged in to a ll5-volt a-c power source. It is

also assunred that the transmitting station is using a

circular test pattern. For adjustments on the rear of the

receiver chassis, it will be found necessary to tocate a

mirror in front of the receiver screen in order to view
the screen while making the adjustments. (Refer to
figure 52.) With these preliminary steps completed, the
following procedure should be followed:

(") Turn the ON-OFF VOLUME control to the
ON position, and set the control at approximatety the
half-way point.

(b) With the VERNIER-TUNING control set at

mid-point, adjust the oscillator tuning screw on the

front of the chassis so that the station is in tune. This
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is an adjustment whereby the station is in tune when
the audio signal is at the middte volume peak. If the
set has been correctly aligned, this adjustment assures
proper tuning of the receiver video sections.

(c) Adjust the HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL
HOLD controls until the test pattern locks-in. This
should be near the center position of the controls.

(d) Adjust the FOCUS control until the test pattern
appears in focus for normal vision. (Should be near
center position.)

(e) Adjust the bending coil by turning it until maxi-
mum illumination of the screen is obtained. (206 in
6gure 53.)

(f) Adjust the bending-coil control until maximum
illumination of the screen occurs.

(g) Turn the CONTRAST control fully counter-
clockwise.

(h) Adjust the BACKGROUND control until the
test pattern is just barely visible.

(i) Turn the CONTRAST control clockwise until
the test pattern has satisfactory shading.

EIVER

(j) Center the test pattern by toosening the clamps
on the focus coil and moving the coil untii the pattet!
is centered in the mask.

(k) Adjust the HORIZONTAL WIDTH and
VERTICAL HEIGHT controls until the test pattem
height and width just touch the edges of the mask.

(l) Adjust the HORIZONTAL LINEARITy and
VERTICAL LINEARITY conmols until the circutar
test pattern is symmetrical.

If , after these adjustments, there are additional
troubles, such as ,.shadowr', a shadow efiect on the
screen around the edges of the screen mask; ,,pin.

cushion," an effect caused by improper adjustment of
the straightening coils causing lines or objects at the top
and bottom of the pattern to curve 

"orr""rr"ly and
convexly; or a tilted picture, refer to the alignment and
calibration instructions for the television receiver. As a

final precaution, check to see that all screws loosened
in the process of making operational adjustments are
well tightened.
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Avoiding Erlernol lnlerference.
Unfortunately, it is often impossible to avoid receP-

tion of unwanted signals from external sources. Such

lources are varied. They may be any type of electrical
'appliance, any kind of electrical unit, ordinary light
bulbs, automobile ignitions, diathermy equipment (until
diathermy is used on specific frequencies such that it
can be trapped out of a television receiver, no remedy

cxists for this type of interference), or trees near or

touching the antenna. Even aircraft in the immediate

vicinity of the receiver will cause intermittent vibra-

tions or variations of the television Picture. Ordinarily,
the means of eliminating or avoiding these types of
interference are limited; however, an attemPt can be

made. First, if the source of interference is known,

turn ofi the ofiending appliance, unit, etc' If the

source is not known' it may be discovered by a Process
of elimination (turning ofi all possible sources of of'
fense). In the modern home this may Prove difficult.

The usual remedy for this is the installation of filter
units in the ofiending source. Filter units'placed on

ofiending units are the common type used in radio

servicing, r-f chokes and by-pass condensers comprising

the filtering system. Interference entering through the

line to the receiver can also be stoPPed at times by

this type of filter. Another aid is in the locatign of

the antenna. When severe ignition interference Pat-

SERYICING THE TELEYISION RECEIYER

terns are noted, it is often possible to avoid them by
re-orienting the antenna. Additional height can also

aid in the elimination of offending signals. Adding
directive elements to the antenna also helps to elimi-
nate the offending source by reducing the strength of
the unwanted signals, unless the signals arise between

the transmitter and the antenna. These problems will
confront rlost owners of modern television receivers,

and it is the responsibility of the serviceman to educate

the owner as to the sources of interfetence and the
means of elimination in order to avoid owner dis-

satisfaction.

Grounding the Television Recciver.

The television receiver has a connection on the

rear of the chassis for a ground. An external ground

installation should be made as a safety measure. The

outside connector or-shield of the coaxial cable is also

connected to the ground connection on the set. Another

essential is a ground connection to the antenna mest.

These grounds can be attached, at the discretion of the

serviceman, to a pipe driven in the ground or to water

pipes or similar grounded metal objects. Lightning

arresters can be used but are not necessary and if used

may provide difficulties through accompanying losses

of signal strength.

SERVICING THE TETEVISION RECEIVER IN THE SHOP

Tcsl Equipmenl.
The following test equiPment used for servicing tele'

vision receivers is only the equipment considered es'

sential. With the present-day development of test

equipment, the serviceman will have at his disposal in'
creasingly better and more economical equipment with
which to work. Most servicemen Possess equipment

that can be used to suPPlement this list in their work

of servicing television receivers.

A mirror-this is an essential item for every tele-

vision serviceman. It is used in viewing the front of

the screen while making rear'chassis adiustments. It
can be of pocket size, or if larger, can be mounted for

convenient use.

A compass-a comPass is necessary for orienting

the television antenna. Used in conjunction with a

nap of the area which shows the transmitter and re'

ceiver locations, it will quickly show the direction in

which the antenna must point. This, too, can be of

pocket size.

lnsulated alignment tool - any fibre type is satis'

factory.

An oscilloscope-any reliable scoPe can be used, pro-

viding it contains a wide-band ampliGer, making it
possible to view the wide bands prevalent in television

circuits.

A voltmeter-used in general servicing procedures,

this should possess a resistance of 2o,O00-ohms-per-volt

on d.c., ,roi-al high'voltage range; a'c voltage, resis'

tance and amPerage'measurement features'

A vacuum-tube voltmeter-this meter must have an

r-f probe and provide for fairly high r-f voltage meas-

urement.

8l
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An r-f signal genetaaor-this is used in the ampli'

ttd"--od.rl"-ted signal-generator method of r-f and i'f
alignment. It should cover a range from lo to 100

-"!".y.I"r, have a 400-cycle audio output, 
-and Possess

" ta"""ig r-f signal outPutr measurable in microvolts'

A srzeep'freguency signal genetatot -this 
should

cover a ""rri" 
*ni.ft is sufficient to cover the video i'f

range, the 
"audio i'f channel, the audio carrier' the

vidJo ca"rier, and the adjacent audio carrier' This

generator is used in the sweep-signal'generator method

lf 
"ngrr-"ttt 

of the i-f sections of the receiver'

A dynamic teiter-this is used in aligning the t-f
,,"g", of the receiver and constitutes a probe made up

of a grid-leak detector and high-gain audio amplifer'

tt sno]uld possess a lack for an outPut meter for visual

indications and should cover a wide range of audio

and radio frequencies. (As an alternative to the use

of a dynamic tester, an electronic voltmeter and a signal

g"rr".",o. with an outPut of 2 volts can be used')

A vacuum-tube tester-tYpes owned by most service'

men should prove adequate.

A bias battery, or other source' of 3 volts'

ALIGNMENT AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES

CoNTROL ADJUSTMENTS OF THE RECEMR
PICTURE TUBE.

CAUTION: AVOID CONTACT WITH HIGH
VOLTAGE.

l. Connect the survey'test receiver for operation'

2. Turn Power on and allow the set to operate for

l0 minutes.

3. Turn the BACKGROUND control knob clock'

wise until the viewing screen is illuminated with the

scanning field.

4. Place bending coil opposite the bend of the pic-

ture-tube electron gun and rotate the bending coil about

the picture'tube axis for maximum brilliance of viewing

screen. (206 in figure 53.)

5. Adjust the bending'coil control to maximum

counterclockwise position, then rotate control slowly

clockwise until the viewing screen reaches maximum

brilliance. Stop at this point, as further increase of

bending-coil current is not needed'

6. Loosen clamping bolts on the de6ection coils

(20a) and the focus coil (205).
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7. Rotate the deflection coils until the horizontd

sweep is horizontal. Keep coil assembly close to tlp

bulging or enlarged Portion of the tube'

8. Amply tighten the clamping bolt on the defec'

tion-coil assemblY.

9. Shift the position of the focus coil in its holder

until picture is centered inside the mask'

10. Turn the BACKGROUND control counterclock'

wise until all tracc lines disappear from the viewing

screen.

11. Tune in a station which is broadcasting a te$

chart, either a circle chart or a chart with squares down

the right-hand side and across the bottom'

12. Adjust the FOCUS control for the clearest pio

ture.

ll. Reduce the vertical and horizontal size of thc

test-chart picture until it is approximately Ve inch in'

side the tube mask. To reduce the size of the picturg

adjust the VERTICAL HEIGHT control and thc

H6RIzONTAL VIDTH control counterclockwise'

14. Adjust the HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL

LINEARITY controls until the test chart appears to bc

correctly ProPortioned.
. 15. Increase the size of the picture horizontally and

vertically until it is iust inside the mask'

f6. If ttpin cushion" efiect exists, correct by adjust'

ing the sraightening coils (206A)'

Alignment ol the Television Receiver' Alignment of

the tievision receiver is an exacting task' For this

reasonr the serviceman will do well to make certain that

re.alignment is necessary, before undetaking such ad'

l,rrt-""rru While the need for alignment of receiver cir'

.uit, i, usually indicated by a lack of sensitivity' poor

tone, or poor picture qualityr or combinations of thesc

,y-prorn1, ci"cuit .o-porr"t t failure m:y also producc

air"r" irrai."tions. There fote, aln'ays check the circuh

"o-porr"rr* frst; then, if the check reveals that dl

parts are in good working order and all.circuits arc

l,rrr.tiot ing pr"ope.ly, misalignment may be investigated'

Two p":oced,'i"", "r" outiined for alignment of thc

telwision receiver. The complete procedure for align'

ment of the radio'freqt'""ty, video i'f'' audio i'f" and

".raio "-ptifiers, 
is ietailed, utilizing an amplitude'
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R.F AND I-F ALIGNMENT BY THE AMPLI.
TUDE.MODULATED METHOD.

Equipment Required.

A vacuum-tube voltmeter with an r-f probe.
A signal generator with a frequency range of 10 to

100 mc., and modulated with a 400-cycle tone signal
and an attenuated signal output strength measured di.
rectly in microvolts.

An oscilloscope of wide-band characteristics.
A 1000-mmf capacitor.
A 3-volt battery.
Insulated alignment tools.

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE.

Place the chassis to be aligned on a clean metal
test-bench.

Connect chassis for operation.
Place the signal generator adjacent to the receiver.

Make certain a good electrical contact is established
between the signal-generator chassis and the receiver
chassis through the test bench. A metal bench is neces-

stl.y to help maintain both' pieces of equipment at
the same r-f potential, preventing the circuits from
oscillating during the alignment procedure.' Turn on both receiver and signal generator. Allow
the equipment to operate approximately 12 how be-
fore proceeding with the alignment. This warm-up
period is necessary to prevent the introduction of ad-

aiustment errors, which would result if the circuits were
adjusted when the parts are cold.

Keep all leads between the signal generator and the
receiver as short as possible.

Keep the output of the signal generator as low as

pssible; this prevents overloading of the circuits being
aligned.

DETAILED PROCEDURE.

The alignment procedure outlined below is for chan-
nel 3; the frequency of channel 3 is 60 to 66 mc.

AUDIO I.F CHANNEL.
l. Couple the signal-generator output through the

1000-mmf capacitor between pin 6, the grid connection
on the audio i-f ampliGer tube (7V7) socket, and
chassis (ground).

2. Connect the oscilloscope vertical amplifier be-
tween pin 2, the plate connection on the audio-output
tube (785) socket, and chassis (ground). If a 10-

volt output meter is used in place of the oscilloscope,
connect a capacitor in series with one lead, keeping
the d-c voltage out of the meter.

SERYICING THE TELEYISION RECEIYER

3. Adjust receiver volume control to maximum
clockwise position, and tone conttol to maximum coun-
terclockwise position.

4. Regulate the signal-generator output to give a

400-cycle tone-modulated signal, with a radio frequency
of 15 mc. (the audio intermediate frequency), and a

signal strength of 20,000 microvolts.

BALANCING THE DISCRIMINATOR
TRANSFORMER.

l. Insert the insulated (non-metallic) padding
screwdriver into the center hole of the discriminator
transformer, and adjust compensator (121D) for mini-
mum indication on the voltmeter, or minimum defec-
tion as shown on the oscilloscope. The correct minimum
indication is located between two peak indications. See

6gure 54 for trimmer locations.

2. Insert the insulated padding screwdriver into the
outside hole on the discriminator transformer and ad-
just compensator (121A) for equal amplitude of signal
output, as indicated when the input frequency is varied
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f.rom 14.7J mc. through the center frequency to 15'25

mc. Peak output should be obtained approximately o'2

mc. either side of the l5-nrc. center frequency' The

output resPonse curve may be plotted by recording the

relative outPut as points on a graph and connecting

the points with a line. This curve is called the discrim-

inator "S," or resPotrse' curve' See 6gure 55. The peak

above and below 15 mc. should be adjusted to equal

anrplitude.
). Discolrnect the signal generator from the audio

i-f amplifier tube.

and adjust the oscillator iron'core tuning slug for

a nrinimum indication on the oscilloscope, or the volt'

meter. This minimurn indication is located between

two peak indications. When it is obtained, the local

oscillator is correctly adjusted. Thus, it will hetero

dyne with the incoming frequency of 65.7J mc. aud

produce the desired audio intermediate frequency of

15 mc.
6. To complete the alignment of the audio i'f

amplifier, vary the frequency of the signal generator

from 65.5O mc. to 66 mc. This will produce, as a result

of heterodyne action with the local oscillator' a re'

sultant frequency varying above and below the audio

i-f. As the frequency is varied, readjust the iron'core

tuning slugs located in the first audio i-f transformer

(f f4), equalizing the amplitude of the peaks obtained

as the signal-generator frequency is varied to each side

of the 65.75-mc. frequency. When this is correctly per'

formed, the ideal "S" curve will be obtained'

7. Disconnect the test equiPment.

VIDEO I.F CHANNEL.
l. Couple the signal generator through a 1000'

n',r,',f ."p".itor to the grid (pin 6) of the mixer tube

(12j2) and to ground.
2. Renrove the oscillator tube (7A4)'

OSC. ADJUSTMEMSs(D0es
t2345

-F-EOtal=a-Efooooo

OSCILLATOR COIL

- ADJUSTMENTS

SIMILAR BRASS
R|NG ON OSC, ColL

Flgure 56. R.F ond Locol Osclllotor Adiuslnenl Locoiiotts'

J. Connect - the oscilloscoPe or an outPut meter

through a lo00-nrrnf capacitor to the picture-tube grid

(pin 5 of picture-tube plug) and ground.

4. Adjust the signal generator to l5-mc' output'

5. Turn the attenuator on the signal generator to

maximum output'
6. Adjust the l5-mc. audio trap to minimum read'

ing on the output indicator.
7. Set the signal generator to 21-mc' outPut'

8. Adjust the 2l-mc. audio trap to minimum read'

ing orr the output indicator.
9. Apply a l-volt negative bias to the a-v-c lead

at a point on the a-v'c 6lter condenser'

10.
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Figure 55. Discriminolor-Response Gurve.

TUNING THE AUDIO I-F TRANSFORMER.

l. Couple the signal-generator outPut through the

1000-nrmf capacitor between pin 6, the grid connection

on the first video i-f tube (l2Jz) socket, and chassis

(ground). Set output to exactly l5 mc.

2. Insert the insulated padding screwdriver into

the slotted ends of the iron-core comPensator adjust-

ments on top of the 6rst audio i-f transformcr (114).
Adjust the compensators for a maximum output indi-

cation.
J. Disconnect the signal generator from the 6rst

video i-f amplifier-tube socket.

TUNING THE LOCAL OSCILLATOR.

l Couple the signal-generator outPut through the

1000-mmf capacitor between the antenna terminal of
the receiver and chassis (ground).

2. Depress push-button 3 until it locks in. This
connects the coils of chanlrel f into the circuit.

3. Adjust signal generator to exactly 6J-75 mc.

This is the audio-carrier frequerrcy for channel .J.

4. Adjust palrel verrrier-tulritrg control, located im'
nrediately below the Push-buttons, for mid-capacity set-

ting. This adjustment is obtained when the control is
rotated to the nriddle of its range.

5. Insert the insulated padding screwdriver through
hole (3) located above the push buttons, figure 56,
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10. Sweep the signal generator through the channel

fron 15 to 21 mc. in steps of. t/2 megacycle' Assemble

data, begirrning at 15.5 mc.' reading the outPut voltage

of the signal generator for each t/2-mc' steP uP to
2l mc., while keeping the outPut indication constant

by changing the microvolt output from the signal

generator.

ll. Change these readings to Percentages by taking

the lowest microvolt reading as a constant, and dividing

each reading into this figure. Fronr the resulting per'

centage figures, which represent relative outPutst a

graph can be plotted. (Figure 69 illustrates a convenient

iorrn of chart which can be used for recording these

measurements.) Observe the form of the resulting curve'

Note the 50fl point (19.5 mc.). Compare with the

idealized curve in figure 6. No sharp peaks or dips

should occur in the curve. The slope should start about

20.5 mc. The mid-point (50%) should be at l9'5 mc'

and 100f/r at L8'75 mc. The curve should be as flat as

possible down to 16 mc., and should drop to a mini'

mum at LJ.75 mc.

If the curve does not approach this form, the set

must be aligned by adjusting the padders, or by wire

.lressing (moving the wires of the grids and plates .of
the video i-f tubes closer to or farther from the chassis)'

Refer to figure 54 for. the location of these padders

(aaE) and (628').

AUDIO AND VIDEO R-F CHANNELS'

1. Connect the signal generator through a 1000-

mmf capacitor to the atltetlna connection on the re'

ceiver and to ground.

2. Remove the plate load from the r-f tube in the

receiver and substitute a resistor of 3'0 ohms'

l. Connect a vacuum-tube voltnleter fronr the plate

of the r-f tube to ground, using a 1000-mmf capacitor

to isolate the B* voltage from the meter' or use the

dynamic tester with an outPut meter'

4. Load the tertiary winding of the antenna coil

with a 150-ohm resistor.

5. Set the signal generator to mid-frequency of

the channel to be aligned.

Note: For channel 3, 60-66 mc', this would be 6l
mc.)

6. Increase the output of the signal generator to

obtain an indication on the voltmeter'

SER,VICINC THE TELEYISION RECEIVER

7. Tune the secondary (grid) winding of the an'

tenna coil, by means of the rings, to maximum reading

on the voltmeter.

8. Remove the load from the tertiary winding and

place the load resistor of 150 ohms across the grid

winding of the antenna coil.

9. Tune the tertiary winding by the shunt padding

capacitor to maximum reading on the voltmeter.

10. Remove the load from the grid winding.

11. Tune the signal generator through the channel

frequencies from 60 to 66 mc., and as this coil is over-

coupled, two peaks should be noted. One should be

at 66 mc. and one at 60 mc. with an approximate 30f'l

dip at the center of 6l mc' If this does not occur,

these coils should be realigned.

12. Remove the ll0-ohm resistor from the plate of

the r-f tube, restoring the normal plate load.

lJ. Remove the plate load of the mixcr tube and

substitute the ll0-ohm resistor'

14. Connect the vacuum-tube voltmeter from the

plate of the mixer tube to ground through a 1000-mmf

capacitor.

15. Disconnect the signal generator from the re-

ceiver antenna Post and reconnect it direct to the r-f
tube grid and to ground, after renroving cotrdenser (6)'

16. Leave the signal generator set at 63 mc'

17. Tune the r-f coil to maximum outPut reading

by the ring adjustment. As this is a single-tuned coi['

one peak only should result, at 6J mc' It should be

about 3O/o higher than the curve at 6O and 66 mc'

18. Leave the voltmeter as connected and discon-

nect the signal generator from the r-f tube grid and

reconnect it to the receiver antenna Post' By rotating

the signal generator through the 6O-66 mc' channel'

the overall resPonse of the antenna and r'f stages can

be observed.

Sweep the generator across the channel and take out-

put readings at every l/z mc. From the readings plot a

curve. This curve should be almost flat' The dip at

the center of the antenna-stage curve is 6lled by the

peak of the curve of the r-f stage' The result is an

overall flat resPonse. If this is not the resulting curve'

these two stages must be realigned, as this resPonse

curve must be attained for good television reception'



Bqnd Signol Generolor Response Wonted

I

)

3

4

5

45.2J mc-49.75 mc.

55.2J mc.-59.75 mc.

61.25 mc.-65.75 mc.

67.25 mc.-71.75 mc.

77.2J mc.-81.75 mc.

See Figure 57

SENSITIVITY DATA.
The audio i-f sensitivity is such that a 5O/o modu-

lated 500-microvolt signal applied at the first audio i-f
grid will give a 20-volt peak-to-peak output as meas-

ured at the plate of the 785 tube to ground.

The video i-f sensitivity is such that a 50% modu-
lated 250-microvolt signal applied at the 6rst video
i-f grid will give a 20-volt peak-to-peak output as

measured at the plate of the 6V6 video-output tube
to ground.

The overall sensitivity of the receiver is such that a

50% modulated, 50-microvolt signal applied to the
antenna input will give a 20-volt peak-to-peak output
as measured at the plate of the 6V6 video-output tube
to ground.

VIDEO.AMPLIFIER TEST.

The high-frequency response of the video amplifier
can be checked with a standard signal generator and
a vacuum-tube voltmeter equipped with a vacuum-tube
probe to minimize high-frequency degeneration through
lead capacity. A procedure for making a video-amplifier
response chart follows:

1. Attach the output of the signal generator be-

tween diode plate (pin 3) of the detector and ground
through a series capacitor and a resistor; the resistor
should have a resistance at least four times the value

of the diode-load resistor.

2. Attach the vacuum-tube-voltmeter probe between

picture-tube grid and ground.

3. Apply a l-volt unmodulated 80-kc' signal from
the signal generator and record the voltage indicated

on the vacuum-tube voltmeter.

a. Apply a constant l-volt signal at various fre-
quencies over the range of the signal generator uP to
6ve megacycles. Record the voltage indicated on the

vacuum-tube voltmeter for each frequency measured,

and compile readings in chart form.
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5. Defects in the response curve, which should be

reasonably flat or constant up to 31/2 megacycles, are

indicated by dips, sharp rises, or an early falling oll

of the voltages indicated on the vacuum-tube voltmeter.

6. Sharp rises or dips are irrdications of unwanted

resonant circuits, or a tendency to go into oscillation

at certain frequencies.
7. A gradual falling off of the voltage, beginning

at a relatively low frequency, one megacycle for ex'

ample, indicates unwanted shunt capacity between plate,

or grid, and ground, or a change in the characteristics

of the various peaking coils.

The low-frequency resPonse of the video amplifier

can be checked by using an audio-signal generator in

place of the standard signal generator. In case the

audio-generator output is not calibrated, the vacuum'

tube voltmeter can be used to adjust the generator out'

put to I volt for all frequencies.

8. An early falling ofi of the low frequencies, at

120 cycles for example, indicates an oPen or leaky com'

pensating, or interstage, coupling capacitor. Low'fre'

guency motor-boating generally indicates an open de'

coupling capacitor.

Figure 57. ldeolired R.F Response Curves.

I.F ALIGNMENT (SWEEP.SIGNAL-GENERA.
TOR METHOD). Alignment of the television receiver

will be accomplished with a minimum of trouble and

effort, if the serviceman will carefully observe and

follow all instructions.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED.
A sweep-frequency signal generator capable of cover-
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ing continuously and repeatedly the frequency renge of
14 mc. to 22 mc. This range will cover the video i-f
channel, audio i-f channel, and the adiacent audio i-f
channel.

A vacuum-tube voltmeter.
An oscilloscope.
A 1,000-mmf capacitor.
Insulated alignment tools.

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE.

l. Place the chassis to be aligned on a clean metal

test-bench.

2, Connect chassis for operation.

3. Place the signal generator adiacent to t'he re-

ceiver. Make certain a good electrical contact is estab-

lished between the signal'generator chassis and the

receiver chassis through the test bench. This is neces'

sary to help maintain both pieces of equipment at the

same r-f potential, Preventing the circuitq from oscil'

lating during the alignment Procedure.

4. Turn on both receiver and signal generator.

Allow the equipment to oPerate approximately t/2 bour
before proceeding with the alignment procedure. This

warm-up period is necessary to Prevent the introduction

of adjustment errors, which would result if the circuits

were adjusted when the Parts are cold. 
.

5. Keep all leads between the signal generator and

the receiver as short as possible.

6. Keep the output of the signal generator as low

as possible; this prevents overloading of the circuits

being aligned.

SERYICING THE TETEYISION RECEIYER

DETAILED PROCEDURE.

Audio l-F Channel.

1. Connect the oscilloscope between pin 2, the plate
connection on the audio-output tube (785) socket, and
chassis (ground).

2. Couple one lead of the sweep-signal generator,
set to sweep the 14.5-mc. to 15.5-mc. frequency range,

through a lOoo-mmf capacitor, to pin 6, the grid con-

nection of the audio i-f amplifier tube (7V7) socket,

and the other lead to chassis (ground). Also connect

the synchronizing signal, developed in the sweep gen-

erator, to the oscilloscope.

l. Place marker on signal generator to 15 mc.

4. Adjust receiver volume control to maximum
clockwise position, and tone control to maximum coun-

terclockwise position.

5. Increase output of the signal generator to aI>

proximately lO volts, r.m.s., until a half-scale deflection
is obtained on the oscilloscope scre4n.

NOTE

The sweep generator will cause the trace on
the oscilloscope screen to be deflected a dis-

tance proportional to the amplifier gain at the
frequency being swept. This trace, being pro-

duced many times per second, appears to the
e)re as one trace. The amplitude of the trace

at any one point immediately indicates the
response of the amplifier at that frequency, in
comparison to its response at other frequen'
cies. Thus, a response curve is continuously

obtained, indicating the exact overall gain of
the circuit being adjusted. The marker from
the sweep generator will indicate the exact

frequency at eny Point on the trace resPonse

curve.

6. Insert the insulated (non-metallic) padding

screwdriver into the center hole on the discriminator
transformer, and adjust conrPensator (121D) for mini-

mum marker indication at midpoint of "S" curve. See

figure 54 for trimmer locations.

7. Insert the insulated padding screwdriver into

the outside hole on the discriminator transformer and

adjust compensator (121-A) so that the negative and

positive peak on either side of the marker will be of
equal amplitude.
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NOTE

If the sweep generator used sweeps upward
through the frequency range, it will produce
a single trace and the trace will appear as an
t'S" curve. Superimposed upon the center of
the "Stt curve will be the l5-mc. marker.
S(hen compensator (121-A) is correctly ad-
justed, the size of the "S" on each side of the
marker will be equal. If the sweep generator
used sweeps upward and downward through
the frequency range, it will produce a double
trace.

8. Disconnect the signal generator from the audio
i-f amplifier-tube socket.

9, Couple one lead of the signal-generator output,
through the lOoO-nrnrf capacitor, to pin 6, the grid
connection of the first video i-f tube (1232), and the
other lead to chassis (ground).

10. Insert the insulated padding screwdriver into
the slotted ends of the iron-core compensator adjust-
ments on top of the first audio i-f transformer (lla);
regulate the conrpensators for maximunr and for an
equal anrount of signal on each side of the marker.

ll. Disconnect the test equipment.

VIDEO I.F CHANNEL.

Adjusting the Audio I-F Rcject Circuit.

l. Corrnect the oscilloscope vcrtical arrrplifier be-
tween the grid of the picttrrc trrbe and chassis (grotrrrd)l
this corrnection may be rnade on pin 5 of the pictrrre-
tube pltrg. Snap plug cover back arrd tcrrninal will be
expost'd. or the connection nray he nrade ;rt the point
of grid-lead ternrinatiorr otr the chassis.

2. Rernove the heavy corrdrrctor frorn pirr (r on the
socket of the nrixer tube ( l2i2). 'Ilris condrrcror corr-
nects the grid of the nrixer ttrbe to thc u'ave-batrd coil
assembly, Leave the a-v-c bus corrrrcctcd to pirr (r; this
connection supplies the nrixer ttrbe u.ith grid bias.

3. Corrple orre lead of the sweep-sigrral generator,
which covers the 14.5-nrc. to 2l.i-mc. range, to pin 6,
the grid connection of the mixer tube (lZJ2), arrd the
other lead to chassis (ground).

4. Set marker on signal generator to 15 mc.

5. Turn CONTRAST control all the way on, max-
imum clockwise position.
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6. Increase signal-generator output to approximately
l0 volts, r.m.s., to give half-scale deflection on oscillo-
scoPe.

7. Insert the insulated padding screwdriver into the
center hole in the top of the second video i-f trans-
former and adjust padder (448), part of the l5-mc.
arrdio trap, for minimunr deflection of the l5-mc. marker
on the oscilloscope. This adjustment is made to reject

the l5-mc, audio carrier.

Adjusting the Adjacent Audio l-F Reject Circuit.

1, Adjust the marker to 21 mc., the frequency of
the adjacent audio channel.

2. Insert the insulated paddirrg screwdriver into the

center hole in the top of the third video transformer
and adjust padder (5lE), part of the 2l-mc. audio trap,
for nrinimum deflection of the 2l-mc. marker on the

oscilloscope.

Aligning the Video I-F Amplifer.

l. Adjrrst the rrrarker to 19.5 nrc. This is the video

interrrrediate frequcncy.

2, The trext step is extremely inrportant, because

the adjtrsnrrents perforrned irr it uill detetmirre the re.

sponsc charactt'ristics of the video i-f anrplifier. There.
fore, bcfore nrakirrg. the adjrrstnrents giverr irr this step,

the resporrst. of the video i.f. shotrld be conrpared with
thc ideal rcsporrse crrrvc showrr irr figtrre 58. Note that

the vidrcr internrcdiate frcqtrency of 19.5 ntc. is 50/o

doun, i.e., /2 ar .t.ortg as the average output for the

other charrnel freqrrcncies. If the response curve ob.

tained closely approaches the ideal, do not disturb the

adjustnrerrts.

l. S7hen the response crrrve shows an undesirable
dip, insert tht' irrstrlated padding screwdriver through
the center hole in the fifth video i-f transformer and

adjust conrpensator (62E) for an increase in output

deflection on the oscilloscope. Do not turn compen.

sator (62E) more than l/16 of a rurn. Then insert
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the insulated padding screwdriver through the outside

hole in the top of the second video i-f transformer and

adjust compensator (44A) for an increase in output

defection of the oscilloscope. Do not turn compen-

sator (44A) more than l/16 of a turn. Check resPonse

of video i-f ampliGer and repeat procedure until the

desired response is obtained. A typical resPonse curve

of the receiver under discussion is shown in 6gure 59'

4. Disconnent signal generator from the mixer'tube

socket. Replace the grid lead previousty removed'

5. Disconnect oscilloscoPe.
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TROUBLE-SHOOTING DATA

METHODS OF TROUBLE.SHOOTING _ AI.
though the majority of servicemen have well-de6ned

trouble-shooting procedures developed through years of

experience, the following outline can aid as 
-a review of

the various methods of trouble-shooting that can be

employed in servicing television receivers.

By Visual Analysis.

Experienced servicemen have generally developed

this iechnique to a high degree. Observation of the

physical aspects of a television receiver involve checking

for obviously broken connections either in the receiver,

or transmission line and antenna. Burnt and defective

parts are frequently easily discerned. Broken or noisy

conmols or faulty installations can readily be seen'

Thus a carefut visual survey can at times detect diffi-

culties without the more detailed procedures of trouble-

shooting.

In television-receiver servicing, the greater part of

trouble-shooting can be acconrplished by viewing a

standard test Pattern. These test Patterns are developed

by the various television conrpanies and broadcasting

systems for the PurPose of providing a means of check-

ing receiver alignment and adjustment' The test Pat-

terns, with slight variations, are all basically the same,

and generally are broadcast for 15 minutes preceding

each television Program. For analysis, the Philco test

pattern (sometimes referred to as t'resolution charttt)

is used throughout this book. All servicemen nrust

acquaint themselves thoroughly with the television test

pattern, and learn to interpret its variations in terms of

misalignment, nrisadjustment' or defects of the tele-

vision receiver. For checking overall bandwidth and

r-f , i-f, and video-amplifier responses, it is possible to

construct a chaft to use with the normal test Pattern

that will apply to any one channel of frequencies de'

sired. See hiu.e Oo for a sample chart designed for

use on channel l. The development of these charts

is a responsibility of the serviceman, and they are

essential for accurate servicing of television receivers'

The tetevision test Pattern can be of service to both

the customer and the serviceman' The former can use

it in determining proper picture size, linearity of the

picture (i.e., the picture symmetry and aspect ratio)'

"rrd 
prop"" shading. The serviceman can utilize the

test pattern for the same PurPoses, and in addition can

,r." i, t, a check on the receiver performance, with ref'

erence to bandwidth, analysis of interference, and peaks

and dips in the i-f, r'f, and video'amplifier responses'

By Signal Substitution.

One efficient method of trouble-shooting is that of

signal substitution. This consists of substituting a sig-

,r""1, f.orrl a signal generatorr for the normally received

signal at various points in the circuit, and carefully

oi'r".rrit g the results in the picture or sound' Normal

substitution of a signal should be from the output stages

toward the antenna stage' This method is of special

benefit in localizing the trouble in a certain section or

stage of the receiver.

By Point-to-Point Resistance and Voltage Measurement'

After utilizing the signal-substitution method to

localize the trouble in a certain section or stage of the

receiver, it will generally be necessary to use ordinary
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poirlt-to-point measurements of resistance and voltaqes,
thus frrrther localizirrg the trouble in a unit or part of
a certairr stage of the receiver. For this purpose figtrres
66, 67, arrd (r8. sho$'irrg these types of nreasurernent
are inclrrdcd in this section.

By Tube Checking.

Anothcr trorrble-shooting procedrrre is that of check-
ing the trrbes of the receiver. Inasmuch as a large per-
centage of receiver trouble can be traced to tubes. this
procedure must not be overlooked. and it carr be nrade

advantageously early in the process of trouble-shooting.
Atthotrgh the review of trouble-shooting procedrtres

SERVICING THE TELEYISION RECEIVER

has followed a specific order, serviceman can vary it to
suit their habit or preference. The srrbsequent mate-
rial in this section corrsists of trouble-shootirlg data arrd
charts to facilitate analyzinq troubles commonly found
in television receivers.

By Oyerall Response Chechs by the Resolution Chart,

Ilv visrral irrspectiorr of the norn'ral test pattern (reso-

lrrtiorr chart) it is possible to analyze the r-f, i-f, arrd

video rcsponses of any certain channel, as rvell as the
overall bandwidth of the receiver. Figure (r0 illustrates
video response curves superinrposed upon a drawilrg of
the test pattern.

Figure 51. A Tesl Pollern Showing ?eok in Receiver Response.
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R-F, l-F, and Video-Amplifer Response Checks,

Since negative transmission is used in television, max-
imum modulation appears black in the picture, and
minimum modulation appears white. In normal recep-

tion, the televised resolution chart should contain no
black or white areas, streaks or smudges. Figure 60,

prepared for use in checking receiver responses on
channel 3, is similar to charts for other channel-response
checking. (It is necessary to use the appropriate chart
for each separate channel.) A black snrudge in the
vertical (high-frequency) wedge at about mid-point
would indicate a peak in the r-f response curve at about
63.75 mc., in the i-f response curve at about 17 mc.' or
in the video-amplifier response curve at about 2.5 mc.

Refer to figure 61 to see this indication. These smudges
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can occur at various places on the wedges and can be

easily located in the r-f, i-f, or video-amplifier response

curves by reference to a chart similar to that of figure

60. Peaks and dips will rarely be indicated on the

horizontal wedges, but the general appearance of the

wedge will determine the quality of the low-frequency
resPonse.

Oyerall Bandwidth Check.

Overall bandwidth can be observed by noting the

place on the vertical wedge where the black and white
lines converge. See figure 62. When the receiver fre-

quency response covers the desired bandwidth, the

black and white lines should converge almost exactly

at the edge of the inner circle. Reference to the formula



on the resolution chart, 6gure 60, will show how to
determine the number of lines the set is capable of
reproducing properly, or in other words, the band-

width of the set. Normally, the vertical wedge is com-

posed of 20 black and 19 white lines. The overall

SERYICING THE TELEVISION RECEIYER

response of a particular set is no better than the Poorest
response. That is, if the r-f response is 6 nrc., the i-f
response is 2.5 mc., and the video-amplifier response is

3.5 mc., the overall response is limited to the least of
these, 2,5 mc.
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MISCEIIANEOUS SER,VICING DATA qNd CHARTS

When replacing parts of a receiver' use identical
parts made by the set manufacturer. It is extremely

important that a replacement Part be installed in the

exact position formerly occppied by the original part.

Vhen moving leads to install parts, be careful to dress

the leads back to their former placement. Failure to ob-

serve this Precaution may result in severe circuit inter-

action and necessitate considerable exPerimental lead

rearrangement and circuit realignment to re-establish

original performance.

REMOYAL OF PIC'TURE TUBE

CAUTION: THIS SET DEVELOPS AND OPER.
ATES WITH POTENTIALS AS
HIGH AS 6000 V. BEFORE AT-
TEMPTING TO REMOVE PIC-
TURE TUBE, DETACH RECEIVER
FROM POWER OUTLET, AND
GROUND THE HIGH.VOLTAGE
CAPACITOR.

CAUTION: HANDLE PICTURE TUBE WITH
CARE. DO NOT GRASP TUBE BY

ITS NECK, FOR A SMALL STRAIN
ON ITS NECK MAY CAUSE THE

TUBE ENVELOPE TO CRACK.

l. Detach deflection-coil cable plug fronr socket on

chassis,

2. Detach plug from base of picture tube. (See

6gure 64.)

3. Remove high-tension cable from anode by gently

pulling cable away from tube.

4, Remove wing nuts holding picture-tube assembly

in cabinet, and lower assembly out of cabinet.

5. Place tube assembly on flat surface, upside down,

on its mounting board.

6. Loosen centering-coil assembly and slide it off

the tube neck.

7. Loosen bolt in front ctamping ring.

8. Gently slide tube forward and out of tube-

mountirrg assembly.

9. To replace, reverse procedure.

Removal of Deflection Coil.

l. Remove picture-tube assembly as outlined above'

2. Remove coil leads from deflection-coil cables.

l. Loosen coil clamping ring and remove coil from

mounting.

4. To replace, reverse Procedure.
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VISUAT INSPECTION

SUSPECTED TROUBTE SUGGESTED CHECKS SPECIAL NOTES

Antenna cabling Chcck antcrrrra lcad-in for shorts or opcrrs;
also for poorly soldercd or corroded joints.

Also chcck antcnna proper for
dc fects.

Power-line cabling Cht'ck poncr cablc for breaks.
Chcck for loosc or brokt n plrrg irr powcr
sockct.
Check ftrscs for looscncss in holdcrs or
blorvn-orrt condition.

A frrse may sonretintcs pass vis-
tral inspection and yet be dcfec-
tivc. Cht'ck rvith continuity nreter
or srrhstitrrtc lrcw fuse.

Defective tubes Chcck trrbt's for lightirrg.
Clrcck tubes for corrcct location.
Clrcck tubes for nricrophonics.

A tubc nray often fit in the rf'rong
socket and r.r'ill light but w.ill not
ftrnction.

Miscellanc'ous ( r'ideo) Chcck corrtrols for noisc.
Clrcck prrsh brrttons for rroise.

Noisy corrtrols n'ill noticeably af-
fect thc picttrre.

Misccllancorrs (atrdio) Check ttrbes fctr noise.
Chcck for torrc quality.
Chcck for arcing or fryirrg sourrds.

Chccking trrbcs for noisc shorrld
be donc by tapping thcnr liglrtly
uith tl'rc craser cnd of a pcncil or
a liglrt rtrbbcr rnaltet nrade for
thc ptrrpose.

Misccllancorrs (burnt odors) Chcck for brrrnt uircs.
Chcck for btrrnt or overheated resistors.
Chcck for hrrrrrt capacitort.
Clrcck for btrrrrt-out trarrsformers.

llurrrt parts gcncrally irrdicate
shorts in circuit rather than fail-
rrre of tlrc parts thernsclvcs. Chcck
circrrit bcfort' rcplacing btrrnt
pa rts.
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TEST.PATTERN INSPECTION

EFFECTS ON PICTURE SUGGESTED CHECKS SPECIAL NOTES

Picture lines blurred and hazy.
Refer to figure 63^4,.

Check FOCUS control setting.
Check r.f. and i.f. for alignment.

If FOCUS control will not regu-
late picture, a circuit defect is
indicated.

Picture hazy and hard to keep syn-
chronized.

Check for weak received signal.
Check for weak tubes.

Check alifnment of r.f. and i.f.

A check for weak received sig-

nal can be made by comparison
with another receiver, if avail-
able. If not, check antenna and
lead-in.

Picture washed-out.

Refer to 6gure 638.

Check BACKGROUND control
setting.
Check for gassy picture tube.

Substitute picture tube.

Picture has wrong aspect ratio and
wrong size.

Refer to figures 6lC and 6lD.

Check VERTICAL HEIGHT
control setting.
CheckHORIZONTALWIDTH
control setting.

Correct aspect ratio is 4:3.

Picture too dark.
Refer to figure 63E.

Check CONTRAST and BACK-
GROUND control settings.

Picture shading poor.

Refer to figure 63F.

Check for inrproper settirrg of
CONTRAST and BACK-
GROUND controls.
Check receiver aligrrment.

Picture has poor linearity.

Refer to figures 6lG and 63H.

Check VERTICAL LINEAR-
ITY adjusunent.
Check HORIZONTAL LINE-
ARITY adjustment.

Picture has poor horizontal lirrearity
accompanied by a bright bar of light
in, or to the extreme left of picture.

Refer to figure 63CC.

Check for defective HORIZON-
TAL SWEEP circuits.
Check output transfornrer.

Refer to electrical-checks chart.



SUGGESTED CHECKS SPECIAT NOTES

Picture has poor vertical linearity ac-
companied by a bright bar of light in,
or toward the top of, picture.

Check for defective VERTICAL
SWEEP circuits.
Check 6K6 tube.

Refer to electrical-checks chaft.
Rarely occurs.

Pictrrre has no horizontal sweep, only
bright vertical bar of light.

Check for defective HORIZON-
TAL SWEEP circuits.

Refer to electrical-cfrecks chart.

Pictrrre has no vertical sweepr only
bright horizontal bar of light.

Check for defective VERTICAL
SWEEP circrrits.

Refer to electrical-checks chart.

No video, but arrdio is good.
Picture tube lighted.
Refer to figure 63FF.

Check for video-output trouble. Refer to electrical-checks chart,

Sanre as above with picture tube un_
lighted.

Check for dcfective high-voltage
powcr srrpply.
Chcck bcnding current.

Refer to electrical-checks chart.

Set conrplerely dead.
(No video or audio.)

Check for defective r-f, mixer,
or first i-f stages.
Check low-voltage power sup-
plv.

Refer to electrical-checks chart.

Picture lines appear with ,.herring_

bone" pattern.
Refer to figure 63DD.

Picture lincs appear rippled.
Refer to figure 6388.

Diatherrny eqrripment in vicinity
carrsing interference.

Bcat-f requency interference,

No remedy except to turn ofi
equipment.

Seek equipnrent in vicinity oper-
ating near television-receiver fre-
quency.

Picture shows following or leading
white back-lightirrg.
Refer to figure 63M.

Check for improper receiver
alignnrent causing phase shift-
ing irr i-f, r-f, or video stages.
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SPECIAL NOTESSUGGESTED CHECKSEFFECTS ON PICTURE

Check audio traPs.Audio signal leaking into video

section.
Picture shows black horizontal bars

running throughout in unison with

sound.

Refer to figures 6lN and 6lP.

Only one black and white bar in'

dicates 60 cycles and shorted tube'

Two bars indicates 120 cYcles and

trouble in the Power'suPPlY 6l'

tcr.

Check power'suPPlY 6lter sYs-

tem.
Picture shows black and white bars sta'

tionary in picture.
Refer to 6gure 63Q.

Check power'suPPlY filters'Hum in horizontal - deflection

coils.
Picture is "S" shaPed on sides.

Refer to figure 63R.

Check sync seParator and verti'
ca[-defl ection circuits.

Picture shows "pairing" of lines indi-
cating improPer interlace.

Too weak signal.

Check for defective antenna or

transmission line or imProPer

receiver alignment or defective

set.

Picture appears thin and contains lots

of ttsnow.tt

Refer to figure 635.

Too strong signal.
Place short wire across transmis-

sion line at receiver. VarY length

from 6" down for ProPer signal

strength.

Picture very dark and distorted from

over-syncing.
Refer to figure 63T.

Check antenna orientation and

pIacement.
Check for inrProPer setting of
audio trap.
Check i-f alignment.

"Ghoststt in picture.
See figure 63U.

Reduce if necessarY.Check BACKGROUND control

setting.
Scanning raster incorrectly illuminated'

Refer to figure 63F.
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EFFECTS ON PICTURE SUGGESTED CHECKS SPECIAT NOTES

Horizontal sweep out of sync. (Sweep
is very slow.)
Refer to figures 6lW and 6lX.

Check HORIZONTAL HOLD
control setting.

Change control as necessary.

Horizontal sweep out of sync. (Sweep
is less slow.)
Refer to 6gure 63Y.

Check HORIZONTAL HOLD
control setting.

Change control as necessary.

Horizontal sweep out of sync. (Sweep
is approaching sync.)
Refer to Ggures 6jZ and 61,4,A.

Check HORIZONTAL HOLD
control setting.

Change control as necessary.

Vertical sweep out of sync. (Sweep is

slow.)
Refer to 6gure 6388.

Check VERTICAL HOLD con-
rol setting.

Change control as necessary.

Picture appears tilted.
Sec figure 6lGG.

Check position of deflection
coils.

Rotatc deflection coils about thc
picturc-tube axis for proper orien-
tation.

Pictrrre appears incorrectly centered.
Refer to figures 63J, 6)K, 6)L.

Chcck CENTERING control
setting.

Adjust CENTERING control if
neccssary.
Adjrrst FOCUS coil position
abotrt the picture-tube axis for
proper centering of the pictrrre.

Picturc shows fine white streaks inter-
nrittcntly flashing across it.
See figurc (r3V.

None. Llstral carrsc is ignitiorr irrterfer-
c Il c('.

Re fcr to arrterlrra-irrstallation data.

Video signal fronr signal gerrcrator.
Refcr to figures 6lHH and 6]JJ.

Signal-gcncrator pattcrns uscd in
chccking thc vidco channcl. Pat-
tcrn (rlHH is a high, and 61JJ
a low nrodulating frequcrrcy.
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Figure 638. Boclground Control lmproperly Adiusted.
TP- I 964

Figure 63C, lncorrecl Aspecl Rolio (verlicol). TP-l 965
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Fiqure 63D. lncorrecl Aspecl Rolio (Horironlol).



Figure 63F. Bockground Conlrol lmproperty Adiusled (Too Light).

Figure 63G. Veriicol Lineority lmproperly Adiusled,
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Figure 63H. Horironlol Lineorily lmproperly Adiusted.



Figure 63K. Test Pottern lmproperly Cenlered (Horizonlolly).

Figure 63L. Test Poltern lmproperly Centered (Both Ofil.
TP- I 006
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Fiqure 63M. Phose Shifting.



Figure 63P. Audio 5ignol ( 400-cycle I in Yideo Oulpul.

Figure 63Q. 60-Cycle A.C. in Yideo Oulpul
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Figure 63R. Hum in lhe Horironlol'Deffeclion Coils'



Figure 63T. Yideo Signol Too Slrong.

Figure 63 U. "Ghosts."



STNVICINE THE TELE

Figure 63V. lgnition lnterference.



Figure 63X. Loss of Horizonlol Sync (Moderotely Slow Sweepl'

Figure 63Y. Loss of Horizontol Sync (Slow Sweep).
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TP-1912

Figure 632' Loss of Horizonlcl Sync (5weep Slowly Approoching Sync)'



Figure 6388. Loss ol Yerlicol Sync.
TP, I 974

Figure 63CC. Defeclive Horironlol Sweep.
TP- I 975
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Figure 63DD. Diclhermy lnlerference.



Flgurr 63FF. Defeclive vtdeo Ghonnel (3coanlag Rorrer correcfly ctrlenredr. 
TP-1976
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Figure 63GG. lnproper Orienlofion ol Piclure.
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Figure 63JJ. Signol.Generolor ?oilern
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SERYICING THE TELEYISION RECEIYER

ETECTRICAL CHECKS

LOCATION EFFECT ON RECEIYER SUEGESTED CHECI(S SPECIAL NOTES

Audio
channel.

Receiver has poor tone
quality.

Check tubes.

Check for open coupling capacitor.
Check for open by-pass capacitor.
Check for open 6lter capacitor.
Check tuning adjustment.
Check audio i-f alignment.

Check tubes in tube
tester or preferably
by substituting tubes
known to be good. Dis-
criminator is common
source of trouble.

Audio
channel.

Receiver noisy. Check for noise pickup from sync
circuits.
Check for defective contacts on tube
sockets.

Check for defective channel switch.
Check for defective tubes.
Check for defective resistors.
Check for defective capacitors.
Check for peaks in response curve.

Capacitots should be
checked, both electri-
cally and meshanically.
To eliminate noise

pickup ftom sync cir-
cuits, dress volume-con-
trol leads away from
sync circuits.

Audio
channel.

Receiver dead" Localize defective section by signal-
substitution method.
Isolate defective part in section.

Use both voltage and
resistance analyses.

Video
channel.

Picture poorly defined
(with CONTRAST,
BACKGROUND and
TUNING controls set

comectly).

Check for weak received signal.
Check for incorrect atignment of video
i-f stage.

Check for incorrect tuning.

Video
channel.

Picture contains dark
lines.

Check for interference caused by dia-
thermy or other high-frequency radi-
ating machinery.
Check for heterodyning of r-f car-
riers.
Check for hum.
Check for audio modutation.

Automobile ignition in
terference a"t b" t".y
troublesome, especially
if the antenna is lo-
cated in radiation areas

of passing automobiles.

Video
channel.

Picture contains noise.
Noise signal energy in
the picture channel re-
sults in patterns of
splotches appearing in
picture and is referred
to as noise in picture.

Check for local interference caused by
diathermy machine, electrical eguip-
ment, or. automobile ignition.
Check for noisy tube-socket contacts.
Check for noisy tubes.
Check for noisy resistors and capaci-
tors.

Noisy tubes, resistors,

and capacitors can

usually be located by
tapping with a light
object such as the
eraser end of a pencil.
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SUGGESTED CHECKSEFFECT ON RECEIYER

[Jse voltage and resis

tance analys"r, 
"rrd 

rig-
nal-generator method.

Localize defective section by signal-

substitution method.
Isolate defective Part in section.

If defective defection
coils or matching trans-

former are susPected,

replace with new as'

senrblies.

Check for changed value of grid and

plate resistors.

Check for changed value of coupling

and by-pass caPacitors.

Check for defective defection coils'

Check for defective matching trans-

former.
Check for defective tubes.

Poor linearity of Pic'
ture with LINEARITY
control properly set but
defects still existing. 

/
\

Horizontal-
sweeP

circuits.

//
/

If defective defection
coils or matching trans-

former are susPected,

replace with new as-

semblies.

Check for changed value of grid and

plate resistors.

Check for changed value of coupling

and by-pass capacitors.
Check for defective deflection coils'

Check for defective matching trans-

former.
Check for defective tubes.

Insufficient sweeP am-

plitude (WIDTHlon'
trol properly adi6ted).

Horizontal-

clfcu

Amplitude of sYnc

pulse can be observed

with oscilloscope.

Check for lack of synchronizing sig-

nal.
Check for insufficient sync signal sup'

plied to sync amPlifier.

Check for weak video signal.

Check for insufficient gain in video

i-f amplifier.
Check for defective sync seParator'

Check for dead horizontal'sync ampli'

fier.
Check for defective horizontal'oscil'
lator stage.

Check tubes.

"w
No synchronization of
horizonqal sweeP.

Horizontal-
sweeP

circuits.

Use both voltage and

resistance analYses.

Check for cause of Part
failure.

No horizontal sweep. I Localize defective section by signal'

substitution method.

Isolate defective Part in circuit.
sweeP

circuits.

ll7

)



SERYICINE THE TETEYISION RECEIYER

LOCATION EFFECT ON RECEIYER SUGGESTED CHECKS SPECIAL NOTES

Vertical-
sweeP

circuits.

Poor linearity of pic-
ture with LINEARITY
control properly set but
defects still existing.

Check for changed value of grid and
plate resistors.
Check for changed value of coupling
and by-pass capacitors.
Check for defective dellection coils.
Check for defective matching trans-
former.
Check for defective tubes.

If defective deflection
coils or matching trans-
'former are suspected,

. replace with new as-

semblies.

Vertical-
sweeP

circuits.

Insuficient sweep am-
plitude (HEIGHT con-
trol properly adjusted).

Check for changed value of grid and
plate resistors.
Check for changed value of coupling
and by-pass capacitors.
Check for defective defection coils.
Check for defective matching trans-
former.
Check for defective tubes.

If defective deflection
coils or matching trans-
former are suspected,
replace with new as-

semblies.

Vertical.
sweep

circuits.

No synchronization of
vertical sweep.

Check for lack of synchronizing sig-
nal.
Check for insufficient sync signal ap-
plied to sync amplifier.
Check for weak video signal.
Check for insufficient gain in video
i-f ampli6er.
Check for defective sync separator.
Check for dead vertical-sync ampliGer.
Check for defective vertical-oscillator
stage.

Check tubes.

Amplitude of sync
pulse can be observed
with oscilloscope.

Vertical-
sweeP

circuits.

No vertical sweep. Localize defective section by signal-
substitution method.
Isolate defective part in section.

Use both voltage and
resistance analyses.

Picture
tube.

Poor brightness. Check for "soft" picture tube. Check by substituting
new picture tube.

Picture
tube.

Poor focus. Check for "soft" picture tube. High current also indi-
cates ttsofttt tube.

Picture
tube.

Lack of normal efiect
of BACKGROUND
control.

Check for gassy picture tube.
Check for partial short from cathode
to grid.
Check for open 6V6.

Substitute picture tube.

LO

Pic

tul

Pi

tu

Pi

tu

I

l18
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SERVICING THE TELEVISION IESEIVER

LOCATION EFFECT ON RECEIVER SUGGESTED CHECKS SPECIAL NOTES

Picture
trrbe.

Bright ttrbe. Chcck for partial short frorn cathode

to grid.
Check for gassy tube.

Srrbstittrte picttrrc ttrbe.

Picture
tube.

Poor pictrrre cotrtrast. Check for partiat short fronr cathode

to grid.

Strbstitrrte picttrrc ttrbe.

Picture
tube.

Poor viewing screen. Chcck for scratched flttorescent coat-

irg.
Check for burtrt flttorescent coatiltg.

Srrbstittrte picture tube'

Picture. No operation. Chcck for burlrt-ottt ttlbe.
Check for crackcd errveloPe.

Check for shorted clentelrts.

Check high-r'oltagc strpply.

Power
supply.

Hum in receiver. Check for open 6lter capacitor.

Check for shorted filter choke.

Power
supply.

Low power. Check for low lirre-voltage.
Check for open filter capacitor.

Check for leaky 6lter capacitor.

Check for weak rectifier ttrbes.

Power
supply.

No voltage. Chcck for open filter choke.

Check for dead rectifier tube.

Check for open prirnary or secorrdary

of power trarrsforuter'
Check for short circuit.

rn

s-

t,
F

TROUBLE.SHOOTII{G CHARTS FOR SPECIFIC CIRCUITS

VIDEO CHANNEL

Noise in video and not in audio. I Microphonic tube (12t2> in the

Noise signal energy in the pic- | video i-f amplifier circuit.

ture channel results in patterns
of splotches appearing in picture
and is referred to as noise in pic-
trr re.

Replace defective tube.

l19
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SERYICING THE TETEYISION RECEIYER

AUDIO CHANNEL

TROUBLE CAUSE REMEDY

Hum in audio at high volume-con-
trol settings.

Volume-control leads in strong a-c

field.
Dress volume-control leads
away from a-c leads.

Distortion of audio; video is
bright and clear.

Audio i-f amplifier out of align-
ment.

Realign audio i-f amplifier.
Be careful to obtain correct
discriminator waveform.

Noise in audio, but not in video. Audio circuit is picking up inter-
fering signals from sync circuits.
Audio i-f amplifier is not correctly
aligned.

Dress audio circuit leads away
from sync-circuit leads.
Reatign audio i-f amplifier, be-

ing careful to obtain correct
discriminator response curve.
If discriminator is incorrectly
adjusted, it will cause the
audio to be distorted.

Noisy audio reception and weak
audio output.

Microphonic tube (7V7) in audio
i-f amplifier. Weak audio-output
tube (785).
Gain in audio i-f stage tow.

Replace bad tubes. Realign
audio i-f amplifier.

Noisy volume control. Volume control is worn out. Replace volume control and
switch.

Picture is bright and clear but
there is no audio.

(785) audio output plate by-pass
capacitor (.006 mf) is shorted.

Reptace defective capacitor.

COMBINATION AUDIO AND YIDEO CHANNET

TROUBTE CAUSE REMEDY

Veak audio and weak video on
all channels.

Low gain in mixer tube (1232>. Replace defective tube.

Noise in video and audio.
Noise is still present when antenna
is disconnected.

Poor electrical connection to the
high-voltage anode on the picture
tube.

Repair connection.

Unstable picture, i.e., video sync
controls intermittently lose com-
plete control and station carrier
seems to shift.

The unstable condition can be due
to a poorly soldered connection on
the oscillator vernier.

Resolder connection.

r20



SERYICING THE TELEYISION RECEIYER-_

Replace defective caPacitor.

Also replace 3,300-ohm droP-

ping resistor. This resistor is

always damaged when the ca-

pacitor shorts.

Shorted .01-nrf plate filter capaci-

tor in 6rst video i-f transformer.
Set dead, rro audio and no video.

SYNC SEPARATOR

Trouble is lack of sYnchronizing

pulses, indicating trouble nrust be

in the sync-seParator circuit.

Replace defective screen-grid

by-pass capacitor ( l0 mf ) on

sync-separator tube (6Y6G).
Also due to interference from

electrical appliances, units'

autos, light bulbs, etc., taking
over the sync.

Horizontal and vertical sweep cir-

cuits will not synchronize with in-

coming picture signal.

HORIZONTAL.SWEEP CIRCUITS

Picture is onlY /a normal width

and white vertical bar aPPears at

left of picture.

Replace tube, if defective.Horizontal-sweep circuits may not

be producing a linear sweeP volt'
age, Horizontal-control tube

(6V5G) may be defective.

Check for defective horizontal'
output transformer.
Check horizontal-sweeP tube.

Check for changes in resistor

values.

Horizontal-defecting circuits are

not producing enough deflection

voltage.

Picture width cannot be increased

enough by regulating external con-

trols.

The fact that theY start to
work several minutes after set

has been turned on indicates a

defective horizontal'oscillator
tube.

Bright bar appears because the

horizontal-deflection circuits are

rrot working.

Vertical bar of light on Picture-
tube screen when the set is first

turned on.

Vertical bar of light on Picture'
tube screen. Does not disaPPear.

The result of horizontal-sweeP

circuit not functionirrg. Trouble

is usually in horizontal oscillator.

Check for shorted .01-mf capacitor

in the grid circuit of the (884)

oscillator.

Replace shorted caPacitor.

r2l
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SERYICING THE TETEYISION RECEIYER

TROUBLE CAUSE REMEDY

Arcing sound and the intermittent
appearance of a vertical bar of
light on the picture-tube screen.

High-voltage breakdown between
cathode resistor of horizontal-con-
trol tube 6V5 and shielded vol-
unre-control cable.

Dress lead away from socket
of tube 6V5.

YERTICAT.SWEEP CIRCUITS

TROUBLE CAUSE REMEDY

Vhen set is jarred, the vertical.
synchronizing circuits lose control,

Dirty contacts on tube pins in ver-
tical-deflection circuits.
Noisy tubes in the vertical-deflec-
tion circuits.

Clean contacts.

Replace defective tubes.

Intermittent horizontal white bar
in picture accompanied by tearing
of picture.

Internrittent breakdown of .2J-mf
coupling capacitor to grid of ver-
tical-sweep-output tube (6K6).

Replace defective capacitor.

Picture height can be increased,
but when the height is increased
the test chart picture is vertically
non-linear. This fault cannot be
corrected by adjusting the vertical-
linearity control.

Time constant in the plate circuit
of the vertical discfarge tube,
(6CE) has changed. The l-meg-
ohm plate-dropping resistor has

increased in value.

Replace defective 1-megohnr
resistor.

Vhite horizontal line or lines
across picture.

Static discharge from tube en-

velope.
Replace 6K6 vertical-amplifier
tube.

PICTURE.TUBE CIRCUITS

TROUBTE CAUSE REMEDY

Background control does not regu-
late brightness of picture. Picture
screen is so bright that the picture
appears to be washed out.

Failure of background control to
regulate brightness of picture tube
indicates lack of grid-control volt-
age. This is usually the result of
leakage between grid and cathode
of the picture tube.

Replace defective picture tube.

No video when station is tuned irr.
Audio is reproduced with good
quality.

Observation discloses burned-out
lOAP-l picture tube.

Replace defective tube.

Spot on picture tube. Viewirrg screen defective. Replace tube.



SERY'C'NG THE TELE

HIGH.YOLTAGE SUPPLY

Clean contacts.
No video but aridio is reProduced

with good quality'

No light on Picture tube when

station is tuned in. Audio is clear.

Dirty contacts on safety switch on

tube socket. Removing tube oPens

safety switch in primary circuit of

high-voltage transformer.

Replace defective tube.

Replace resistors if necessarY'
High-voltage-rectifier tube burned

out or gassy. If gassY, check filter

resistors.

Replace rectiGer tube.Rectifier tube has loose seal on

high-voltage caP.
High-voltage breakdown accom'

panied by odor.

Increase size of wire oPening

irr high-voltage shield and re-

place burned wiring.

Opening for leads through high'

voltage shield too small, causing

the insulation to be weakened.

High-voltage breakdown in wiring
of the power-suPPlY shield.

CONTROL ADJUSTMENT

Readjust centering coil.Observation discloses ( 10AP4)

picture tube is not burned out' but

that centerirrg coil is not correctly

positioned. This trouble is fre'
quently due to sonreone dusting

iirside cabinet and bumPing coil

with duster.

No video when station is tuned in'

Audio is reproduced with good

quality.

Regulate width and height

controls to obtain correct as'

pect ratio.

Indicates incorrect asPect ratlo'

Correct ratio is 4:1.
Picture stretched either horizon-

tally or verticallY.

Regulate vertical and horizon'

tal linearity controls until line-

arity is obtained. A test Pat'
tern must be used to n'rake

this adjustment.

Indicates incorrect adjustment of

vertical and horizontal linearity
controls.

Lines of images which are known

to be straight, either vertically or

horizorrtally, aPPear bent or

curved.
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TUBE-FUNCTION CHART

TUBE TYPE FUNCTION

t2t2

t2t2

7A+

t2t2

t2r2

t2t2

1232

7!16

7Ai6

t232

6V6

rOAP4

6Y6G

6c8

884

6AH5GT

6V5G

6c8

6K6G

7V7

XXFM

7Bt

5X4G

6xrG

R-F Amplifier

Mixer

l.ocal Oscillator

lst Video I-F Amplifier

2nd Video I-F Amplifier

3rd Video I-F Amplifier

4th Video I-F Amplifier

Detector

A.V.C.

lst Video-Freguency Amplifier

2nd Video-Frequency Amplifier

Picture Tube

Synchronizing-Pulse Separator

Horizontal-Synchronizing-Pulse Amplifier
Vertical-Synchronizing-Pulse Amplifi er

Horizontal Oscillator

Florizontal Output

Horizontal Control

Vertical Oscillator
Vertical Discharge

Vertical Output

lst Audio I-F Amplifier

Audio Detector and Amplifier

Audio Output

Low-Voltage Rectifier

High-Voltage Rectifier

t
t
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SERYICING THE TELEYISION RECEIVER

OVERALL SENSITIVITY

65 66 67 68 69 70 7t 72|tC

150

200
a,/,

5 250
o-e 3oo
t,

= 350
I
a 400

=- 4s0

MODEL

OVERALL SENSITIVITY
AUDIO MICRO V

RESOLUTION LINES

IMAGE YES NO

AVC/INPUT
1V

2U

3V

4V
5V

I-F OVERALL RESPONSE

14 ts 16 17 l8 t9 20 2l MC

\o ,l00

T90
F80e70
560o50
940
=30izo
Ht0

0

1.?
VIDEO RESPONSL

.5 t.0 r.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5MC
)g

I looee5
5eoog5
980
F75i70
H6s

60

IP- t0{r
Figure 69. Somple Allgnmenl-Dofo Chorl.
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GLOSSARY OF TELEVISION TERMS
ACTM LINES - 

The unblanked Portion of the

scanning sweeps.

ADIACENT AUDIO (SOUND) FREQUENCY_
The carrier frequency of the audio (sound) com-

ponent of the television channel next below that

under consideratiort.

AMPLITUDE MODULATION (AM)-A system of

transmitting intelligerrce by radio irrvolving charrging

the amplitude of the carrier oscillation.

ApERTURE-When applied to cathode-ray tubes, it
is the size of the scannilrg elenrent; i.e', the size of

the spot generated by the electron beam striking the

fluorescerrt screelr'

ASPECT RATIO - 
The numerical ratio of franre

width to franre height. Irr television it is 4:l'

AUDIO CHANNEL-A barrd of frequencies used for

transnrission of audio intelligerrce. In television this

band occtrpies a portion of the television channel'

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL-A system of

regulatiolr of receiver anrplification factor, whereby

weak sigrrals are nrore greatly anrplified than strollg

signals, thus, within oPeratirrg limits, yietdirrg a cou-

stant outPut regardless of ilrconlirrq signal strength'

(Also referred to as autonratic gain control')

AVERAGE BRIGHTNESS-The average light value

of the picture.

BACKGROUND CONTROL-A Potelrtiometer which

regulates the average, or background, illuminatiolr

of the received picture. 'Wherr properly set, the re-

trace of the bean'r is just below the level necessary to

aPPear on the scteen.

BANDWIDTH-The difference in cycles per second

betweerr the lowest and the highest frequency of the

transmitted band. A televisiolr channel is 6 mc' lr'ide'

BLACK LEVEL-The amplittrde of the modulating

sigrral corresponding to the scanning of a btack area

in the transmitted picture.

BLACKER-THAN-BLACK REGION-That Portion
of the demodulated signal which is above the anrpli-

tude rrecessary to Prevent the electron beam from

reaching the screen.

BLANKING PULSE-A pulse used to blank out the

electron beam during the return time of the beam to

its starting point.

CAMERA-The picture'pickup tube and its associated

swecp circuits.

CARRIER FREQUENCY-The specific frequency at

which a radio-frequency signal is generated and ra'

diated.

CATHODE-RAY TUBE-A device which converts

electrical energy into light by catrsirrg arr electrorr

beam to strike a fluorescent screen.

CENTERING CONTROLS-The circtrit comPonents

u'hich locate the operatirrg point of the electron beanr

so that trornral deflection causes the Picture to aPPear

property oriented about the center of the screen'

COAXIAL CABLE-A type of tralrsmissiorr line con-

sisting of a condrrctor located inside a hollow corr'

ductor so that both conductors have a common axis'

CONTINUOUS SCANNING - 
The oPeration of

scarrning a picture or scene at a uniform velocity'

CONTRAST CONTROL - 
A Potentiometer which

regulates the degree of difierence between the light

and dark portions of the Picture.

CROSS-OVER AREA-That region in the first lcns

system irr a cathode-ray tube where the electrons con-

verge as a result of the influence of the magnetic or

electrostatic 6elds.

DAMPING TUBE - 
An electrorric device used to

monrentarily short-circuit a circuit comPonent to Pre'
vent undesired transient oscillations'

D-C REINSERTION-The con'rbinirrg of the video

conrporrent with a d-c corrrpotrent to re-establish the

average light value of the Picture or scene'

DEFINITION-The sharpness of detail in the re'

constrttcted Picture.

DIpOLE-A type of arrterrna which is divided in the

nriddle arrd is entployed to transnrit or receive high'

frequelrcy signals.

DISCRII\'IINATOR - 
A frequency-sensitive circuit

which converts frequency variations irrto amplitude

variatious. The second detector of an FM super-

heterodyne receiver.

ELECTRON GUN-The structure which emits and

accelerates a beam of electrons in the cathode-ray

tube.
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ELECTRON LENS-Magnetic or electrostatic lines of
force arranged so as to act upon a flow of electrons
in a manner similar to the action of an optical lens
upon light.

ELECTRON MULTIPLIER-A device used in elec-
tronic circuits, such as the image-dissector camera
tube, wherein controlled secondary emission is utilized
to amplify electron emission.

EQUALIZING PULSES-A series of pulses, con-
tained in the composite video signal, which causes

the vertical defection to start at the same time in
each interval.

FIDELITY - Faithfulness of reproduction.

FIELD-The term applied to one complete scanning
operation.

FIELD FREQUENCY-The number of times per sec-

ond the frame area is fractionally scanned in inter-
laced scanning; in television, 60 times per second.

FLICKER-The objectional variation of the light value
of a picture.

FLUORESCENT SCREEN-The fluorescent coating
on the inside surface of the viewing end of the
cathode-ray tube.

FOCUSING CONTROL-A potentiometer which
regulates the amount of focusing field, which in turn
determines the point at which the converging elec-
trons form a concentrated beam.

FRAME-The complete single picture of a televised
sequence.

FRAME FREQUENCY-The repetition rate of the
complete picture; in television, 30 times per second.

FREQUENCY MODULATION-A system of trans-
mitting intelligence by radio involving the changing
of the carrier frequency.

GHOST IMAGE-A shadow or echo picture on the
television screen, usually caused by the reception of
a refected and delayed wave along with the direct
wave.

HEIGHT CONTROL-A potentiometer which regu-
lates the length of the vertical displacement of the
cathode-ray beam.

HOLD CONTROL-A potentiometer which varies
the free-running frequency of the sweep os:illator,
thus determining the amount of control exercised by
the sync pulses.

ICONOSCOPE-A type of camera tube.

t3{

INTERFERENCE-Any undesirable signal entering
the receiver circuits.

INTERLACE SCANNING-A type of scanning in
which alternate strips of the televised scene are
scanned in alternate fields, used to reduce apparent
ficker.

LIMITER STAGE-A stage of amplification ahead of
the FM discriminator so biased that all input signals,
above a prescribed minimum, drive the stage to
cutoff, thus eliminating variations due to amplitude
modulation of the input signal.

LINE-See scanning line.

LINEARITY CONTROL-A potentiometer in the
sweep circuit which varies operating characteristics
of the sweep generator in order that the speed of the
beam may be made uniform across the face of the
picture tube.

LINE SCANNING FREQUENCY-The number of
lines scanned per second. (Present systems scan 525
lines in l/3O sec. : 15,75O per second.)

.'LOCK-IN"-That condition when the sweep circuits
of the television receiver are controlled by the sync
pulses from the transmitter, resulting in a stationary,
clearly defined picture.

MODULATION-The process by which the ampli-
tude, frequency, or phase of a radio-frequency carrier
is varied with a signal.

MOSAIC - A specially constructed light-sensitive
screen located in the picture-pickup tube.

NEGATIVE MODULATION TRANSMISSION_A
type of television modulation in which the percent-
age of modulation is inversely proportional to the
amount of light on the picture element.

ORIENT-To aim, direct, fix the position of.

PICTURE ELEI\IENTS-In transmission, the separate
photosensitive globules or groups of globules that
combine to form an image. At the receiver, the pic-
ture elements are the light emitting particles of the
fuorescent screen activated by the electron beam.

PICTURE RECEIVER-A device used only to re-
ceive and reconstruct pictures from electrical waves.

PICTURE TRANSMITTER-See visual transmitter.

POLARIZATION - The direction of eledrostatic
lines of flux of a radio wave.
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POSITIVE MODULATION TRANSMISSION-A
system of television modulation wherein the percent'

age of modulation is proportional to the amount of

light on the picture element.

RASTER-A 6eld, or one set of scanning lines in a

frame.

RETENTMTY OF VISION-The ability of the

human eye to see light after the light stimulus is

removed.

RETURN TRACE-A line of light which is traced

upon the fuorescent screen each time the electron

bean, is returned to the starting point on the fluores'

cent screen to begin another sweeP.

SCANNING-The process of analyzing successively,

according to a predeternrined method, the light values

of picture elements constituting the total picture

area.

SCANNING LINE-A single continuous narrow strip

whose dimensions and properties are determined by

the process of scanning.

SCANNING RASTER-SCC RASTER.

SCREEN-See fluorescent screen.

SCREEN PERSISTENCE-The ProPerty of continu-

ing to radiate light for a short period of time after

the exciting stimulus is removed.

SHOT EFFECT-An interfering electrical disturbance

generated in radio tubes, particularly detrimental

*hen th"y are used as high-frequency amplifers'

SIDE BANDS - 
Radio frequencies adjacent to an am-

plitude-modulated carrier and composed of the mod'

ulating frequencies.

SWEEP VOLTAGE-A voltage generated by the

sweep generator and used to deflect the electron beam

of a camera' or a Picture tube.

SYNCHRONIZATION-The maintaining of one op'

eration in steP with another.

SYNC PULSES-Voltage pulses superin'rposed upon

the video signal to sylrchronize the receiver scanning

with the scanning of the camera tube at the trans'

mitter.

TELEVISION-The transmission and reproduction of
a picture or scene by any device which converts light
rays into electrical waves and reconverts them into
light rays.

TELEVISION CHANNEL-A band of frequencies

employed in the transmission of the composite video

signal and its accompanying audio signal. At the

present time a band of 6'mc. width is employed.

TELEVISION RECEMR-A device which receives

audio and video information and reconstructs it into

duplicates of the original.

TELEVISION TRANSMITTER-The radio mans-

mitter or transmitters for the transmission of both

video and audio signals.

TEARING-A term applied to a picture fault; it
means that the picture aPPears as if it were being

torn apart.

USED AUDIO FREQUENCIES-The band of fre-

quencies encompassed in the transmission of audio

intelligence accompanying a specific video signal'

VERTICAL SCANNING-The vertical up-and-down

motion of the electron beam.

VESTIGIAL SIDE-BAND TRANSMISSION-A SYS.

tem of tralrsnrission in which one of the generated

side bands is partially attenuated at the transmitter

and radiated only in Part.

VIDEO AMPLIFIER-An amplifier designed to am-

plify the frequelrcies necessary for transmission or

reception of a video signal.

VIDEO FREQUENCY - 
Any frequency obtained

fronr the scanning of a scene by a camera tube' The

greater the detail necessary in the picture, the higher

will be the frequencies involved.

VISUAL TRANSMITTER-The radio equipment for

the tralrsmission of the visual signal only'

WIDTH CONTROL-A potentiometer which con-

trols the length of the horizontal sweep of the elec-

tron beam in the cathode-raY tube'
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Neyer belore has a ney feld ol endeayor receiyed such a

flyi"g start- This book, yritten lor the technical and non-
technical readet alike, presenting essential knoaledge in
concise, complete, and easily understandable form, prepdres
the service industry for the next major development in home
dppliances.

Philco-the leader in radio-logically leads in teleyision
vith this digest of many years ol outstanding and authori-
tatiye york and experience.

This is but a part ot' the training lor the coming industry
afforded to members ol

PHILCO SERVICE
The World-Wide Associotion ol Appliance Servicernen.

PRINTEO IN U. S. A
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